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APPENDIX ONE
SCENARIOS 1A AND IB
SCENARIOS 1A& IB*
IFR, flight,—Hartsfield Atlanta International Airport
to Washington National Airport with unscheduled return to
Atlanta.
ILS approach to Hartsfield Atlanta International Airport.
* Scenario IB is identical to 1A except for the addition
of malfunction events.
Pulaski high sector ^
 740o
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Pilot: Altanta Clearance-Delivery, this is NASA 515
at Gate X, IFR to Washington National. {Call up
initiated not more than ten minutes before ready to
taxi.)
Clearance Delivery: ATC clears NASA 515 as filed,
climb and maintain five thousand feet, noise abatement
procedures are in effect, contact Atlanta departure
on one two five point seven, squawk two two one three,
over.
Pilot: NASA 515 roger, cleared as filed, maintain
five thousand, noise abatement procedures in effect,
contact Atlanta departure one two five point seven,





TIME DIST. ALT. EVENT ' COM1 COM2 COM3 COM4 NAV1 NAV2 NAV3
n.m. ft.
Clearance Delivery: NASA 515, Clearance correct,
contact ground control on one two one point niner
when ready to taxi.
Pilot: Roger.
Set Transponder code.
Select Departure ATIS: Information Kilo; one six one
zero observation, three thousand scattered, ceiling
five thousand broken, visibility two three, temperature
five niner, wind one one five degrees at seven gusting
to one six, altimeter two niner eight six, landings
runways zero eight, niner right, departures runways
zero eight, niner left. Noise abatement procedures
are in effect. Advise controller on initial contact
you have information Kilo.
Set Altimeter 29.86
Tune Atlanta VOR • 115.6
Tune Spartanburg VOR . 115.7
TIME DIST. ALT. EVENT COM1 COM2 COM3 COM4 NAV1 NAV2 • NAV3
n.m. ft.
Select Ground Control
Pilot: Atlanta ground, this is NASA 515 at Gate X,
request permission to push back. We have information
Kilo, over.
Ground: NASA 515, Atlanta ground, roger, clear to
push back. Advise when ready to taxi, over.
Pilot: NASA 515, roger.
Pushback - Approximately 60-120 seconds.
Engine Start - Estimate 30-60 seconds in addition to
pushback time.
Pilot: Atlanta ground, NASA 515 ready to taxi.
Ground: NASA 515, taxi to runway niner left via
northeast-southwest taxiway. Hold short of runway
zero .eight, over. . ..
Pilot: NASA 515, roger. Taxi runway niner left, hold
short runway zero eight.
TIME DIST. AJ.T. EVENT COM! COM2 COM3 COMA NAV1 NAV2 MAV3
n.ro. ft.
Set Takeoff Flaps 5°.
Taxiing to runway 9L will involve straight apron seg-
ment of 1125 feet, right turn (90°) to 2000 foot seg-
ment of northeast-southwest taxiway. This takes air-
craft to holding position for crossing runway 08 and
should require 2 to 3 minutes taxi time. Holding at
runway 08 could involve a departing or arriving air-
craft using runway 08 which would require approximately
40 seconds to 90 seconds of wait time. Once cleared
across runway 08:
Ground: NASA 515, cross runway zero eight, over.
Pilot: NASA 515, roger.
Taxiing will involve crossing congested 'X' intersec-
tion in middle of field. This intersection would be
reached in 40 to 60 seconds after runway crossing.
Possible traffic conflict could result here.
Ground: NASA 515 hold short of next intersection,
cleared behind Eastern trijet, over.
TIME DIST. ALT. EVENT COM! COM2 COM3 COM4 NAV1 NAV2 NAV3
n.m. ft.
Pilot: NASA 515, roger.
Once past intersection (90-120 seconds), ground
control will contact aircraft.
Ground: NASA 515 contact Atlanta Tower on one one
niner point five, over.
Pilot: NASA 515 roger, one one niner point five.
Select Atlanta Tower
(60° right turn must be executed at end of northeast-
southwest taxiway onto parallel taxiway.)
In approximately 60 seconds:
Pilot: Atlanta Tower, this is NASA 515 ready for
takeoff, runway nine left, over.
Tower: NASA 515, taxi into position and hold, over.
Pilot: NASA 515, roger.
TIME OIST. ALT. EVENT COM1 COM2 COM3 COM4 NAV1 NAV2 NAV3
_ _ p _ _
Within approximately 60 to 90 seconds:
Tower: NASA 515, cleared for immediate takeoff.
Pilot: 515, rolling.
0:33:45 0 1000 Apply takeoff thrust.
34:17 - :05 0.6 1000 Rotation
34:22 ± :02 0.8 1035 Flare to 35 feet
Speed: 145 kts.
Dist.: 5000 feet
34:27 - :05 1.1 1250 Retract gear.
Tower: NASA 515, contact Atlanta departure on one two
five point seven, good-day.
Pilot: NASA. 515, roger. Good-day.
Select Atlanta Departure Control. .125.7
TIME DIST. ALT. . EVENT • COM1 COM2 COM3 COMA NAV1 NAV2 NAV3
n.m. Tt~. " ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ "
Pilot: Atlanta departure, this is NASA 515, over,
Departure: NASA 515, Atlanta departure, roger.
Squawk ident.
Key ident.
Departure: NASA 515, radar contact. Say altitude,
over.
Pilot: NASA 515, leaving one eight hundred.
34:45 - :05 1.7 1975 'Cross Middle Marker, initiate turn to 105° heading
(15° turn - 15° bank).
34:52 ± :02 2.0 2300 On 105° heading.
35:00 ± -.02 2.3 2500 Retract flaps to 1° detent.
Maintain V2 + 15, Set climb thrust.
35:38 - :02 3.8 4000 Reach 3000 feet above ground level. Begin accelera-
. tion to 2.50 KIAS. Maintain 500-1000 ft/min rate of
climb.
35:58 - :05 5.0 4255 Select flaps 0°. Speed .190 KIAS.
TIME DIST. ALT. EVENT COM! COM2 COM3 COM4 NAV1 NAV2 NAV3
n^m^ ^ •
Departure: NASA 515, for vector to intercept Jay thirty
seven, turn left heading zero seven zero, climb and
maintain niner thousand, over.
Pilot: NASA 515, roger. Left heading zero seven zero,
maintain niner thousand.
36:03 i :01 5.3 4320 Begin left turn to 070 heading (35° turn - 25° bank)
36:17 i :Q5 6.1 4500 Complete turn.
36:27 ± :Q2 6.8 4625 Reach 250 KIAS.
37:50 - :05 11.8 8000 Departure: NASA 515, climb and maintain one two thou-
sand, over.
Pilot: NASA 515, roger, maintain one two thousand.
38:20 i :05 13.8 10000 Reach 10000 feet. Begin turn to 053° heading and 037.
(17°. turn - 15° bank)
(Monitoring Atlanta VOR)
38:37 i :Q5 15.1 10600 Turn complete. ' • .
Begi'n acceleration to 280 KIAS.
TIME . DIST. ALT. EVENT COM1 COM2 COM3 COM4 NAV1 NAV2 NAV3
or FT
38:49 1 :05 16.1 11000 Departure: NASA 515,'. climb and maintain flight level
two three zero, contact Atlanta center on one two
three point niner five, over:
Pilot: 515, roger. Climb and maintain flight level
two three zero, center one two three point niner five,
good-day.
Tune Atlanta Center, East Departure Sector 123.95
Select Atlanta Center, East Departure Sector
Pilot: Atlanta Center, this is NASA 515 out of one
one thousand for flight level two three zero, over.
Center: NASA 515, Atlanta Center, roger. Squawk
ident.
.. Key ident.
Center: NASA 515, radar contact. Report leaving
flight level two one zero, over.
Pilot: NASA 515, roger. Report flight level two ' •
one zero.
TIME DIST.- ALT. EVENT COM1 COM2 COM3 COM4 NAV1 ' NAV2 NAV3
n.m. ft.
Tune Company frequency ARINC
Tune Emergency frequency 121.5
41:25 i :10 29.6 170QO Center: NASA 515, maintain flight level one eight
zero. Traffic twelve o'clock, four miles, northeast
bound, C-130 assigned flight level one
nlner zero, over.
Pilot: NASA 515, roger. Maintain flight level one
eight zero. We have traffic in sight.
Begin 500 ft/min. rate of climb.
42:25 - :10 35.6 18000 Level flight.
Set Altimeter 29.92.
46:15 - :20 58.3 18000 Center: NASA 515, clear of traffic, climb and main-
tain flight level two three zero. Report leaving
flight level two one zero, over.
Pilot: NASA 515, roger. Maintain two three zero. ' ''
Report leaving two one zero.
46:45 63 (Hyd. System B Overheat) *
}
* Scenarios IB and 2B only.
oo
TIME DIST. ALT. EVENT COM! COM2 COM3 COM4 NAV1 NAV2 NAV3
n.m. ft"!
47:43- :05 67.3 21000 Pilot: Atlanta Center, NASA 515, leaving.flight level
two one zero, over.
Center: • NASA 515, roger. Climb and maintain flight
level three one zero. Contact center on one three
three point seven, over.
Pilot: 515, roger, maintain flight level three one
zero, center on one three three point seven.
Tune Atlanta Center, Spartanburg High Sector. 133.7
Select Atlanta Center - Spartanburg.High Sector.
48:57 - '-15 75.3 23400 Begin Mach 0.65 speed schedule.
Pilot: Atlanta Center, this is NASA 515 leaving
fl.ight level two three zero for flight level two
niner zero, over.
Center: NASA 515, Atlanta center roger, squawk ident.
Report leaving flight level two eight zero, over.
TIME DIST. ALT. EVENT COM1 COM2 COM3 COM4 NAV1 NAV2 NAV3
o r F T -
Pilot: NASA 515, roger. Report flight level two
eight zero. -
51:18 - :10 90.4 28000 Pilot: Atlanta center, NASA 515 leaving flight level
two eight zero, over.
Center: NASA 515, roger. Climb and maintain 'flight
'level two niner zero, over. ;
Pilot: 515, roger, maintain flight level two niner zero.
Begin 500 ft/min. rate of climb.
Tune Spartanburg VOR 115.7
Monitor Spartanburg VOR
52:18 - :10 96.8 29000 Level flight, accelerate to Long Range Cruise for this
altitude.
52:33 - :05 98.6 29000 At Long Range Cruise (.67 Mach). Set thrust.
Tune Gordonsville VOR frequency 115.6
1:00:31 - :20 151.3 29000 Cross Spartanburg VOR
Begin left turn to 047 heading (10° turn - 5° bank).
1:01:12 - :05 155.9 29000 Turn complete.
Center: NASA 515, climb and maintain flight level three




TIME DIST. ALT. EVENT COM1 COM2 COM3 COM4 NAV1 NAV2 'NAV3
—— —
Pilot: NASA 515, roger. Maintain flight level three
three zero, center one three four point five five.
Tune Atlanta Center - High Rock Ultra High Sector 134.55
Select Atlanta Center - High Rock Sector
Pilot: Atlanta Center, NASA 515 leaving flight level
two niner zero for flight level three three zero, over.
Center: NASA 515, Atlanta center roger. Squawk ident.
Key ident.
Center; NASA 515, Report level at
flight level three three zero, over.
Pilot: 515, roger.
1:03:17 - :10 169.3 32000 Reach 32000 feet. Begin 500 ft/min. rate of climb.
1:04:17 - :05 175.8 33000 Reach en route altitude. Begin acceleration to long
range cruise speed. « ' •
Pilot: Atlanta center, this is NASA 515 level at
















ALT. EVENT COM1 COM2 COM3 COM4 NAV1 NAV2 '. NAV3
ft.
Center: NASA 515, roger. .
(Hyd. Sys. B Low Press.)*
33000 Reach long range cruise (.71 Mach) Set thrust.
(Oil Filter Bypass)*
(No. 2 Gen. Drive CSD Lo Oil Press.)*
33000 Pilot requests return to Atlanta.
Controller coordinates with adjoining sector for
return vectors.
33000 Center: NASA 515, for vector to intercept. Lanier six
arrival, Pulaski transition turn left heading two
seven zero. Contact Atlanta center on one three five
point three five, over.
Pilot: 515, roger. Left heading two seven zero,
center one three five point three five.
Begin turn to 270° heading (137° turn - 15° bank).
Tune Atlanta Center - Badin Ultra High Sector.
Select Atlanta Center - Badin Sector




* Scenarios IB and 28 Only.
K)
TIME DIST. ALT.
n . r o . f t .
1:16:08 ± :20 254.8 33000
1:17:40 +
 :io 264.8 33000
1:20:11 - :15 280.8 31000
EVENT
Pilot: Atlanta center, this is NASA 515 level at
flight level three three zero turning two seven zero
heading, over.
Center: NASA 515, roger. Squawk ident.
Key ident.
Center: "NASA 515, Radar contact"
Turn complete.
Center: NASA 515, descend and maintain flight level
three one zero. Contact center on one three two
point seven five, over.
Pilot: NASA 515, roger, maintain flight level three
one zero, center one three two point seven five.
Begin descent, Set thrust to flight idle.
Tune Atlanta Center - Pulaski High Sector
Select Atlanta Center - Pulaski Sector
Pilot: Atlanta Center, NASA 515 leaving flight level
three three zero for flight level three one zero, over.
Center: NASA 515, Atlanta Center roger, Squawk ident.
Key ident.
Center: "NASA 515, Radar contact"
Level at 31000 feet.
Set thrust.
COM1 COM2 COM3 COMA NAV1 NAV2 NAV3
132.75
TIME OIST. ALT. EVENT COM1 COM2 COM3 COMA NAV1 NAV2 NAV3
—— p£-
1:21:03 ±:05 286.4 . 31000 Center: NASA 515, for vector to intercept Pulaski two
two five radial, turn left heading two four zero,
cleared to the Atlanta International Airport via the
Lanier six arrival, Pulaski transition, over.
Pilot: 515, roger. Left heading two four zero for
Pulaski two two five radial, Lanier six arrival.
Monitor Pulaski VOR.
Begin turn to 240° heading (30° turn - 15° bank)
1:21:42-:05 290.6 31000 Turn complete.
1:23:40 - :10 303.4 31000 Begin turn to Pulaski 225 radial.
1:24:01 - :05 305.6 31000 Turn complete. (15° turn - 15° bank).
Tune Toccoa - VOR frequency. 109.8
1:25:52 ± :10 317.6 31000 Center: NASA 515, contact center on one three two
point eight, over.
Pilot: NASA 515, roger. One three two point eight. .




TIME DIST. ALT. EVENT COM1 COM2 COM3 COM4 NAV1 NAV2 NAV3__ __
Select Atlanta Center - lanier Sector
Pilot: Atlanta Center, NASA 515 leve". at flight level
three one zero, over.
Center: NASA 515, Atlanta Center, roger. Squawk ident.
Key ident.
Center: "NASA 515, Radar contact"
1:28:52 i :10 337.6 31000 Center: Descend and maintain flight level two four
zero. Report leaving flight level two six zero, over.
Pilot: 515, roger. Maintain flight level two four
zero. Report flight level two six zero.
Begin .75 Mach/280 KIAS descent. Set thrust at flight idle.
1:35:46 -:30 383.6 26000. Reach 26000 feet.
Pjjot: Atlanta Center, NASA 515 leaving flight level
two six zero, over,
Center: NASA 515, descend and maintain one one thou-
sand, contact center on one two five point two, over.
TIME DIST. ALT. EVENT . COM1 COM3 COM3 COM4 NAV1 NAV2 NAV3
__ ^£- . _ . —
Pilot: NASA 515, roger, maintain one one thousand,
center one two five point two.
Tune Atlanta Center - Norcross low sector. 125.2
Select Atlanta Center - Norcross sector.
Pilot: Atlanta Center, NASA 515 leaving flight level
two five zero for one one thousand, over.
Center: NASA 515, Atlanta Center, roger. Squawk
ident. Altimeter two niner point eight eight.
1:40:34 - :20 411.6 16500 Cross Toccoa VOR, set altimeter.
Tune Norcross VOR frequency. 116.6
Center: NASA 515, Maintain one five thousand,
clearance limit is now Lanier intersection. Hold
northwest of fix on Norcross zero four one radial,
one and a half minute right turns, expect further
clearance at one seven one five, over.
Pilot: 515, roger. Maintain one five thousand,





1:40:49 - :05 413.1 16000
1:41:49 - :05 419,0 15000
1:42:58 ± :10 424.7 15000
1:46:50 ± :20 441.6 15000
1:48:18 - :15 447.7 15000
1:49:48 ± :05 453.9 15000
1:51:16 - :05 460.0 15000
1:52:01 ± :05 463.1 15000
EVENT
Reach 16000 feet, begin 500 ft/min. rate of descent.
Reach 15000 feet, begin deceleration to 210 KIAS.
Tune Chattanooga VOR frequency.
Reach 210 KIAS. Set thrust.
Enter holding pattern, begin right turn
(180° turn - 25° bank).
Complete turn. Heading 041.
Complete outbound leg.
Begin right turn (180° turn - 25° bank)
Turn complete.
Center: NASA 515, cleared to the Atlanta International
Airport via last routing cleared, increase speed to
two three zero knots, descend and maintain one one
thousand, expect an ILS runway zero eight approach
at Atlanta, over.
Pilot: 515, roger. Increase speed two three zero,
maintain one one thousand.
COM1 COM2 COM3 COM4 NAV1 NAV2 NAV3
115.8
Begin descent, Set thrust at flight idle.
TIME DIST. ALT. EVENT COM1 COM2 COM3 COM4 NAV1 NAV2 NAV3
n.m. tt^
1:57:09 ±:05 486.1 11000 Reach 11000 feet at 230 KIAS.
1:57:24 - :05 487.2 .11000 Center: NASA 515, contact approach control on one two ,
six point niner, over.
Pi lot: NASA 515, roger, approach on one two six point
niner.
Tune Atlanta Approach control.
Tune Arrival ATIS.
Select Arrival ATIS: Information Lima; one seven zero
five observation, two five hundred scattered ceiling
four thousand broken, visibility one six, temperature
five niner, wind one one zero degrees at ten gusting
to one seven, altimeter two niner eight four, simul-
taneous parallel approaches in operation on runways
zero eight and niner right. Advise controller on
initial contact you have information Lima.
Set altimeter to 29.84, select approach control frequency.
Pilot: Atlanta Approach control, this is NASA 515,
level one one thousand with information Lima, over.







TIME DIST. ALT. EVENT . COM1 COM2 COM3 COMA NAV1 NAV2 NAV3
n.m. ft".
1:59:55 *:10 497.2 11000 Approach: NASA 515, Turn left heading two one zero,
reduce speed to two zero zero knots, over.
Pilot: 515, roger, left headina two one zero, slow
to two zero zero.
Cross Norcross VOR, begin turn (10° turn, 10° bank).
Begin speed reduction to 200 knots. Adjust thrust.
2:00:05 - :02 497.9 11000 Reach 210 KIAS
2:00:09 ± :05 498.2 11000 Turn complete, set 1° flap.
Tune Runway 08 ILS - IATL 109.9
Tune REG VOR ' . 111.8
2:00:15 ± :02 498.6 11000 Reach.. 200 KIAS. Set thrust.
2:01:31 ± :05 503.6 11000 Approach: NASA 515, reduce speed to one niner zero
knots, over.
TIME OIST. ALT. EVENT COM1 COM2 COM3 COM4 NAV1 NAV2 .NAV3
n.m. F T ~ ~ ~ ~
Pilot: 515 roger, one niner zero knots.
Begin deceleration. Adjust thrust.
2:01:41 - :05 504.3 11000 Reach 190 KIAS, set flaps 5°. Set thrust.
2:02:45 * :05 508.3 11000 Approach: NASA 515, contact approach control on one
two seven point two five, over.
Pilot: 515 roger, one two seven point two five.
Tune approach control frequency. 127.25
Select frequency.
Pilot: Atlanta Approach Control, this is NASA 515
level one one thousand, over.
Approach: NASA 515, Atlanta approach roger. Squawk
ident.
Key .ident.
2:03:13 - :05 510.1 11000 Approach: NASA 515, turn right.heading two seven zero,
reduce speed to one seven zero knots, descend and




TIME DIST. ALT. EVENT COM1 COM2 COM3 COM4 NAV1 NAV2 NAV3
n.m. ft. ' . :
Pilot: 515 roger, left heading two seven zero, slow
to one seven zero, maintain four five hundred.
Begin turn to 270 heading.
2:03:51 - :05 512.4 11000 Turn complete, begin deceleration, Adjust thrust.
2:04:00 513.0 (pilot incapacitation)*
2:04:11 ± :05 513.6 11000 Reach 170 KIAS, set flaps 15°.
Begin descent to 4500 feet. Set thrust at flight idle.
2:07:49 i :20 525.8 4500 Reach 4500 feet. Set thrust for level flight.
2:08:29 - :05 527.8 4500 Approach: NASA 515, reduce speed to one six zero knots,
over.
Pilot: 515 roger, one six zero knots.
Adjust thrust.
2:08:39 ± :05 530.3 4500 Reach 160 KIAS. Set thrust.
2:10:39 - :10 536.1 4500 Approach: NASA 515, turn left heading one eight zero,
over.
Pilot: 515 roger, left heading one eight zero.
Begin turn to 180 heading. .
* Scenarios IB and 2B Only.
TIME DIST. ALT. EVENT COM! COM2 COM3 COM4 N/W1 NAV2 ' NAV3
__ _ . . - — —
2:11:33 ±:05 538.7 4500 Turn complete.
Approach: NASA 515, you are fourteen miles from the
outer marker, turn left heading one two zero for vector
to intercept final approach course. You are cleared
for an ILS runway zero eight approach, Contact tower
at the outer marker on one one niner point five, over.
Pilot: 515 roger, left heading one two zero, ILS runway
zero eight approach, tower at outer marker on one one
niner point five.
Begin turn to 120° heading. ' 119.5
Tune Atlanta Tower frequency.
2:12:40i:05 542.5 4500 Turn complete.
2:13:31 i
 :Q5 544.5 4500 Begin turn to 90° heading (final approach heading).
Capture ILS localizer.
2:13:50 t :05 545.4 4500 Turn complete. " '
2:14:52 -












Pilot: 515 roger, one
Adjust thrust.




glide slope. Set thrust.
COM1 COM2 COM3 COMA NAV1 NAV2 . NAV3
Approach: .NASA 515, maintain current speed until
crossing Stubbs, over.
Pilot: 515 roger.
2:15:30 - :05 550.2 3600 Cross Stubbs, begin speed reduction to 135 KIAS,
set landing flaps 40°. Adjust thrust.
2:16:41 - :05 553.3 2665 Cross Outer Marker, gear down.
Select Tower frequency.
Pilot: Atlanta Tower, this is NASA 515 over lakeside
inbound for runway zero eight, over.
Tower: NASA 515, Atlanta Tower, roger. Cleared to
land runway zero eight. Wind one one zero degrees at
zero niner.
Pilot: 515 roger.
TIME DIST. ALT. EVENT COM1 COM2 COM3 COM4 NAV1 NAV2 : NAV3
2:17:52 n'm' ft- Pass through 1500 feet.
2:18:11 - :10 558.0 1213 Cross Middle Marker, speed 130 KIAS.
2:18:26 - :02 558.5 1050 Cross end of runway.
2:18:36 - :02 558.8 1000 Touchdown, thrust reversers.
2:19:01 - :02 Thrust reversers off.
2:19:11 - :02 Speed brakes retract.
. • Tower: NASA-515, exit runway next intersection, contact
ground point niner when clear of runway, over.
Pilot: 515 roger, point niner when clear.
Tune Ground Control. 121.9
Select ground frequency.
Pilot: Atlanta ground, this is NASA 515, taxi to gate X,
over.





TIME DIST. ALT. EVENT COM1 COM2 COM3 COM4 NAV1 NAV2 NAV3








Turn left 90° to taxiway D
Turn onto ramp.
Taxi to gate.
Arrive at gate, shut down engines.
APPENDIX TWO
SCENARIOS 2A AND 2B
35
SCENARIOS 2A AND 2B*
IFR flight.—Hartsfield Atlanta International Airport
to Washington National Airport with unscheduled return to
Atlanta.
MLS approach to Hartsfield Atlanta International Airport.
(Note: Scenario 2 is identical to scenario 1
through T= 1:58:20)





Standard IFR Scenario—MLS Approach,






























































527.0 531.7 532.7 536.6 537.1 542.6
532.2 539.0
Distance, nmi
TIME DIST. ALT. EVENT COM1 COM2 COM3 COM4 NAV1 NAV2 NAV3
min:sec n.m. ft.
1:58:25 * :05 492.2 11000 Approach: NASA 515, reduce speed to two zero zero
knots, over.
Pi lot: 515, roger. Slow to two zero zero.
Adjust thrust.
1:58:35 ± :05 492.9 11000 Reach 210 KIAS, set 1° flaps.
1:58:45^:02 493.5 11000 Reach 20C KIAS.
1:59:35 - :05 497.2 11000 Cross Morcross VOR.
Approach: NASA 515, turn left heading two one zero,
over.
Pilot: 515 roger. Left heading two one zero.
Begin turn to 210° heading.
1:5»:45 -
 : Q 2 497.7 11000 Complete turn, tune MLS. . X X X
2:00:10 - :10 503.3 11000 Approach: NASA 515, contact approach control on one two
seven point two five, over.
Pilot:' 515 roger, one two seven point two five.
MD
TIME DIST. ALT. EVENT COM1 COM2 COM3 COMA NAV1 NAV2 NAV3
n.m. ft.
Tune Approach Control frequency. . 127.25
Pilot: Atlanta Approach Control, NASA 515 level one
one thousand, over,
Approach: NASA 515, Atlanta Approach roger. Squawk
ident.
Key ident.
2:01:35 - :20 508.9 11000 Approach: NASA 515, turn right heading two seven zero,
reduce speed to one eight zero, descend and maintain
six thousand, over.
Pilot: 515 roger,right heading two seven zero, slow to
one eight zero, maintain six thousand.
Begin turn.
2:02:50 - :05 512.0 11000 Complete turn. '
Begin deceleration. Adjust thrust.
2:03:001
 :Q2 512.6 11000 Reach 190 KIAS, set flaps 5°.
2:03:10 t
 :Q2 513.2 11000 Reach 180 KIAS.
Begin descent to 6000 feet. Set thrust to flight idle.
TIME DIST. ALT EVENT COM1 COM2 COM3 COM4 NAV1 NAV2 NAV3
n.m. ft.
2:06:30 * :05 522.0 6000 Reach 6000 feet. Set thrust.
2:07:00 * :05 525.5 6000 MLS acquisition.
2:08:00 i :10 527,0 6000 Approach: NASA 515, turn left heading one eight zero,
descend and maintain three six hundred, over,
Pilot: 515 roger, left heading one eight zero, maintain
three six hundred.
Begin descent, begin turn to 180° heading. Set thrust
to fliqht idle.
2:09:00 +
 :Q5 530.1 4200 Complete turn.
2:09:20 + :05 531.2 3600 Reach 3600 feet. Set thrust.
Approach: NASA 515, reduce speed to one six zero knots,
over.
Pi lot: NASA 515 roger. Slew to one six zero.
-*
Begin deceleration. Adjust thrust.
2:09:30 t :05 531.7 3600 Reach 170 KIAS, set flaps 15°.
to
TIME DIST. ALT. EVENT COM1 COM2 COM3 COM4 NAV1 NAV2 NAV3
n.m. ft.
2:lW:40 t ;05 532.2 3600 Reach 160 KIAS.
Approach: NASA 515, you are six miles from the approach
gate. You are cleared for an MLS runway zero eight
approach. Contact Atlanta Tower after crossing gate
on one one niner point five, over.
Pilot: 515 roger, MLS runway zero eight approach, tower
after gate on one one niner point five.
Tune Atlanta Tower. 119.5
2:09:50 i
 :Q2 532.7 3600 Begin runway centerline acquisition turn (160 KIAS,
15° bank, 90° turn)'
2:10:40 t ..02 535.1 3500 Complete turn.
Approach: liASA 515, maintain current speed until
crossing approach gate.
Pilot: 515 roger.
2:11:10 t ;io 535.6 3600 Cross Approach Gate.
TIME DIST. ALT. EVENT COM1 COM2 COM3 COM4 NAV1 NAV2 NAV3
_ _ _ _ -
Begin deceleration to Approach speed. Adjust thrust.
Select Tower frequency.
Pilot:, Atlanta Tower, this is NASA 515, over approach
gate inbound for runway zero eight, over.
Tower: NASA 515, Atlanta Tower roger. Cleared to
land runway zero eight. Wind one one zero at zero niner.
2:11:20 - :05 537.1 3600 Begin 6° first segment MLS approach. Adjust thrust.
Gear down.
2:11:40 - :15 537.9 3088 Reach 135 KIAS. - Flaps 40.
Checklist.
2:12:10 -
 :Q5 539.0 2180 Begin transition to 3° second segment. Adjust thrust,
2:12:15 ± :07 539.2 2080 Complete transition, speed 130 KIAS.
2:13:06 1500 500 feet above runway
2:13:32 ' 1200 Decision neignt
2:13:45 * :05 542.6 1050 Cross end of runway.
2:13:55 t
 :Q2 542.9 1000 Touchdown, set speed brakes, thrust reversers.
2:14:15 t
 :Q5 . Thrust reversers off
2:14:25 t
 :Q2 Speed brakes retract.
OJ
TIME DIST. ALT. ' EVENT COM1 COM2 COM3 COMA NAV1 _NAV2 NAV3
__ __
Tower: NASA 515, exit runway next intersection, contact
ground point niner when clear of runway, over.
Pi lot: 515 roger, point niner when clear
Tune Ground Control. 121.9
2:14:30 - :02 Select ground frequency.
Pilot: Atlanta Ground, this is NASA 515, taxi to
gate X, over.
Ground: NASA 515, Atlanta Ground, roger. Taxi to
ramp via northeast-southwest taxiway, over.
Pilot: 515 roger.
Continue taxi straight ahead.
2:15:10 - :10 Turn left 90° to ramp.
2:16:05 - :10 Arrive at gate, shut down engines.
APPENDIX THREE
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SCENARIOS 3A AND 3B *
IFR flight.—Hartsfield Atlanta International Airport
to Washington National Airport with unscheduled return to
Atlanta.
Advanced navigation concept.
ILS approach and landing procedures.











































































139.9 151.1 208.8 235.0 255.1 303.5
220.0 286.1
319.5 342.5 360.8 389.2 405.0
Distance, nmi
30000-1





































435.2 466.0 478.2 483.5488.0498.0 502.3 512.9
481.2 501.6 506.3 515.5
510.9
527.8 531.7 532.7 536.6 537.1 542.6
532.2 . 539.0
Distance, nmi
TIME DIST. ALT. EVENT COM1 ' COM2 COM3 COM4 NAV1 NAV2 NAV3
n.m. ft.
Tune Clearance Delivery 121.65
Tune Ground Control 121.9
Tune Atlanta Tower 119.5
Tune Departure ATIS 111.0
Select Clearance Delivery.
Pilot: Atlanta Clearance Delivery, this is NASA 515 at
gate X, IFR to Washington National (call up initiated
not more than ten minutes before ready to taxi) .
Clearance Delivery: ATC clears NASA 515 as filed.
Socle 9L departure, route J816R Jason 1 star, climb and
maintain fliqht level three three zero, contact Atlanta
departure on one two f ive point seven, squawk two two
one three, over.
Pilot: NASA 515, roger, cleared as filed, Socle 9L
departure, route J816R, Jason one star, climb and
maintain flight level three three zero, departure on
one two f ive point seven, squawk two two one three, over.
It
N>
TIME DIST. ALT. EVENT COH1 COM2 COM3 COM4 NAV1 NAV2 NAV3
n.m. ft.
Clearance Delivery: NASA 515, clearance correct, contact




Select Departure ATIS: Information KILO; one six one
zero observation, three thousand scattered, ceiling
five thousand broken, visibility two three, temperature
five niner, wind one one five degrees at seven gusting
to one six, altimeter two niner eight six, landings
runways zero eight, niner right, departures runways
zero eight, niner left. Noise abatement procedures are









TIME DIST. ALT. • EVENT COM1 COM2 COM3 COM4 NAV1 NAV2 NAV3
n.m. ft.
Select Ground Control.
Pilot: Atlanta ground, this is NASA 515 at gate X,
request permission to pushback. We have information '
Kilo, over.
Ground: NASA 515, ATlanta Ground, roger, clear to
pushback. Advise when ready to taxi, over.
Pilot: NASA 515, roger.
Pushback - approximately 60-120 seconds.
Engine Start - estimate 30-50 seconds in addition to
pu,shback time.
Pi lot: Atlanta Ground, NASA 515, ready to taxi.
Ground: NASA 515, taxi to runway niner left via
northeast-southwest taxiway. Hold short of runway
zero eight, over.
Pilot: NASA 515, roger. Taxi runway niner left,
hold short runway zero eight.
TIME DIST. ALT. EVENT COM1 COM2 COM3 COM4 NAV1 NAV2 NAV3
n.m. ft.
Set takeoff flaps 5°.
Taxiing to runway 9L will involve straight apron segment
of 1125 feet, right turn (90°) to 2000 feet segment of
northeast-southwest taxiway. This takes aircraft to
holding position for crossing runway 08 and should
require 2 to 3 minutes taxi time. Holding at runway 08
could involve a departing or arriving aircraft using
runway 08 which would require approximately 40 seconds
to 90 seconds of wait time. Once cleared across runway 08:
Ground: NASA 515, cross runway zero eight, over.
Pjlot: NASA 515 roger.
Taxiing will involve crossing congest 'X' intersection in
middle of field. This intersection would be reachec ^n
40 to 60 seconds after runway crossing. Possible traffic
conflict could1 result here.
Ground: NASA 515, hold short of next intersection,
cleared behind Eastern trijet, over.
Pi lot: NASA 515 roger.
TIME DIST. ALT. EVENT COM1 COM2 COM3 COM4 NAV1 NAV2 NAV3
n.m. ft.
Once past Intersection (90-120 seconds) ground control
will contact aircraft: t.4*
Ground: NASA 515, contact Atlanta Tower on one one
niner point five, over.
Pi lot: iiASA 515 roger, one one niner point five.
Select Atlanta Tower
(60 right turn must be executed at end of northeast-
southwest taxiway onto parallel taxiway.)
In approximately 60 seconds:
Pilot: Atlanta Tower, this is (.'ASA 515 ready for
takeoff, runway niner left, over.
Tower: NASA 515, taxi into position and hold, over.
Pilot: NASA 515 roger.
Within approximately 60 to 90 seconds.
TIME DIST. ALT. EVENT COM1 COM2 COM3 COM4 NAV1 NAV2 NAV3
n.m. ft.
Tower: -NASA 515, cleared for immediate takeoff.
Pilot: 515, rolling.
3?:UO
 0 1000 Apply takeoff thrust.
36:32 - :05 0.6 1000 Rotation.
36:37 - :02- 0.8 1035 Flare to 35 feet, speed: 145 knots, distance 5000 feet.
36:42 * :05 1.1 1250 Retract gear.
Tower: NASA 515, contact Atlanta Departure on one two
five point seven, good-day.
Pilot: NASA 515 roger, good-day.
Select Atlanta Departure frequency.
Pilot: Atlanta Departure, this is NASA 515, over.
Departure: NASA 515, Atlanta departure, roger. Squawk
ident.
Key ident.
Departure: NASA 515, radar contact, Say Altitude, over.



































Pilot: NASA 515, leaving one eiqht hundred.
Cross (SID) Waypoint 01, turn to 105°
(15° turn -
On 105 heading.




2 + 15, set
Begin acceleration to 250 KIAS. Maintain 500-1000
ft/min. rate of climb.
Select flaps 0°. Speed 190 KIAS.






40:35 - :10 13.8 10000 Begin acceleration to 280 KIAS, continue climb.
Departure: fJASA 515, contact Atlanta center on one two
three point niner five, over.
Pilot: 515 roger, one two three point niner five.
oo
TIME DIST. ALT EVENT .COM! COM2 COM3 COM4 NAV1 NAV2 NAV3
n.m. ft.
Tune Atlanta Center, East departure sector
Select Atlanta Center frequency.
Pilot: Atlanta Center, this is NASA 515 out of eleven
thousand for flight level three three zero, over.
Center: NASA 515, Atlanta Center roger. Squawk ident.
Key ident.
Center: NASA 515, radar contact, report leaving flight
level two one zero, over.









 :io 41.2 21000 Pilot: Atlanta Center, t;ASA 515 leaving flight level two
one zero, over.
TIME DIST. ALT. EVENT COM1 COM2 COM3 COM4 NAV1 NAV2 NAV3
n.m. ft.
Center: NASA 515 roger, contact center on one three
three point seven, over.
Pilot: 515 roger, one three three point seven.
Tune Atlanta Center, Spartanburg High Sector 133.7
Select Soartanburq High Frequency.
45:15 - ;02 42.2 21400 Cross (SID) Waypoint 03 and initial en route waypoint
ISOCLE), begin turn to J816R airway. Tune Spartanburg VOR. 115.7
(31° turn - 15° bank).
Pilot: Atlanta Center, this is NASA 515 leaving
flight level two one zero for flight level three three
zero, over.
Center: ,'IASA 515, Atlanta Center, roger. Squawk ident.
Report leaving 'flight level two eight zero, over.
Pilot: NASA 515, roger. Report flight level two
eight zero.
45:57 - :05 46.8 22750 Turn complete.
46:17 - :05 49.0 23400 Begin Mach 0.65 climb.
Os
O
TIME DIST. ALT. EVENT . COM1 COM2 COM3 COM4 NAV1 NAV2 NAV3__ _
Center: NASA 515 maintain flight level two six zero.
Traffic twelve o'clock, four miles, northeast bound,
C-130 assigned flight level two seven zero. over.
Pilot: 515 roger. Maintain flight level two six zero.
We have traffic in sight.
47:07 - :05 54.5 25000 Begin 500 ft/min. rate of climb.
48:07 * :05 61.0 26000 Level flight, set thrust.
51:03 ± :20 80.0 26000 Center: NASA 515, clear of traffic, climb and maintain
flight level three three zero. Report leaving two
eight zero, over.
Pi lot: 515 roger, maintain tv'ee three zero, report
leaving two eight zero.
Set climb thrust.
52:06 1- :05 86.8 28000 Pilot.: Atlanta Center, NASA 515 leaving flight level
two eight zero, over.
TIME DIST. ALT. EVENT COM1 COM2 COM3 COM4 NAV1 NAV2 NAV3
n.m. ft.
Center: NASA 515 climb and maintain flight level three
one zero, over.
Pilot: 515 roger, maintain flight level three one zero.
53:09 - :05 93.5 30000 Begin 500 ft/min. rate of climb.
54:09 - :05 99.9 31000- Level flight, accelerate to long range cruise (.67 Mach).
54:24 - :05 101.7 31000 Attain long range cruise. Set thrust.
58:14 * :20 126.8 31000 Tune Spartanburg VOR. 115.7
Center: NASA 515, climb and maintain flight level three
three zero. Contact center on one three four ooint
five five, over.
Pilot: NASA 515 roger. Maintain flight level three
three zero, center one three four point five five.
Tune Atlanta Center - High Rock Ultra High Sector. 134.55
Select Atlanta Center frequency.
ON
to
TIME DIST. ALT. EVENT COM1 COM2 COM3 COM4 NAV1 NAV2 NAV3
n.m. ft.
Pilot: Atlanta Center, NASA 515 leaving flight level
three one zero for flight level- three three zero, over.
Center: NASA 515, Atlanta Center roger. Squawk ident.
Key ident.
Center: NASA 515, Report level flight
level three three zero, over.
Pilot: 515 roger.
1:00:57 ±
 :Q5 144.6 32000 Begin 500 ft/min. rate of climb.
1:01:57 t :05 151.1 33000 En route, accelerate to long range cruise.
Pilot: Atlanta Center, NASA 515 level at fliaht level
three three zero, over.
Center: I,ASA 515, roger./
1:02:40 f
 :Q5 155.6 33000 Reach long range cruise. Set thrust,
1:10:251
 :4Q 208.8 33000 ' Cross UNCO Waypoint
1:12:25 ± :20 220.0 33000 Pilot requests return to Atlanta.
TIME D1ST. ALT. EVENT COM1 COM2 COM3 COM4 NAV1 NAV2 NAV3
_ __— . - —
Controller coordinates with adjoining sector for return
vectors.
1:14:12 - :10 235.0 33000 Center: NASA 515, for vectors to intercept Jay eight .
fifteen R, turn left heading two seven zero, over.
Pilot: 515 roger, left heading .two'seven zero.
Begin turn (134° turn - 15° bank).
1:17:07 -:20 255.1 33000 Turn'complete.
Center: NASA 515, you are cleared to the Atlanta Inter-
national Airport via Jay eight fifteen R and Shine oh one
Star. Planned time of arrival at Lakeside is 10:21:00.
1:21:37 ± ;30 286,1 33000 Center: NASA 515, contact Center on one three five
point three five, over.
Pi lot: 515 roger, one three five point three five.
Tune Atlanta Center - Badin Ultra High Sector. ' 135.35
Select Atlanta Center frequency.
o\
o\
TIME DIST. ALT. EVENT COM1 COM2 COM3 COM4 NAV1 '.'AV2 NAV3__ _
Pilot: Atlanta Center, NASA 515 level flight level
three three zero, over.
Center: NASA 515 roger. Squawk ident.
Key ident.
1:24:09 - :20 303.5 33000 Center: NASA 515, descend and maintain flight level
three one zero. Contact center on one three two
point seven five, over.
Pilot: NASA 515, roger. Maintain flight level three
one zero, center one three two point seven five.
Set thrust to flight idle.
Tune Atlanta Center - Pulaski High Sector. 132.75
Select Atlanta Center frequency.
Pilot: Atlanta Center, NASA 515 leaving flight level
three three zero for flight level three one zero. over.
• Center: NASA 515, Atlanta Center, roger. Squawk ident.
Key ident.
1:24:40 * :05 319.5 31000 Reach FL310.
TIME OIST. ALT. EVENT COM1 COM2 COM3 COM4 NAV1 NAV2 NAV3
- _ — ^ j - - .
Center: NASA 515, contact Atlanta center on one three
two point eight, over.
Pi lot: 515 roger, one three two point eight.
Tune Atlanta Center - Lanier High Sector 132.8
Select Atlanta Center frequency.
Pilot: Atlanta Center, NASA 515 level at flight level
three one zero, over.
Center: NASA 515 roger. Squawk ident.
Key ident.




TIME DIST. ALT. EVENT COM1 COM2 COM3 COM4 " NAV1 NAV2 NAV3
n.m. ft.
1:31:40 t :05 363.2 31000 Turn complete, on J815R.
1:36:38 i:20 389.2 31000 Center: NASA 515,
report leaving flight level two six zero. Altimeter two
niner eight eight, over.
Pi lot: 515 roger,
report flight level two six zero.
Begin .75 Mach/280 KIAS descent, set thrust at flight idle.
1:39:00 t
 ;IQ 405.0 29500 Cross SHI.'JE Kay point, begin turn to 211° heading
(23 turn - 15 bank)
1:39:34 - :05 409.1 28000 Turn complete.
1 :43:50 t -.15 435.2 26COO ' Pi lot : A t lan ta Center, ;;ASA 515 leav ing f l ight level two
six zero, over.
Center: NASA 515 roger. Contact center on one two five
point two, over.
Pi lot: 515 roger, center one two five point two.
TIME DIST. ALT EVENT COM1 COM2 . COM3 COM4 NAV1 NAV2 NAV3
n.m. ft. • ..
Tune Atlanta Center - Norcross Low Sector '
Select Atlanta Center.
Pilot: Atlanta Center, NASA 515 leaving flight level
two six zero for one one thousand, over.
Center: NASA 515, Atlanta Center, roger. Squawk
ident.
Key ident.
1:48:22 * :50 466.0 12000 Cross LANDS Waypoint (Last J815R Waypoint) Begin
500 ft/min. rate of descent.
Begin turn to 228° heading. (17° turn - 15° bank)
;:48:41 - :02 467.8 11600 Turn complete.
1:49:22 ± :05 471.5 11000 Level flight, set thrust. .
1:50:22 -• :05 476.5 11000 'Begin deceleration to 250 KIAS. Adjust thrust.





n . m . f t .
EVENT COM1 COM2 COM3 COM4 NAV1 NAV2 NAV3
1:51:34 t
 :Q5 481.2 11000 Center: NASA 515, due to traffic your Planned Time of
Arrival at Lakeside is now 10:22:15 , over.
Pi lot: 515 roger, time of arrival now 10:22:15.
Begin deceleration to 220 KIAS.
1:52:1)4 i
 :Q5 483.5 11000 Reach 220 KIAS. Adjust thrust,
1:52:37 t
 :Q5 488.0 11000 Center: NASA 515, contact Atlanta approach control on
one two six point niner, over.
Pilot: 515 roger, approach control on one two six
point niner.
Tune Atlanta Approach Control
Tune Arrival ATIS.
Select Arrival ATIS: Information Lima; one seven zero
five observation, two five hundred scattered ceiling
four thousand broken, visibility one six, temperature
five niner, wind one one zero degrees at ten gusting to
one seven, Altimeter two niner eight four, simultaneous
parallel approaches in .operation on runways zero eight
and niner right. Advise controller on initial contact
you have information Lima.
126.9
123.7
TIME DIST. ALT. EVENT COM1 COM2 COM3 COM4 NAV1 NAV2 NAV3
n.m. ft.
Set Altimeter to 29.84
Tune Atlanta VOR 115.6
Pilot: Atlanta Approach, NASA 515 level one one thousand
with information Lima, over.
Approach: NASA 515 roger, squawk ident.
j.
1:54:55 * :05 498.0 11000 Cross (STAR) Waypolnt 01, begin turn to 220° heading,
begin deceleration to 200 knots. Adjust thrust.
1:55:03 t :02 498.6 11000 Turn complete.
1:55:44 - :05 501.6 11000 Reach 210', set flaps 1°.
1:55:54 ± :02 502.3 11000 Reach 200 KIAS. Set thrust.
l:56:t>5 t
 :1Q 506.3 11000 Approach: NASA 515, contact Approach Control on one two
seven point two five, over.
Pilot: 515 roger, one two seven point two five.
-J
o
TIME DIST. ALT. EVENT . COM1 COM2 COM3 COM4 NAV1 NAV2 NAV3
ww. FT
Tune Approach Control frequency. • 127.25
Select frequency.
Pilot: Atlanta Approach Control, this is NASA 515
level one one thousand, over.
Approach: NASA 515, Atlanta Approach, roger. Squawk
ident.
1:58:05 - :05 510.9 11000 Cross (STAR) Waypoint 02, begin right turn to 270°
heading, begin deceleration to 180 KIAS. Adjust
thrust.
TIME DIST. ALT. .• EVENT ,, COM1 COM2 COM3 COM4 NAV1 NAV2 NAV3
—— ^-
1:58:25 11000 Turn complete, begin deceleration, adjust thrust.
1:58:45 11000 Reach 170 KIAS, set flans 15°. ,
1:59:45 Beqin descent to 4500 feet. Set thrust at flight idle.
2:02:25 4500 Reach 4500 feet. Set. thrust for level flight.
2:03:05 4500 Adjust thrust to reduce speed to 160.
2:03:15 4500' Reach 160 KIAS. Set thrust.
2:05:15 4500 Begin turn to.180 heading.
2:06:10 • 4500 • Turn complete.
Approach: NASA 515, contact tower at the outer marker
on one one niner point five, over.
Pi lot: 515 roger, tower at outer marker on one one
niner .point five.
Tune Atlanta Tower frequency. .•
 ; •. ••• 119.5
2:06:40 4500 Begin turn to 120° heading.
2:07:15 4500 Turn complete.
to
TIME DIST. ALT. • EVENT COM! COM2 COM3 COM4 NAV1 NAV2 NAV3
__
 ft_ — - —
2:08:05 4500 Begin turn to 90° heading (final approach heading).
Capture ILS localizer.
2:08:25 4500 Turn complete.
2:09:25 4500 Adjust thrust to slow to 150 KIAS.
2:09:35 4500 Reach 150 KIAS. Acquire glide slope. Set thrust.
Set flaps 25°.
2:10:05 3600 Cross Stubbs, begin speed reduction to 135 KIAS,
set landing flaps 40°. Adjust thrust.
2:11:15 2665 Cross Outer Marker, gear down.
Select Tower frequency.
Pilot: Atlanta Tower, this is NASA 515 over lakeside
inbound for runway zero eight, over.
Tower: NASA 515, Atlanta Tower, roger. Cleared to
land runway zero eight. Wind one one zero degrees at ,
zero niner.
Pilot: 515 roger.
TIME DIST. ALT. EVENT COM1 COM2 COM3 COM4 NAV1 NAV2 NAV3
n . m . W .
2:12:27 Pass through 1500 feet.
2:12:45 1213 Cross Middle Marker, speed 130 KIAS.
Decision Heighth
2:13:00 1050 Cross end of runway.
2:13:10 1000 Touchdown, thrust reversers.
2:13:35 Thrust reversers off.
2:13:45 Speed brakes retract.
Tower: NASA 515, exit runway next intersection, contact
ground point niner when clear of runway, over.
Pilot: 515 roger, point niner when clear.
Tune Ground Control. 121.9
Select ground frequency.
Pilot: Atlanta ground, this is NASA 515, taxi to gate X,
over.
Ground: NASA 515, Atlanta Ground, taxi to ramp via
northeast-wouthwest taxiway, over.
APPENDIX FOUR
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SCENARIOS 4A AND 4B*
IFR flight.—Hartsfield Atlanta International Airport




(Note: Scenario 4 is identical to scenario 3 through
T= 1:58:05)






































































































































139.9 151.1 208.8 235.0 286.1 303.5
220.0 255.1
































435.2 466.0 478.2 483.5 488.0 498.0 502.3 512.9
481.2 501.6 506.3 515.5
510.9
Distance nmi
527.8 532.5 533.0 541.9
533.5 536.4
538.3
T I M E DIST. ALT.
7t7
EVENT COM! COM2 COM3 COM4 N.AV1 NAV2 NAV3
• n.m.
Tune Approach Control frequency.
Select frequency.
Pilot: Atlanta Approach Control, this NASA 515 level
one one thousand, over,
Approach: NASA 515, Atlanta Approach, roger. Squawk
ident.
1:58:05 - :05 510.9 11000 Cross [STAR) Waypoint 02, begin right turn to 270° head-
ing, begin deceleration to 180 KIAS. Adjust thrust.
1:58:26 - :05 512.3 11000 Turn complete.
1:58:36 - :05 5T2.9 11000 Reach 190 KIAS, set flaps 5°.
1:58:46 - :05 515.5 11000 Reach 180 KIAS, begin descent to 6000 feet.
2:01:26 ± :05 524.3 6000 Reach 6000 feet, tune MLS. Set thrust.
2:02:22 ± :05 527.3 6000 , MLS Acquisition
2:02:32 ± :05 527.8 6000 Cross (STAR) Waypoint 03, begin turn to 180° heading,
begin descent to 3600 feet. •





TIME OIST. ALT. EVENT COM1 COM2 COM3 COM4 NAV1 NAV2 NAV3
. _ _ _
2:03:49 - :05 532.0 3600 Reach 3600 feet, begin deceleration to 160 KIAS.
2:03:59 * :05 532.5 3600 Reach 170 KIAS, set flaps 15°.
2:04:09 ±
 :Q5 533.0 3600 Reach 160 KIAS. Set thrust.
2:04^19 i :02 533.5 3600 Begin turn to 90° heading (final approach heading).
2:04:57 ± :05 535.9 3600 Turn complete.
Approach: NASA 515 contact Atlanta Tower on one one
niner point five, over.
Pilot: 515 roger, one one niner point five.
Tune Atlanta Tower. 119.5
Select Atlanta Tower frequency.
Pilot: Atlanta Tower, NASA 515 at Lakeside inbound for
runway zero eight, over.
i
Tower: NASA 515, Atlanta Tower, roger. Cleared to land
runway zero eight. Wind one one zero at zero niner.
TIME DIST. ALT. EVENT COM1 COM2 COM3 COM4 NAV1 NAV2 NAV3__ _
Cross (STAR) Waypoint 04 (Lakeside). Begin deceleration
to 135 KIAS. Adjust thrust.
150 KIAS, flaps 25
2:05:07 ±
 :Q2 536.4 3600 Begin 6° first segment MLS approach.
Gear down.
2:05:25 ±
 :Q5 537.2 3088 Reach 135 KIAS.
Faps 40 Checklist
2:05:54 t
 :Q5 538.3 2180 Transition to 3° second segment.
2:05:59 t
 :02 538.5 2080 Transition complete, speed 130 KIAS.
500 feet above runway.
2:07:29 ± .-15 541.9 1050 Cross end of runway (Waypoint 05).
2:07:41 t
 :Q5 542.2 1000 Touchdown, set speed brakes, set thrust reversers.
2:08:01 i
 :Q5 Thrust reversers off.
2:08:11 i
 :Q2 Speed brakes retract.
Tower: NASA 515, exit runway next intersection,
contact ground point niner when clear of runway, over. • •
1
 Pilot: 515 roger, point niner when clear.
Tune Ground Control. ' 121.9
oo
oo
TIME DIST. ALT. EVENT COM1 COM2 COM3 COM4 NAV1 NAV2 NAV3__ _
Select Ground frequency.
Pi lot: Atlanta Ground, this is NASA 515, taxi to
gate X, over.
Ground: NASA 515, Atlanta Ground, roger. Taxi to ramp
via northeast-southwest taxiway, over.
Pilot: 515 roger.
Continue taxi straight ahead.
t :10 Turn left 90° t0 ramp'
- :10 Arrive at Gate Shut down engines.
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T A S K N A M E / O E S C R I P T I O N
HCN VHF-lt FREO IND
SET VHF-U F R E O -
WHOLE NL.S
SET VHF-H FREQ -
F R A C T I O N S
AOJ VHF-1 VOLUMt
SET VHF-1 CDMM TFR
SW TC L E t T
SET VHF-1 COMM TKR
SW TO
MCN VHF-H FRE3 IND
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NO. TASK NAME/DESCRIPTION T
14 MON VHF-1 COMM AUDIO 1
VHF-1 COMM AUDIO 1
17 SET COMM 2 VHF-1
CChM RECVR SW TO ON
If. SET CDPM 2 VHF-1
COMH RtCV* SW TO OFF





StT CCKM 3 BUCM/C'Xt
SU Tt) BOM
SM CGMM 2 HOCM/Cxr
SW TU UXY
ADJ CDfN 2 MIC VOL
ACT CCr.r 2 PUSH-1G-
TALK Sw
CHMC. 2 PUSH-






























































































































































































































































































































































































































































( 1 MON VHF-2L FREO IND
' ? SET VHF-2L FREO-
WHGLE NO.S
f ?. SET VHF-2L FP.ta -
F R A C T I O N S
c<« ACJ VHF-2 voione
C r, S f c T V H F - <
SW Til UK
( t SET VHF-? C'JMM TFR





MOh V H h - 2 * F R E J IND
S E T t f H F - i *
• HCLF N C . S
S f c T VnF- i -< F K t - 3 -
F P A C T I C N S
SM C O C K a MIC SEL
S W T ' j V M F - 2
SEI
fc tCV-i ! Sw TG ON
S T T C C K M 2 VnF-2
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T A S K
coor .
NC. TASK NAME/DESCRIPT ION T
IB 13 ACT COMr 2 PUSH-TO- 1









A C T PUSH-TO-TALK S w
ON HANDGFIP
COflM VIA VHF-2
CC^f. V IA VHF-2
13 17 COM VIA VHF-2
16 ICt. VHF-2 CONM 6UOIC 1
21
MON VHh-2 COMM AUDIO - 1
PON Vl-f--; CCMK- A U D I O I
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T A S K
co or
N O . T A S K N A f F / O E S C R I P T I O N
? 5 A C T PUSH-TO-TALK S w
ON CONTf rCL H A N D G R I P
2t ACT PUSh-TO-TALK SW
ON CONTPCL HANDGRIP
Z P A C T U A T E C 3 K M 2 PLSH-
m-TALt ' SH
o A C T U A T E COM« 2 PUSH-
T O - T A L K S w
3? CDhM VIA VHF-2
H
I B
MOMTL* V H F - 2






































































































































































































































































































































































T A S K
CODF
NO. T A S K N A M E / D E S C R I P T I O N T
IF Cl MON C O C K P I T C A L L
CHIME
IF t2 MOM C O C K P I T C A L L
ANNUN LT ON
IF f3 ACT A T T f c N O A N T C A t L
s w








SET S E R V I C E INTPHN
SW TO Of F
Ct SET COM' 2 MIC SEL
SW TO INT
r? Stl CLtrP Z INT
PFCVk SW TO ON
; P SET CGf.t: 2 INT C O M M 1
S U T O O F F
rc MON INT COMH AUDIO




























































































































































































































































































Cl SET CPMP 2 PA COMM
PECVR SW TO CN
(7 SET COKM ? PA COMM
KECVR SW TO OFF
C 3 SET COfK 2 MIC SEL
SW TO PA
i.4 ACTUATt HANOMIKE Sw
FOR PUbLK AOD*FSS
ANNUUNCf. C.t NT
Ct PIC* UP PA HANOMIKc
07 ril.TJRN Pft HANOMIKC
TO CRALLf:
L 8 sn ci.hf- a ^A corn
T-Cv/S S'« 1C UN
re SI T COM" 2 (-A COff.
RtCVI- 1 SW TO OFF
if. SET CCff- 2 fIC SEL
SW TO PA
;1 p-kiSS CC:^•1 2 PRFSS-






































































































































































































































T A S K
CCDt
NO. T A S K N A K t / O E S C R I P T I O N






CHANNEL ACTIVITY - PERCENT OF OUR TIME
















T A S K S DUR
CODf I TIME
NO. T A S K N A M E / D E S C R I P T I O N T ( S E C )
U Cl A C T U A T E VOICE REC 1 1. <r<J
H S T S W
U C? MCN VCKt REC 1 ^.l3
CHANNEL A C T I V I T Y - P E R C E N T OF DUR TIME
EV IV LH RH LF RF COG AUD VBL
C IOC ICC C 0 0 20 0 0


















MON VHF 1 SELCAL LT
ON




PUSH VHF 1 SbLCAL
TEST/REStT Sw


























































































































NO. TASK NAME/DESCRIPTION T
IN 01 SF.l ATC FUNCTION SEL 1
SW TO CFF
1M C2 SET ATC FUNCTION SEL 1
SW TO STD3Y
IN 13 SIT &TC FUNCTION SE.L 1
SW TO t>:
IN C-4 StT ATC UNCTION SEL i
SW TO LC SENS
1M £'. SET ATC IDEIU CUD6
IN Ct MON IOFNT CODE IND1C 1





ce SET ATC Knot SSL sw
TO A




n sr. i ATC KDOE SEL sw
TU D
1' SH ttC T
SEL TC MC.. 1
T - S M A T C T ^ A N S P Q N C E P
SKL Tt' M . Z
; < , S t T A T C A L T R E P T G
SOUKt Sk TO NO. 1
I f S M A T C A L T H E P T G
j C U P C t SW TG NQ.2
1*!
If- SCT ATC TEST Sw TO
TEiT
































T I M E



















I . t 7
1.1.0
a . i-0

























































































• P E R C E N T OF OUR T I M E

















































































































ND. TASK NAME/DESCRIPTION T





CHANNEL ACTIVITY - PERCENT OF DUR TIME
EV. IV LH RH LF RF COG AUD VBL
0 IOC t 0 0 0 20 0 i.
97
T A S K
C C O E
N C . T A S K N A M E / D E S C R I P T I O N
IP 01 MONITOR I N S T R U C T I O N S
IP C? M O N I T O R C A L L - O U T
IP C3 A C K N C W L t G E
IP 04 MONITOR R E P O R T
IP fC M O N I T O R R E S P O N S E
IP t b M O N I T C R Rf. P O R T
IP r -7 " O N I T O R R d P O R T
IP r> rnMTCft (•= PURT
;c MONITOR HEPCRT
IP K P CALL-OUT
IP 3i .ION i TO* c 4 LI-GUT
1? M.-MTLlk C4LL-OJT





















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































IP 14 MONITOR CALL-OUT
)i MONITOR CALL-OUT
IP If, MONITLR PEPOKT
IP 37 UDMTOP k t 'PQPT
IP IP MOMTCR
IP 15 KONITn* C A L L OUT
!•> .T MCNITGS P E P Q R T
IPCK-rcl C A L L L ' tT-CCL :1PASS
HD& IS XXK D E G R b t S l
IPt'lOC. " C A L L C.UT-C A L T I M E T c K
S t T T H G I S X X X K ]
1P010003 C A L L r j U I - C S E T VI T,T
XXX K.NC.1S AND VR Hi
X X X K N L T S 3
lP«.H.i:"'. C A L L L i U T - t k H A T IS
THL f_Pk S 5 T T I N G ]
m ICf ( f . C A L L C L T - C SET EPR
A T X X X ]
( ( C A L L lJuT - C
S T A R T C h K H L
3 ° f H ' < r 7 C A L L LH
* N D f X l c f
F L I O H T C h = C K ]
IPCKf i . " C A L L iH'T - C C O i l P L b T E
1 P C 1 0 C L 0 C A L L 01/1 - [ L IGHT
F [ S T ]
IPt 10t"J''- CALL OL-1 - C C H t C K c D l

























































































































































































































































































































































t C I t U
C t C C 0
0 C ( C C
0 20 0 IOC
o ?r o ice.
0 20 0 ICf
99
T A S K
cent
NO.




1 PC 1001 5
l»riOi!U
T A S K NAf lE /OESCRIPTIQN
C A L L OUT
AND INTE
C A L L OUT
C A L L OUT
PER 1
C A L L DOT
C A L L OUT
C A L L OUT
OK FQK 0
- C Q X Y G E N
PPHCNE]
- tCHtCKEDJ
- t Y A W DAM-
- ICN]
- cmt-L ]
- C X X X LBS,























































































1 PC 1001 <
1 » C 1 C 0 2 C
)? ( • IOC "1
IPf If i ?Z
C A L L O U T
PQkt". 1
C A L L OUT
t X T L T S 3
C A L L CUT
C A L L C O T
b E L T A N D
L T S 3
C A L L C U T
C A I L O U T
- C G A L L t Y
- [ t f l£RG
- [ A R M t O l
- - C S f c A T
MO S10K1NG
- [ A U T C J




































































IPI i f ,
L I C S ]
C A L L DOT - E A l * CON-
OIT IOMht A i -P 3k t'S-
C u 2C
C A L L OUT - Cl P A C K / 1
BLUilS f f c » i t 'T]
C A L L 1.-L7 - [ A U T O - i
f-1 LOT 3
C A L L OUT - £NO*«ALJ i
CALL COT -cciScN- i
CAGtl't
CALL OUT - C i N S f K O — A
1th 7S ]
C A L L COT -{CROSS- i
CHECKtD]





i . C 0
t
0 IOC-
0 2C 0 ICO
C 2C 0 lot
0 0 0 0 0 C Zri 0 100
0 f ( 0 0 y 20 0 100
0 0 C 0 0 0 2C 0 100
C t t 0 0 0 20 0 ICC











1 P C ! C ( ? 7









i of i,ji_ .,7
]pr uu <~a
1-C1CC4'.








CALL CUT- [SET AND
STANDBY]
C A L L OUT -[SPttD
R R A K f ]









C A L L i u T -CPUDOER
AND AILUC1N 1KI1]
CALL -[Zt?0]
CALL CL-I - C K A P K K S ]
C A L L OL;T -[AbOARU]
C A L L en -t7Fw,fcp»,
AM; IAS BJGS]
C A L L LU1 -tAIR.CON-
i)ITIi:MMt I--ACKJ
CALL CUT -[PACKi OFF
C A L L OUT - [START
PRF.SiUkt ]














































































































































































































































INFORM GPDUND C R E W
C R E A O Y FLR FUSHbACK]
GROUND C I - E W R E P O R T S
CPCGFK ]
kADIO CCM1 -CCLEAR-
ANC6 D t L I V E K Y , THIS
IS NASA 515 AI GATF
X, IFP TO WASH NAIL]
MOIS RA01C COMM-CNASA
»li» IIP TO wASHING-
TGN -JAl IGS AL > C L E A K U
AS FILED. CLIHi3 AND
M A I N T A I N FIVfc THCO-
SAN!) FttT. KOISb
ABATE^tNT P^nCcDURES
APF. IN EfFtCT. CDN-
TACT A T L A N T A OEPAR
TURE ON CNE TWO F I V E
PU1MT SF. V t N » SJUAWK
TWO TWO CNE POINT
THf £c,
P A C - I C C L ^ " - I N A S A
i-3 i » ^t Ct< » C L c A K t D
A S FU lC» M A I N T A I N
Fll't T K G L : S A M O » ^C ' lSE
r f ; T P R O C c O u R F S
I N t F F f c C T . C O N T A C T
A T L A N T A U b P A R T O P l . C K
liNL T':-iC F l V r P O I N T ]
MCN- HAL 1C. CLMM-
t N A i A M;-, C L f c A K A N C H
C O f - » E C T . C O N T A C T
GROUND C C ^ T k U L ON
O N F T w l j C ' \ I E P O I N T
N I N t h K H E . M R E A D Y T O
T A X I ]
DUR
T I M E




< t . 2 6
.tb
CHANNEL ACTIVITY - PERCENT OF DUR TIME
EV IV LH RH LF RF COG AUD VBL
0 0 0 0 0 0 20 0 ICC
0 0 C C 0 0 20 0 100
C t C 0 0 0 2t 0 100
0 C 0 0 0 0 20 0 100
C C C 0 0 C 20 0 ICO
C.I C 0 0 0 20 100 0
0 (• C C C 0 20 IOC o
C C C t 0 0 20 100 C
i.42 C i < 0 C 0 20 100 C
3.t6 0 ( C 0 0 0 2t 0 IOC
<..frH o l t 0 0 0 2 0 0 I C C
3.to C I I t 0 C 20 luO 0
2. SO ( C- C 0 0 0 20 100 0
1.70 0 C- C I 0 0 2L 0 ICO
102
T A S K
CODE
IPCllHf?
1 P C 1 C C 6 P
1P0100CJ
l P 0 1 C C 7 f
1?01C07\
ipru:r7?












LITY TV.H THREE, TEM-





WIND ONE ONh F I V E 1
D E G R E E ? A T S E V E N
O U S T I N G 10 DUE S IX ,
ALTI«nH- TWO NINER
EIGHT S IX. L A N D I N G S 1
R U N W A Y S Z E R O EIGHT,
MNEP R I G H T . D E P A R -
T U R E S F U N r f A Y S Z E R O
UGHT, N1NEK L E F T . i
NOISE A b i T E r t N T PRO-
C H U U P t S ARE IN EF-
F E C T . A D V I S E CON-
RADIL l CCfM - [ A T L A N T A I
GROUND C U N T R O L , T H I S
IS N A S A Mf AT G A T t
X , R t U U t S T P tRMIS-
S ICN Tl. H U S H E A C K . i
W E H A V t I N F C k h A T l O N
KILO. O V I . S ]
MON RAUL, court- i
[ k ' A S A M l , A T L A N T A
GP.OUM', R O G E R . C L f c A P
T C : P U i t ' B A C K . A J V l S t
S E V £ N , S C J A U K T W C 1
T W t O N E T^rc, O V E R )
T H U L L E h ( .> IMTIAL 1
CCM/.CT Y U U H A V E
I N F U K f . A T IDN K I L O ]
h'HEM R I A D Y T G F A X I , 1
ilVtii. 3
WON HTFH CC.-MH - i
[ A L L C L c A R ]
MUN S A L I C CCNM - 1
C A T C C L b A S S N A S A 'ill,
AS F I L t f . S O C L E ' i l
D E P A R T L - f t , K G U T E J A Y
3 . C C
. C ri
t .U.
CHANNEL ACTIVITY - PERCENT OF DUR TIME
EV IV LH RH LF RF COG AUD VBL
0 C C 0 0 0 30 100 . 0
0 0 C 0 0 C 20 100 0
0 C ( 0 0 . .0 20 100 U
0 C C 0 C 0 20 iOO {:
0 C C
0 C C
0 J 2C iOO
0 0 20 0 100
C t C C 0 20 C 100
C C C 0 C C 20 iJU 0
C C t 0 0 C 2C C IOC
0 t ( 0 0 0 20 100 r
C (. t
r c c o
2o 100 0
c 20 100 r:













13( i'.-i i :•
TASK NAME/DESCRIPTION








RADIO COM - [NASA
51t:» RUCU. CLEARED
AS FILFD. SOCLE $L
OtMRTUF.E, ROUT6 JAY
rilGHT DNt SIX R,
JASON ONt STAk.
CLI1B AND MAINTAIN





PLAN t N T t R E D AND
CHECKED]
C A L L CUT-C EADI3
CALL OLT -CCN ANO
CrtECKt 03
CALL OL1 - C M F D 3
C A L L CUT -[KCDU3
C A L L CUT- CAGC33
CALL OL-T-CA7T CwS3
Kn'-i INT( HN COM:-) -
I A L L C L t A < 3
INTPH:^ C C ^ M -
C S l A r . T I N G N P . 2 3
INTPHf. C O M M -
S T A R T I N G N O . I D
C A L L O U T - C A h T £ R
S T A k T C H f . C K L I i T ]









CHANNEL ACTIVITY - PERCENT OF OUR TIME
EV IV LH RH LF RF COG AUD VBL















































































































































3Dl 3 or if
iPtac-Mf
IPC 3rri7







CALL OUT -[NOT REOD]
CALL OUT-C AIR CONDI-
TIONING. ASD PRtSSU-
RIZATIO'NI









C A L L OUT -Cl;FF]








































































































































































R A D I O ClINM - [ N A S A 1 1.70
•j\l, R Q G E ? ]
MOM P A D I L CChK- 1 3. CO
C N A S A tit, HULJ
S H f P T CF N E X T INTtk-
S f C T I C N , C L c A R c O
!Pf<.r.r. ?! BEHIND E A S T t R H TRI- 1 Z .
J E T , DVt t ' ]
IP <•.«,-.(•: = 2 MCJN P A C I C CCMM -
[ N A S A 5lt, C C N T A C T
A T L A N T A TJWtR 'JN ONE




0 20 0 100
0 20 100 l
0 20 100
0 20 IOC (
105
T A S K
CODE
NC.






T A S K NAHE/DESCRIPTION
FIVE, O V E R . ]
RADIO COM - [ N A S A
515 RO&F.R, ONE ONE
MNER PC'INT FIVE.]
R A D I O CCM1 - [ A T L A N T A
GROUND C O N T R O L , N A S A
515 R E A D Y TO TAXI ,
O V E R )
MON R A D I O C O M M -
[ N A S A 515, T A X I TO
R U N W A Y MNEK L E F T
V I A NCRTHEAST-SOUTH-
W f S T T A X I W A Y . HOLD
SM03T OF R U N W A Y Z E R O
EIGHT, O V E R ]
R A C I C C O M - [ N A S A
515, R O G E R . T A X I
k U N W A Y NIMER LEFT,
HOLD SHCiKT R U N W A Y
Z E R O E IGHT . ]
CALL OUT -[60 KNOTS]
CALL CUT -[Ui]
CALL OUT -[VR]
CALL CUT -[GEAR UP]
l '•3 r~r>'.( '..C
R A D I O CCm -[ATLANTA
T0^ = ri» THIS IS NASA
315. Pr.ACY FOR TAKE-
OFF, P U N V A Y NINES
LEFT, (;VE<1
1UK ><ADlCi COMM -
[NA5A ?:;'., TAXI INTC
POSITION AND HJLO,
OVER]
R Ati 10 CCM - [515,











CHANNEL ACTIVITY - PERCENT OF OUR TIME
EV IV LH RH LF RF COG AUD VBL
C C t 0 0 0 20 100 0
0 0 C 0 0 0 20 0 ICO
C C 0 C 0 0 20 0 100
0 20 100
0 20 100

























































































C C 0 20 0 100
106














i P » 7 r r 2 j
ir07.,02l
l?t 7' i"??
l ? 0 7 C C < 3
1 PC 7002 <•
1P, 7 (_.c?,
T A S K N A M E / D E S C R I P T I O N
NON R A D I O COMM -
[ N A S A 51 t C L E A R E D
FOR I M M E D I A T E T A K E -
OFF]
R A D I O COK.1 -[i!5
ROLLING]
C A L L O U T - [ T A K E O F F
F L A P S ]
C A L L OUT - [ B E F O R t
T A K E O F F C H E C K L I S T ]
C A L L OUT- [ R E C A L L ]
C A L L C U T - e C H f e C K t O ]
C A L L OUT-[ FLIGHT
C O N T P C L S ]
C A L L G U T - [ F L A P S ]
C A L L C U T - [ I S f G R E E M
L l G h T ]
C A L L O U T - C S T A B I L I Z f . K
T P I M ]
C A L L CL -T -C C C C K P I T
O D O R ]
C A L L C.UT-[ L O C K t D ]
C A L L ?l..T-[ T A K E O F F
RRUFH't ]
C A L L O L ' 1 - C F L Y RUN-
W A Y HLADING UNTIL
C R O S S I N G SUM.AY 27f t
MICDLF f A ^ K . t k . TURN
TO H L A D I N 3 lOi ANO
CLI1B A r C M A I N T A I N
f - ( .CO. t X P £ C T V E C T O R S
A('Ti. : i? f s t k H t A D I N G J
C A L L O L T - [ R C G L ^ ]










































D L f ANt: R A D A R ]
C A L L L-L-T- [ON]
C A L L c i - T - C I r
I A N O I N G L I G H T S ]
CHANNEL A C T I V I T Y - PERCENT OF DUR TIME
EV IV LH RH LF RF C O G . AUD VBL
0 . C 0 0 . 0 . 0 2 0 1 0 0 0








0 0 C 0 0 0 20 0 100
C C . C 0 0 0 20 C 100
c c o o o o 20 o 101:


































































































l P ( < 5 ( ( - r ?
1 P C P O C C E
lor 90 (17




CALL OUT-I BEFORE 1
TAKEOFF CHECKLIST
COMPLETE:
CALL OUT-C XX UNITS! 1
C A L L C1UT - [TRANSPON- 1
DER J
C A L L OUT - C A G C S 3 1
C A L L OUT - C A T T C V . S ] 1
*OK R A D I O CDMM - 1
C N A S A £15, C O N T A C T
A T L A N T A D E P A R T U R E O N
O N E T W O F I V E POINT
R A D I O CO«M - C N A S A 1
P C - G E R 3
R A D I O CO Ml - C A U A N T A
D t H A R T U R t CCNKOL,
THIS JS N A S A 51i,
OVtiO
MUN- S A O I C COMM-
C N A S A &15» A T L A N T A
D c P A P T L ' R f . R O G E R .
SOUAn 'K I C = N T ]
MON »AL: IC CC.MM -
C N A S A Mt,f P A D A R
C O N T A C T * S A Y ALTI -
TUDE, C-VU1
R A D I O CCiKM - t N A S A
M'J, L t A V I N G OSE
tIGHT HUNDRED!
-ION R A D I O CCP1M-
C N A S A i-li, C L I M B AND
M A I N T A I N F L I u H f L V L
Z3u. CCMACT A T L A N T A
C t N T £ P CN GNt Two
P C I M T NINER
R A C i G err* -Cpli,
RC'GE* . C L I M b ANID
M A 1 N T A U F L I G H T
L E V E L 1WT THREc ZERO
OUR CHANNEL A C T I V I T Y - PERCENT OF DUR TIME
T I M E
(SEC) EV IV LH RH LF RF COG AUD VBL
2.20 0 C C 0 0 0 20 0 100
1.40 0 ( C G 0 020 C 100
.70 C t C 0 G 0 20 0 100
1.10 0 C C 0 0 0 20 0 100
1.10 C t C C 0 0 20 0 101
<t. 50 0 t C G 0 0 20 IOC L
1.70 C I C 0 0 0 20 0 100
3.50 C C C 0 0 0 20 0 ICO
3.1/0 0 ( ( 0 0 G 2C 100 t
3.20 0 C L C 0 0 . 20 100 0
H . 3 0 0 I I C 0 0 2C 0 !<;('
3.1U C C C 0 0 0 2C 100 0
3.10 0 C t C 0 0 2C 100 I
3.50 ICO
108





] PC 900 12
l P f ' 9 0 1 }<•
TASK NAUE/OESCRIPTION
, CONTACT CENTER ON





THIS IS NASA 515 OUT
OF 11CU FOR FL230,
PVFR]
MON R A D I C CCMI1 -
[ N A S A lilt THIS IS
A T L A N T A C E N T E R ,
R O G E P . S C U A W K IDbNT]
1 " > 0 < J C C ] t
1?C 9-':f 3 6
]pr <
COMM -
[ N A S A ^']l.-» R A O A R
C O N T A C T . R E P O R T
L E A V I N G FL2i i i ,JVER]
R A D I O CljH.1 - [ N A S A
sit, * ; A G L H . REPURI
FLIGHT LF. tfEL TWO ONb
ZFRO]
C A L L CUT- [AFTbR
TAKEOFF CHECKLIST]





C A L L nuT- [UP A N D
L'FF]




lartOO?* SEVF*, G03D-DAY SIR]
IPI?. o^jf-?f :1QN ItDlL CQMM -
[NASA 51t» FOR VtC-
TCR TC INTERCEPT J&Y
S t V F N , TURN
DUR
TIhE




CHANNEL A C T I V I T Y - P E R C E N T OF OUR TIME
EV IV Lh RH LF RF COG AUD VBL
C C C 0 0 0 2 C C ICC.
0 0 0 0 0 0 20 C 100
C C C C 0 0 2t' 0 100
0 0 C 0 0 0 20 100 0
0 C C 0 0 0 20 100 0





1 1 . ( i.
i .to


















































0 ( C C J 0 20 100 C






























MON RADIC COMH -
[NASA S1J>, CLIMB AND
MAINTAIN ONE TWO
THOUSAND, OVER]
RADIO CCMM - [NASA
515, RCGtR. MAINTAIN
ONE TWD THOUSAND]
RADIO COMM - 1
[NASA 51S, MAINTAIN
FLIGHT L E V E L ONE
EIGHT ZERO. TRAFFIC
TWELVE OSCLCCK, FOUR 1
MILES, NORTHEAST
BOUND, C-13C ASSIGND
FLIGHT L t V E L ONE
NINER ZEFQ, OVER] 1
RADIO COM -[NASA 1
515, RCGtS. MAINTAIN
FLIGHT Lti/EL ONE
EIGHT ZEIO. WE HAVE
TRAFFIC IN SIGHT] 1
MON RADIO COMM - 1
[NASA bit, CLEAR OF
T R A F F I C , :LIMB AND
MAINTAIN FLIGHT
L E V E L TWO THREE Z E R O 1
. R E P O P T L E A V I N G
FLIGHT L E V E L TWO ONE
Z E R O , O V E R ]
R A D I O COMM - [ N A S A 1
515, F O G E * . MAINTAIN
T W O THPf -E Z E R O .
R E P O R T LUVING T W O
1P090C3C ONE ZEPC).]
OUR CHANNEL ACTIVITY - PERCENT OF OUR TIME
TIKE
(SEC) EV IV LH RH LF RF COG AUD VBL
*. 00 0 0 C 0 0 0 20 100 0
4.CO 0 C 0 C 0 0 20 0 100
. 5 0 O C 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 1 0 0
3.50 0 0 0 0 0 0 20 100 0
2.80 0 C C 0 0 0 20 0 ICO
3.75 0 C C 0 0 0 20 100 0
£.00 0 C C 0 0 0 20 100 0
1.25 0 C ( 0 0 0 20 100 0
<.. CO 0 C C 0 0 0 20 0 100
l.CO 0 C C 0 0 0 20 0 100
3.00 0 C C C 0 0 20 100 I'
4. CO 0 C f 0 0 0 20 100 0
3.50 0 0 C 0 0 0 20 0 100


















TWO ONf ZERO* OVER]





CENTER (JN ONt THkEE
THREF. PC-IST SEVt'N,
OVER]
R A D I O CL'MI -[NASA
5iS» KtGl?. MAINTAIN
FLIGHT I I - V E L THREE
C'NE ZERO, CENTER ON
ONE THREE. THKEE
POINT SEV£N.]
RADIO co MM -[ATLANTA
CENTtP, THIS IS NASA
51 5 OUT OF FLIGHT
LFVcL TWL THRce ZERL,
FQK TWO NINER ZERO*
OVtRJ
R A L I O COMM -
[ N A S A ^ ] i » A T L A N T A
C E M T k f t , R O G t R .
S Q U A W K IDEM . R tPOf t l
Lc Al/l^i- F L I G H T L t V E L
TV.L ElOhl ZEP.O,
f J V S R J
XADIO crri -[NASA
•Jl'.-t f.DGf^. R.EPORF
FLISHT L I . V K L TWO
tlGHT 21R3.J
»AOiC cc-tK -[ATLANTA
• Ct-.NTLf f ^'ASA i!5
Ll A V I N C FL IC-HT L L V t L
TWO hICrl
*.DN ? A D I L
[ N A S A i j£, P O G c R .
CL l l o A N D M A I N T A I N
HI5HT I t i / tL TrfU
7FPCJ . O V : R ]
DUR
TIME
( S E C )
<».00
1 3.50








CHANNtL ACTIVITY - PERCENT OF DUR TIME
EV IV LH RH LF RF COG ADD VBL
0 C C 0 0 0 20 0 100
Cf( t 0 0 20 100 0
C C C 0 0 C 20 100 I
0 C 0 0 0 C 20 0 100
C C ( i, C 2U C IOC
C ( t C 0 C 2C C lOt
0 C ( 0 0 C 20 0 10i.
C ( (. C -0 C 21, 100 (
0 20 100 0
0 C C 0 0 0 20 iuO C
f ( C 0 0 C K(.
C 0 ( L 0 C 20 100 0




MO. _ TASK_JAH.E/pi$CRIPT10tt T (SEC)




1P090054 MON RADIO COMM - 1 3.50
[NASA 515, CLIMB AND
MAINTAIN FLIGHT LVL
THREE THREE ZERO.
1P090055 CONTACT CENTER ON 1 3.50
ONE THREE FOUR POINT
FIVE FIVE* OVER]











lPO<JOCt2 LEVEL THPEE THREE
ZERO, CVR ]
1PC9CC63 CALL OUT-CFLAPS 13
1PG90064 CALL OUT -[FLAPS
ZEKQ]
1P090065 CALL OUT -
[SPARTAMBJRG VOR ON
NAV 2]
1P090G6* CALL OUT -
[GORDONSVILL VOR ON
NAV 1]
CHANNEL ACTIVITY - PERCENT OF OUR TINE
JJT IV__.-IH_. RH LF RF_"_Cp«__AUO__ VBL
0 0 0 0 0 0 20 0 100
1P090057
1 PC 900 56
lP0900i9
1PC9006(





TWO NINER ZERO FOR
FLIGHT LEVEL THREE
THREE ZERO, OVER]















0 0 0 0 0 0 20 100 0
0 C C 0 0 0 20 100 0
0 C 0 0 0 020 0 100
O O C 0 0 0 2 C O 1 0 0
0 C 0 0 0 0 20 0 100
0 C 0 C 0 0 2C 0 100
0 0 C 0 0 0 20 100 0
0 C C 0 0 0 2C 100 C
0 C• 0 0 0 0 20 100 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 20 0 100
0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 1 0 0
0 0 C 0 0 0 20 0 100
0 0 C 0 0 0 20 0 100
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CALL OUT - CONE 1
THOUSAND ' EET TO
LEVEL OF]
RADIO CQMH - [ATLAN- 1
TA DEPARTURE* THIS
15 NASA «15, OVER]
KCN RADID CCMM - 1
CNASA 5U» CONTACT
ATLANTA CENTER ON
ONE TWO THREE POINT
MINER F 1 V E » L iVcR]
RAOIL; COMM - C N A S A
Jib, F C G t R . O N E T W O
THRt l PCnT NINER
F I V t . J
KADICi COMM -
C N A S / l 3 ? S , kObtR.
C O N T A C T C E N T E R O N
ONE T H K f c I. THRt t
i t V E N , O V E R ]
P A O I C COM - C3j.i,»
R C G E R . ONE THREE
T H R E E f O H T S E V E N . ]
K A D 1 U C L M - C A T L A N T A
C E N T t h > HIS IS N A S A
i l l L t A V l M G F L I G H T
L t ' V = L - U ' C ONE
FTk H 1GHT I L V E L
THKt t T H ( . £ E 2ESD»
C I V E f . ]
r t O N K A C I L CCf.M -
[N:ASi ilL. M A I N T A I N
F L I G H T L t v F L T W O S I X
Z E R O . T P A F F I C A T
C » : L C C K , FOUR
MlL tS , N C I ' T r i b A S T
30l.'NO> C-130 AiSIGN-
tO F L I G H T L r .VEL 1*0
S C V E r f Z E f - J ,
P A D 1 C ! CDK-1-
FL I3-H l^i/bL T^O SIX
Zl.Pll. v ' t H A V E TP .AF -
OUR CHANNfL ACTIVITY - PERCENT OF OUR TIHt
TIME
( S E C ) EV IV LH RH LF RF COG AUO VBL
1.70 0 C 0 0 0 0 20 0 100
3.10 0 0 t 0 0 0 20 0 100
'..CO C t t t 0 0 20 100 0
1.50 0 C t C 0 0 20 100 C
3.70 C C r 0 C 0 20 100 0
<i.tC C I t 0 0 0 20 100 C
l.U, 0 ( t 0 0 0 20 100 0
3.10 C C C t 0 C 20 0 ICO




C t 1 0 0 0 2 C 0 1 C (



























NON RADIO CONN -
[NASA 515, C L E A R OF
TRAFFIC. CLIMB AND
MAINTAIN FLIGHT LEV-
EL T H R E E THREE ZERO.
REPORT LEAVING TWO
EIGHT ZERO, OVER. l
R A D I O COKM -[515,
R O G E R . MAINTAIN
THREE THREE ZERO,
R E P O R T LEAVING T W O
EIGHT Z E R 3 . 3
MON RADIO COMM -
[NASA 515» CLIMB AND
MAINTAIN FLIGHT LEV-
EL THREE 3NE ZERO/
OVER.]












CENTER, THIS IS NASA





8ARO SETTING IS TWO
NINE POINT NINE TWO]
CALL OUT- [SPARTAN-
BUR VOR IS ON SAV 1]
OUR CHANNEL ACTIVITY - PERCENT OF OUR TINE
TINE
_<SECI _ EV IV__ LH RH LF RF COG AUD V8L
1.10 0 0 0 0 0 0 ZO 0 100
3.10 0 ~ 0 0 0 0 0 20 100 0
3.10 0 C C 0 0 0 20 100 0
3.00 O C 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 1 0 0
1.00 0 0 0 C 0 0 20 0 100
3.CO 0 0 0 0 0 0 20 100 0
.50 0 10 C 0 C 20 100 0
3.00 0 C 0 0 00 20 0 100
3.00 O O C 0 0 0 2 0 0 1 0 0
3.00 0 C 0 0 0 0 20 0 100
4.00 C C C 0 0 0 20 0 100
1.50 0 C C 0 0 0 2 0 0 100
3.00 0 C C 0 0 0 20 0 100










T A S K N A h E / O E S C R I P T I O N
C A U L OUT- ( IN ITATE
FIRE C O N T R C L PROC. )
C A L L OUT (1 ONITQRING
NO.l FIRE W A R N I N G
L IGHT)
1 P S V E A 1 1
l°3°cA1.3
1PH9FAU
l P H < 5 E A i e .
C A L L OUT




CALL CUT ( NC . 1 START
L L V E R TO CUT OFF)
CALL OUT (FIRE
WARNING SWITCH PULL)
CALL OUT I F I R E
WARNING STILL ON,
H A N D L E K C T A T I O N NOfci )
C A L L O U T ( L E F T
BGTTLt . D I S C H A R G I N G )
C A L L CUT (F IRE
E X T I N G U I S H E D )
R A D I O CCM ( A L T DEP
C O N T R O L - N A S A 515-
tNGINF. FHF-FXI . -
P E G . E1LPG. A P P . )
R A D I O C CM1 ( NAS A-S 15
U N D E R S T A N D ENG.FIKF
QUT-DMERC. A P P RbO-
TURN L E F T 3 6 0 O t C R t b
M A I N T A I N S P b E D A N D
A L T I T U D f S O U w N K 77CC-
+ l O t N T )
P A D I J COM ( A L T . U . C . -
t i t TURN L E F T 3 tCOEG
M A I N T A I N A / S + H O G
SO. 77CI + I D t N T )
'CALL n u i ( M A S T b *
F l S - t W A R N I N G O F F )
C A L L O U T I N t G . N Q . l
T H R U S T L f t f E R T T
IDLEI
C A L L H : T(ENG.NJ. I














CHANNEL ACTIVITY - PERCENT OF OUR TIHE
EV IV LH RH LF RF COG AUO VBL




0 0 20 0 100
0 0 20 0 IOC
0 C 20 0
C 20 100
t 0 0 0 0 20 0 IOC
C C 0 C u 0 20 C
0 C 0 0 0 20 C IOC
C 20 0 100
o o c ac
0 I I C 0 0 20 0 ICC-
0 ( C t 0 i> 20 0 100
G 2C C 0 0 0 2G 0 IOC
1 1.1-C ( 2C C L 0 0 20 C Ui
l.i>0 0 21 C C 0 0 20 0 1C(/
115
T A S K
CODE
NG.
1 P B 9 E A 3 9
1PR9EA2C
1PB9EA21
1 P B 9 E A 2 2
1PB9EA23












T A S K NAME/DESCRIPTION
C A L L OUTIENG.FIRE
W A R N I N G SW PULLED)
C A L L OUTdSCLATION
V A L V E S W . C L O S E D )
C A L L OUTUPU BLEED
V A L V E OFF)
C A L L C U T ( A P U S T A R T )
C A L L O U T ( F U E L » E L E C . »
AND WING ANTI- ICE
A D J U S T E D )
C A L L CUT(N0.1 A F T
+ FWO FUEL AND GEN.
S W . O F F )
C A L L OUT(WING
ANTI-ICE ADJUSTED)
C A L L G U T I M A S T E R
CiUTIDN LIGHT OFF)
C A L L O U T - C S Y S 8 PUMP
NO. 1 O V E R H E A T E D ]
C A L L OUT-C PUMP
S W I T C H OFF]
C A L L GUT-C CHECKLIST
C O M P L E T E ]
C A L L OU1-C S Y S T E M 8
L O W P R E S S U R E ]
C A L L OUT-C S Y S T E M B
F L T C O N T R O L S W - S T B Y
R U D D E R }
C A L L CUT-C S Y S T E M B
H Y D P U M P S - O F F J
C A L L OUT-C A U T O P I L O T
H Y D S Y S S E L E C T O R -
S Y S A 3
C A L L UUT-C NO 2 OIL
F I L T E R E Y P A S S J









































AT XXX FPS J
CHANNEL ACTIVITY - PERCENT OF OUR TINE
EV IV LH RH LF RF COG ADD VBL
0 2C 0 0 0 0 20 0 100
0 20
0 20 C
0 20 0 100
0 20 0 100
O C C O O C 2 0 0 1 0 0
0 2( t 0 0 0 20 C ICO
O O C 0 0 0 2 0 0 1 0 0
0 C 0 0 0 0 20 0 100
0 C C 0 0 0 20 0 100
0 C C 0 0 0 2C 0 100
0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 1 0 0
0 C C O o 0 2 0 0 1 0 0
O O C C 0 0 2 0 0 1 0 0
0 C C 0 0 0 20 0 100
0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 1 0 0
0 I C C 0 0 20 0 IOC
0 C C 0 0 0 20 0 100
0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 1 0 0
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T A S K N A M E / D E S C R I P T I O N
C A L L OUT-C E L E C T R I C A L
FAILURE]
CALL OUT-C NO 2 CSD
LOW OIL P R E S S U R E ]
C A L L OL'T-C APU ON NO.
2 BUS]
CALL OUT-C GEN D R I V E
D I S C O N N E C T S W I T C H -
D I S C O N N E C T )
C A L L OUT-C A P U - S T A R T ,
ON BUS]
R A D I C C O M - C A T L A N T A
C E N T E R , TH IS IS N A S A
1,15 L f c V E L AT FL IGHT
L f c V E L T H R E E THREt
Z E R O , Q V E < ]























IP iK lC* R A D I C COM* - C A T L A N T A
C E K T E R , T H I S IS N A S A
•515. P t O L - c S T V E C T O R S
FOR S E T U P S T (J
] B 1 ifw-r.:- A T L A N T A , 3 V I R ]
MON R A D I L COMM -
C N A S A tU, ROGER.
STA^OBY FOR INSTRUC-
TIONS]
liM 1 (.(;..7 MON R A D I C CGMM -
C N A S A 5 If., FOR VEC-
T O R T C I t v T E R C E P T
LANI i f S I X A R R I V A L ,
lPli'"'.:rC. P U L A S K 1 T R A N S I T I O N .
* TL-PN L G K T H E A D I N G
T W O S t V E N Z l R O . CON-
T A C T A T L A N T A C E N T E R
IPI K-( C« ON ONI. T H r f f c t F IVE
PC1NT T H f = t F IV t ,
UVE8 J
CHANNEL ACTIVITY - PERCENT OF OUR TIME
EV IV LH RH LF RF COG AUD VBL
0 0 0 0 0 0 20 0 100
0 0 C 0 i> 6 20 0 100
C 0 0 0 0 0 20 0 100
C C t C 0 C 20 0 10t>
C O C O 0 0 2 C 0 1 0 0
O C C C 0 0 2 0 0 1 0 0
0 C d (r 0 0 20 0 lot
C t C- C 0 0 20 0 IOC
1 <».CO C C C 0 0 C 20 0 IOC
1 1.00 0 C C C J 0 20 0 IOC
1 3. CO 0 C t 0 c ' o EC 100 C-
1 i.tfc 0 C C C 0 0 20 100 C
1 <i.63 C I I C U C 20 100 O





















TASK NAME/DESCRIPTION T (SEC)




CENTER ONE THREE 1 3.CO
FIVE POINT THREE
FIVE.]
RADIO COM -tATLANTA 1 3.50
CENTER* THIS IS NASA-
515 LEVEL AT THREE
THREE ZERO TURNING
TO TWO SEVEN ZERO* 1 1.50
OVER]







MON RADIO COMM - 1 3.50
CNASA 515, DESCEND
AND MAINTAIN FLIGHT
LEVEL THREE ONt ZERO
. CONTACT CENTER ON 1 3.50
ONE THPEE TWO POINT
SEVEN f IVE* OVER]




ONE THREE TWO POINT 1 3.00
SEVtN FIVE.
CALL OUT -CPULASKI 1 2.50
VOR ON NAV 1]
NON RADIO COMM - 1 3.70
CNASA 515. FOR VEC-
TORS TO INTERCEPT
JAY EIGHT FIFTEEN R»
TURN LEFT HEADING 1 2.50
TWO SEVEN ZERO, OVER
RADIO COKM - C515, 1 2.70
ROGER. LEF T HEADING
TWC SEVEN ZERO]
CHANNEL ACTIVITY - PERCENT OF OUR TINE
EV . IV LH RH LF RF C06 AUD VBL
0 C 0 0 0 0 20 0 100
0 0 0 0 0 0 20 0 100
0 C 0 0 0 0 20 0 100
00 C C 0 0 20 0 100
C 0 0 C 0 0 20 100 0
0 C 0 C 0 0 20 100 C
0 C C b 0 0 2C 100 C
0 t C 0 0 0 2 0 1 0 0 U
0 0 0 0 0 0 20 0 100
C O C 0 0 0 2 0 0 1 0 0
C t C 0 0 0 20 0 ICO
0 C 0 0 0 0 20 100 0
0 C' C 0 0 0 20 100 0


































1P130GC4 MON RADIO COhM -
[NASA 515, YOU ARE
CLEARED TO THE AT-
LANTA INTERNATIONAL
lP]30t.ff AIRPORT VIA JAY 1 4.50 0 t C C 0 C 20 100 (•
EIGHT FIFTEEN R AND
SHINE CH ONE STAR.
PTA AT LAKESIDE IS
lD13000f TEN TWENTY ONE OH 1 .50 C C C C 0 t 20 LOO 0
OH, OVtR]
1 P 1 3 C I C 7 MGN RADH COhM - 1 <«.«.0 0 0 C C 0 0 20 IOC Ci
[ N A S A 515, C O N T A C T
C E N T E R OM ONE T H R E E
FIVE PC1NT THREE
1P13<;(C! : F IVE , D V E R 3 1 .30 0 C C 0 0 0 20 100 C
1P130CC9 RADIO CCKM - [515, 1 3.10 (J 0 t 0 O 0 20 C 10u
R O G E R . f;N: T H R E E
FIVE poi'U T H R E E
F I V 6 [
1P13CV10 R A D I O COM - [515, 1 4. OC C C C C 0 0 20 C lOt
R O G E R . C L E A R E D T O
A T L A N T A VIA SHINt OH
ONE. P T A L A K E S I D E
l»!3cm TEN T w f . N T r ONE OH 1 3.50 C C ( C J C 20 0 lot
OH. J
1P140I.01 R A D I O CGfil - [ A T L A N T A 1 <t.CC' t C C C 0 C 2C 0 ICO
C E N T E R , HIS IS N A S A
515 L f c A V H G FLIGHT
L E V E L m-h'E T H R E f c
iPl'i-Hf:? Zfcp .O FCF F L I G H T LVL 1 2 . C O 0 t ( C 0 0 20 0 IOC
THREt - CK ' t Z E R O , UVc 'R
1P14UC3 NCf KACH- CCrtM - 1 3 .GO C C C t 0 0 20 100 0
[ N A S A 1,15, A T L A N T A
C E N T f f . , R O G E R .
S Q U A W K IDE NT]
1 P 1 4 C I C * MON PAD 1C CGMrt - 1 2 . C O 0 ( I 0 0 0 20 LOO 0
[ N A S A sl's, R A D A R
C O N T A C T ]
!Pl<i''iTf ION RAD 1C COMM - i 3 .27 0 0 C 6 0 U 2C ICO 0
[ N A S A ij;» FOk VEC-
TOf TC I N T E R C E P T




















RADIAL* TURN LEFT 1
HEADING TWO FOUR
ZERO, CLEARED TO THE
ATLANTA INTERNA-
TIONAL AIRPORT VIA 1





TWO FOUR ZERO FOR
PULASKI TdO TWO FIVE
RADIAL, LANIER SIX
ARRIVAL.]
WON RADIO COMM -
tNASA 515, CONTACT
CENTER ON ONE THRcE





RADIO COrM -[ATLANTA 1
CENTfcR, NASA 515
LEVEL AT FLIGHT LVL
THREt ONf ZERO, OVER]




WON RADIO CDMM- 1
[NASA 515, RADAR
CONTACT]
MON RADIO COMM -
[NASA 515, DESCEND
AND MAINTAIN FLIGHT
LEVEL TWC FOUR ZERO.
REPORT LEAVING FLT























CHANNEL ACTIVITY - PERCENT OF OUR TIME
-11 _ JV _ LH RH LF RF COG AUD VBL
0 0 C 0 0 0 20 100 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 20 100 0
0 C C 0 0 0 2C 0 100
0 C 0 0 0 0 20 0 100
0 C C 0 0 0 20 100 C>
0 C C 0 0 0 20 0 100
C C C C 0 C 20 0 100
0 C C 0 0 0 20 100 C
0 C 0 0 0 0 20 100 0
C C C 0 0 0 20 100 C
0 0 C 0 0 0 20 100 0
O C O O O C 2 0 0 1 0 0
\
0 0 0 0 0 0 20 0 100
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T A S K NAKE/DESCRIPTION T
l P ] < . O l ? t






TWO SIX ZERO, OVER]
ION RADIO COMM -
CNASA 515. DESCEND
AND MAINTAIN ONE ONE
THOUSAND. CONTACT





CFNTER ONE TwO FIVE
POINT TWO.]
f A D I O CChM - [ A T L A N T A
C E N T E R , THIS IS N A S A
515 L E A V I N G FLIGHT
L E V E L TV.C' F IVb Z E R O
FOP ONt ONE THOU-
SAND, C J V t R ]
R A D I O C O M M - 1
[ N A S A M i , A T L A N T A
C E K T E H t R O G E R .
S C U A - < K IDEM. A L T I -
M F T E R Twl i NINER 1
P O I N T E I G H T E I G H T ]
MON R A C K CCMI1 - 1
[ N A S A !)]i, M A I N T A I N
DNfc F I V t T H G O S A h O .
C L t A K A N C t LIMIT IS
NOW L A M U R INTEKS6C- i
T ICN. HGLO N O R T H W E S T
CF FIX Oh N C R C R O S S
Z t F Q FGOf O N t R A D I A L
CNE AN[' ONE-HALF I
M1KJTE K I G H T TURNS.
• ;XP;C1 F U R T H E R
C L f c A R A N C F AT JNE
S E V E N DSL F IVE, O V E R ] 1
P A C I H cr-K.i -Cii5, i
FOGtR. KAIMAIN ONt
F I V E THOUSAND. HOLD
N'.-f-.TriWtST CF LAMER
DUP CHANNEL ACTIVITY - PERCENT OF OUR TIME
TIhE
JSE C J EV IV LH RH LF RF COG ADD V8L
<..CO 0 C C 0 0 0 20 0 100
3.75 0 0 C 0 0 0 20 100 C
2.50 0 C 0 0 0 020 100 C
< t . C O 0 t C 0 0 u 20 0 100
l .CO 0 t C C 0 020 0 100
<..CO C C C *, 0 0 20 0 1C-U
2.00 C t C C, 0 0 20 0 100
3.50 0 C C C- 0 0 20 100 0
2.50 C t (. 0 0 0 20 100 C
A.Co 01 C 0 0 0 20 100 0
t .33 C I 1 0 C . 0 2 0 1 0 0 ( •
5.33 C C 0 C 0 0 2C 100 C
1.33 C 0 0 C 0 0 20 iOC 0








l ° 1 4 C 0 3 t




i& 1 4C( A1:-









. INCREASE SPEED TO
TWO THREE ZERO KNOTS
. DESCtND AND MAIN-
TAIN ONE ]NE THOU-








•ION P f i O I C - C C M M - 1
C N A S A II1,, C O N T A C T
A P P R O A C H C O N T R O L ON
ONE TwC S IX POINT
N l N t P . t;VF. R] i
9.ADID cnri - C N A ^ A i
il'j, P L C U . A P P R O A C H










C A L L C L T - [ T O C C O A
«OR ON ^ A t f ?. ]
C A L L C U T - U L T l M t T t P
S F T T i N b I S T w O NINES
PUINT E1G.HTJ
C A L L C L T - [ N ' U R C S O S S





i 2 , 4 0
1 ? .3C
l . ? UC A L L f.L'T -[K(.-J Kc'F.T 1
TC L c U k L OFF]
CALL CLT -CCHATA- 1 2.30
NUQGA VCf CN NAV 2]
CALL Ol'T -CTHIKTY i .6C
SFCOf.DSJ
CHANNEL ACTIVITY - PERCENT OF DUR TIME
EV IV LH RH LF RF COG AUD VBL
C 0 C 00 0 20 0 100
0 C C 0 0 0 20 100 0
0 C C 0 0 0 20 100 0
C C C Ci 0 0 20 100 t
0 C C 0 (/ C 20 0 100
C C t 0 i 0 20 0 ICC-
C I c C 0 0 20 100 C
C t ( 0 C 0 20 100 0
C I { 0 0 0 20 0 100
L t ( C 0 C 2C G 100
C C C 0 0 0 20 0 100
0 ( C 0 0 C 2(J 0 10U
C t C C w 0 2C 0 10U
0 C t C 0 0 20 0 100









TASK NAME/DESCRIPTION T (SEC)
CALL CUT -[SIXTY 1 .80
SECONDS]
CALL OUT -[EIGHTY 1 .60
FIVE SECONDS]
MGN RADIO COMM - i <,.tC
[NASA 115. REPORT
LEAVING FLIGHT LEVEL
TWO SIX ZERO. ALTI-
METER TWO NINER 1 2.CO
EIGHT EIGHT* OVER]
RADIO COM - [515 1 3.CO
R O G E R . P t P O P T FLIGHT




MGN R A D I O COMM -
[ N A S A 51t, ROGER.
C O N T A C T C E N T E R O N
PNE TWO FIVE POINT
T W O . O V E R . ]
R A D I O COMM - [315,
KLlGEP. CI^TER ONE
IWli F I V f POINT T W O . ]
KGN R A D I O COM -
[ N A S A tli, A T L A N T A
C t N T b R / KJ.Gtk.
S Q U A W K KENT]
MCN R A f ; I C C C H M -
[ N A S A tit. DUt TO
T R A F F I C Y Q U K P L A N N E D
TI*.; G l A R R I V A L AT
L A K t S I C F IS NOW
!Ci22: l i , O V E R ]
1 3. tO
KAOIL












CHANNEL ACTIVITY - PERCENT OF DUR TIKE
EV IV LH RH LF RF COG AUD VBL
O O C 0 0 0 2 C O 1 0 0
O C C C O O 2 0 0 1 0 0
0 0 C C 0 0 20 100 »>
C t 0 0 0 0 20 100 0
0 C C 0 0 0 20 0 10t
0 ( C 0 w a 2C 100 0
C C C C C 0 20 100 C
t t tO 0 0 20 0 100
o e 0 20 IOC
C f C• t 0 0 2C IOC C
C- C t 000 20 100 C
C I t L 0 0 2C C IOC
0 C C 0 0 0 20 0 100
C ( C C 0 C 20 0 100
123
TASK S. DUR CHANNEL ACTIVITY - PERCENT OF OUR TIME
CODF I TIME
.NO. T A S K N A M E / D E S C R I P T I O N T ( S E C ) EV IV LH RH LF RF CDG ADD VBL
1P1C.001« C A L L OUT - [FLIGHT 1 3.00 0 C C 0 0 0 2C 0 IOC
P L A N U P D A T E D W I T H
N E W P T A A T LAKESIDE]
1P160CU KON R A D I O COMH - 1 3.*2 0 0 0 0 0 0 20 100 0
[ I N F O R M A T I O N LIMAl
O N E S E V E N Z E R O F IVE
O B S E R V A T I O N - T W O
1 P 1 6 0 C C 2 F I V E HUNDRED S C A T - 1 A . 5 6 0 C I 0 0 020 100 0
T E S E D C t I L I N G FOUR
THOUSAND 3RGKEN.
V I S I B I L I T Y ONE SIX.
l D 1 6 C f C 3 T t f P E R A T U R E FIVt 1 «..56 0 C C C 0 0 2C 100 C
NINER. UMD ONE ONE
Z E R O D t C F E E S A T T E N
O U S T I N G TO CNE S L V E N
IPltOl ' f - t . A L T I M E T E R TWO - 1 <..56 0 C C C 0 0 20 100 0
NINtR E I G H T FOUR.
S I M U L T A N E O U S P A R A L -
LEL A p p f - O A C H E S IN
IPl t t rot O P E R A T U N ON R U N W A Y S i <t.i6 0 C C 0 0 0 20 100 C
Z E f c d t IGHT AND NINER
RIGHT . A E V I S b CON-
T R O L L E R CM INITIAL
lrM6vK> C O N T A C T Y 3 U H A V E I N - 1 2 .28 0 C C O C O 2 0 1 0 0 (
F D P M A T i r H ; L I M A . )
1PT60U7 R A D I O Cuh"1 - [ A T L A N T A i <.. tO C C t C 0 0 20 0 ICt,
A P J - P . J A C h C O N T R O L *
T H I S IS MSA t/li
L t ' V t ' L t l ONE ONL
iP3f>'''«5 THOUSAND JITH INFOR- i 2.00 o c o o o c 2o o joe
N A T I O N LI1A, O V E R ]
cri-i - i 2.io c t r c o i> 20 xoo u
S O U A w K IDE NT. ]
l -^ lr i - ' lf: SIGN k A L S l C C C K N - ^ '«.LO C C C C 0 U 20 100 C
C'.'ASi ili» TURN C t F T
H t A O I N G U'G CNi£ Z E R O
P l O U C t S P E t D T O T w O
3 P J f c < C . l l Z F K ] Zl"L, O V E r t ] 1 2.00 C t C 0 0 0 20 100 0
R A D I O COP*! - C S l b . 1 '..Co C (. C C v, 0 2C C 100
lUIfcEP. L E F T HEADING
TWC UNt Z E P ' u * i l
TO T w L . 7. [RU i
i S .OC ij (. C 0 J 0 2t 0 100
124




I P l t O O l ?





IP 3 60' ?
S
I
T A S K N A M E / D E S C R I P T I O N T
MDN RAOIC COMM - 1
CNASA 515, REDUCE
SPEED TO ONE NINER
ZFRO KNOTS, OVER]
RADIO COM - C515, 1
ROGER. ONE IONER
ZERO KNOTS)
MON RADIO COMM - 1
CNASA 51i. CONTACT
APPROACH CONTROL ON
ONE TWO SEVEN POINT
TWO FIVE, OVER] 1
RADIO COMN-C515, 1
FOGER. ONE TWO SEVEN
POINT TWO FIVt]
RADIO COMM -CATLANTA 1
APPROACH CONTROL,
THIS IS NASA 515
L E V E L AT ONF ONE
THOUSAND, OVER) 1
.ION PAD in COMM - 1
C N A S A sii» ATLANTA
APPROACH. RDGtR.
SQUAWK, IC'Et'T]
MLN kAUI t . CCMM -
C N A S A i-It., TURN kT
HEAOINC T ^ C S E t f t N
Z E R O . K f C J C t S P t ' t D
TO ONF. S f \ / F N Z E R U
K N C T S . C t S C t N D A N O
M A I N T A I N FCUK F IVE
HUNORt. C., 3 V t P ]
R A D i D C C f M -C515 ,
K Q G t S . L I F T HEADING
T W O S tVF,N ZiKU. S L O W
TO JNE S E t f E N Z E R O .
FOUR FIVt
HUKJRfcU. ]
MCN P A D I C COHM -
C N A S A M l , TUR^ L E F T
rll.AOlNG CNt tlviHl
Z E P O , l iVf? ]
OUR CHANNEL ACTIVITY - PERCENT OF DUR TIME
TIME
( S E C ) EV IV LH RH LF RF COG AUD VBL
<..eo o i c oo o 20 100 o
2.50 0 C C 0 0 0 20 0 100
4.00 0 t t 0 0 0 20 100 C
1.00 0 C C C 0 02C 100 0
3.00 0 C C C 0 C 2C C IGi;
3.50 C ( C 0 0 0 20 0 100
.75 0 C C C 0 C 2u t IOC
3.S.-C 0 C C t- U 0 20 100 C
3 .CO 0 C C 0 0 0 20 100 0
< t . t u 0 C t C 0 C 2C 100 C
<, .< • ; C 0 f 0 0 0 20 0 ICO
e.(tl C C t c 0 C; 20 0 1G(










UNI EIGHT ZERO. 3
MON RADIO CDHN -




ONE TnO ZERO FOR
VF.CTQP TO INTERCEPT
FINAL AI-'PSCACH
COURSE . Y3U ARc
CL E A R E D FOR AN ILS
RUNWAY ZRG EIGHT
APPROACH. CONTACT
TDwEP AT THt UUTER
MARKtR ON ONt ONE
NINES "01MT FIVE*
OVER]
. L E F T HEADING
LNE TWO ZERD. ILS
RUNWAY ZE90 EIGHT
APPROACH. TGWE« AT
OUTER ^A^<ER Qr-i CNR
fjfit NIKFIk POINT F I V E
ION K A D I C CCHH-
[MAS A ';M, K6DUCE
SPcEO TL- tNE F I V t
ZEhG KNOTS GVcR]
P.DGES. ONE F I V E ZERO
KNOTS]
ACIl' C01M -




l°l,'.Cf?P RADIO CI.M-C ATLANTA
TO»ER, THIS IS NASA
M 5 DVrK i AKESIDL
FOR RUNWAY













1 1 . 7u
«-.CO
CHANNEL ACTIVITY - PERCENT OF DUR TINE
EV IV LH RH LF RF COG AUD VBL
o c r o o o au o loc
0 C t 0 0 0 20 100 0
0 0 C 0 0 0 20 100 0
0 C C C 0 0 20 100 0
o- c c c o o 20 100 o
O C 0 0 0 0 2 C O 1 0 0
0 ( ( C O O 2 0 0 10(5
0 C C C 0 0 20 100 0
C f. C C 0 0 20 0 100
0 C C • 0 C 0 20 100 C










IP l tOC ' . l
lP160r.«.V-
lP16r'.<.t
l ? l t c O < i e
mer.-r r2
1 P H C C 5 7
i P : t-.f i. •• -F
T A S K N A M E / O E S C R I P T I O N
MON R A D I C C O M M -
[ N A S A 51i> A T L A N T A
T O W E R , R G S E R . C L E A R
T O LAND R U N W A Y Z E R O
EIGHT. W I N D LINE -ONE
Z E R O D E G R E E S A T ZERO
MINER. ]
C A L L G U T - [ A L T I M E T E R














CALL OUT [ FLIGHT]
CALL CLT-CINBOAkC
LA N D I N G LIGHTS]
CALL OUT -[ON]
C A L L (H'T -
AND
C A L L o u T - t s f ' T A N D
C R C S S C h E C < E D ]
C A L L CL-T- t E P f t A N U
I A S B U G S ]
C A L L TUT - C V - R t F IS
X X X K N O T S ]
C A L L O U T - [ B U G S S E T
A N D C K C S S - C H E C K E D ]
C A L L C U T - [ C H E C K L I S T
C O M P L E T E D ]
C A L L LUT - U L A P S 11
S OUR
I TIME


















1 i . SO
1 1.50
1 1 . (.'J
1 1. 30
i . 7u
CHANNEL A C T I V I T Y - PERCENT OF DUR TIME




















C C 0 0 0 20
1 C 0 0 0 20
C C C O u 2 C
( f 0 0 0 20
C t 0 0 0 20
C C 0 0 0 20
t C 0 C 0 20
C ( C 0 C 20
C C C 0 0 2C
C ( C. y 0 20
( ( 0 0 C 20
C C O 0 0 2 0
C ( k/ ii 0 20
C 0 0 0 0 20
C C 0 0 C 2 1 ;
C C 0 0 C 20
( • t 0 C 0 20
C ( 0 0 C 20































Is 1 6G( ht
lPlf'L-67
1P1K( *P
ip. ' f tcrec
iPl6«, f7r
i<>i tor.71
IP: t 3C 7?
1»1 tiX-7?
1<M=C07<.
IP l r f { 7i
IP: fr'.r, 7t
l" lfc(.i 77
T A S K NAME/DESCRIPTION
C A L L OUT - [RUNWAY 08
ILS IS ON NAV 11
CALL OUT - [REG VOR
IS ON NAV 2)
C A L L OUT - [ F L A P S 5]
C A L L OUT - ( F L A P S 15)
MON R A D I O COflH -
[ N A S A 515. REDUCE
S P E E D TO ONE SIX
Z E R O K N O T S . O V E R ]
RADIO COMM-[515/
R O G E R . ONE SIX ZERO
KNOTS)
C A L L CUT - [LAKESIDE
ON ADF-1]
C A L L OUT - [ L A K E S I D E
ON ADF-2 ]
C A L L G U T - [ L O C A L I Z E R
C A L L GL>T-[ I H A V E
NAV 2 D A T A )
C A L L OUT - [ ILS ON
NAV 11
C A L L Ol;T - [ F L A P S 2J)
C A L L G L ' T - - [ G L I D E
SLUPf A L I V E ]
C A L L O U T - [ C R O S S I N G
S T U 3 B S )
CALL OUT - [FLAPS <tO)
C A L L bUT - [ R U N W A Y IN
S I T E ]
C A L L GUI - [ G t A R DO*N
A N D L A N D I N G CHECK-
L I S T ]
C A L L O U T - [ R E C A L L ]




















































































































































0 20 0 ICO
0 20 0 100
0 20 100 C
0 20 0 100
0 20 0 100
0 20 C ICC
0 20 0 100
0 20 0 IOC
0 20 0 100
0 20 0 100
0 20 0 IOC-
0 20 0 100
0 20 0
0 20 0 100
0 20 0 100
0 20 0 IOC
0 2G C 100
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1 P 1 c P ( ^ 4
1 P T. 6 0 ^  '"* *••
T A S K N A M E / D E S C R I P T I O N
C A L L OUT - [SPEED
B R A K E S ]
C A L L OUT - [ A R M t O -
GREEN LIGHT]
CALL OUT - [LANDING
G E A R ]
C A L L OUT - [DOWN,
THREE G P b E N ]
C A L L O U T - [ F L A P S ]
C A L L C U T - [ F O R T Y /
G R f c t N L I G H T ]
C A L L O U T - [ C H E C K L I S T
C O M P L E T E ]




























D R E D F f c t T A B O V E RUN-
K A Y ]
C A L L C U T - [ D E C I S I O N
HEIGHT]
MON R A D 1 C CQMM -
[ N A S A 51 1, tX IT RUN-
W A Y N t X T INTFP.SEC-
TICN. C O N T A C T GROUND
POINT MKER WHEN
C L t A R D F R U N W A Y /
O V E R ]
RCGEK. PL'INT NINER




GRL'UND. HIS IS NASA
Sit. TiXI U- GATt X,
OVEP]
MCN PADIC CCMM -
[NASA tiE» ATLANTA
GPtUNC, TAX I I-J (<AMP
VIA NCfTHE AST-SOUTH-
W t S T T A X I W A Y / Q V E P ] 1 l .CO
3.1,0
3 .50
CHANNEL A C T I V I T Y - PERCENT OF OUR TIME
EV IV LH RH LF RF COG AUD VBL
O l C O C O Z O O I C O
0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 1 0 0
0 C C C 0 0 20 C ICC
0 C 0 0 0 0 20 0 ICC
o c ( c o o ao o ice
0 C C 0 0 0 20 0 100
G G C O O O H C O I C O
0 C t C 0 C 2C 0 10(




C C C C 0 0 20 100 t
0 0 20 0 ICf
C C G C 0 0 2 0 0 1 0 0









P 1 1 ' « 0 f ,
1P370CC1
in 7-1 c ?




THIS IS NASA 515.
THE PILOT IS INCA-
PACITATED. 1 WILL
MAHc A NORMAL ILS
APPROACH AND LAND-
ING. REQUEST AN AM-
BULANCb TD STANDBY




THAT YOUfc PILOT IS
I N C A P A C I T A T E D AND
3EOUEST AMBULANCE.
W I L L USfc S O P M A L ILS
A P P R O A C H A N D LAND.
A D V I S t IF YCU RE-
OU1RE S P t l C A L HANO-
L I N.C . 3
P A C I T A T t D . I W I L L
M A K E A N O R M A L MLS
A P P R O A C H A N D LAND-
ING. R L C U E S T AN A1-
I N L A P A C l T A T f c D A N D
P E O U L S T A M U B L A N C E .
W I L L J S E N O R M A L M L S
4 P P R J A C H ANL) LAND.
CGMM -
CNASA i\*,, utouct
SPEtD TC TWC iERO
ZERO KNLHS, OVER]
hi AD in ctri -[SID.
«OGEP. SLOW TO T»0
ZEf-.J ZEPCC
MOM kADIC CCMM -
C N A 5 A iU» TURN LEFT
HEADING U'O ONE ZcRD
, OVE P J





















PERCENT OF OUR TIME
LF RF COG AUD VBL
0 0 20 0 100
0* 0 20 0 100
0 0 20 0 100
0 0 20 100 C
0 0 20 100 0
0 0 20 100 0
0 0 20 0 1UO
0 0 20 0 ICO
0 0 20 100 0
0 0 20 C 100
0 0 20 100 C




















TASK NAME/DESCRIPTION T (SEC)
MON RADIO COMM - 1 3.50
[NASA 515, TURN RT
HEADING TrfO SEVEN
ZERO, REDUCE SPEED
TO ONE EI3HT ZERO.
DLSCEND AND MAINTAIN
SIX THOUSAND, OVER]
RADIO COM1 - CaiS,
POGER. KI3HT HEADING
TWC S£Vl> ZERO, SLOW
fU ONE tIGHT ZtRG,
MAINTAIN SIX THOU-
SAND]
KON R A D I C COMM -
C N A S A . ' . li-t TUKN LEFT
HEADING C N E EIGHT








MON RAC'IC COMM -
[NASA ill. KEOJCt








[NASA i!5, YOU ARE
SIX K I L O S FROM THE
APPSCACh 3AT6. YOU
ARE C L t A K E D FOR AN
MLS RUNWAY ZERO
EIGHT Af^OACH. CON-
TACT A T L A N T A TOwtk
AFTER CROSSING GATE













CHANNEL ACTIVITY - PERCENT OF DUR TIME
EV IV LH RH LF RF COG AUD V8L
0 C C C 0 3 20 100 0
0 C C 0 0 0 20 100 C
0 I C I 0 C 20 0 100
C C C 0 0 0 20 0 100
0 C 0 0 0 0 20 100 C
0 0 C C 0 0 2C 100 (•
0 C C 0 u 0 ZO 0 IOC
C t t C 0 0 20 0 100
0 C L c 0 C 2? 0 IOC
C C C C C 0 2C 0 100
c c c o o 20 100 r
C ( t C 0 0 20 100 u
C l f 0 C 20 IOC 0
131
T A S K
CODf
NO. T A S K N A M E / D E S C R I P T I O N T
1P17CU1P R A D I O COHH -C515, 1
RUGtK. MSL R U N W A Y
Z E R O t IGHT APPROACH,
T O W E R A F T E R G A T b O N
1017C-MO CINE NINER PGINT F IVE 1
IP J 70(2' MCN RAO 1 1 CDMM - 1
C N A S A '.,15, M A I N T A I N
C U R R E N T S P E E D UNTIL
C R O S S I N G A P P R O A C H
1 PI ? . • ( ? ] G A T E , C V t S l i
iP17-.1.'.:Z2 R A D I O CCrU - [ A T L A N T A 1
TNI S IS N A S A
A P P R O A C H
G A T E F C P R U N W A Y
l ? 1 7 f l ? < .
IP j 7 < - f ".
l?:7.;-'?f.
lP]V., .Tf
,?? 7I.RD E I G H T , f j V t k ]
MCN R A D I C CGMM -
[t-'ASA *\-s> A T L A N T A
TL'VtR, f-OGlft. CLtAR-
•' o TO
?t,^0 t IGHT . WIMD
L'Nt r.Nt Z^RC AT ZdRC
. 1
CALL C:.WT - C P U N W A Y ',e I
^ISL UN N6V i AND
NAV 2J.
MUN R A O I L cc,J,ii - i
[NASA I.]!.. Ci'NfACT
U L ANT A TOWrt< JN ONE
'JM M\t.F POINT FIVi
1°1 >- X 0? , O V c R .3
fTJGt;<. CNE UNt N lS f cR
P O I N T FHT-.]
[ N A S A II';, C O N T A C T
T 0 « = v A T T H U 0 -JT tR
f-r- ONE J.Jt
--[.INT FTvt ,
K A U 1 C CLK'1 -liit),
k C C r - ? , T r * t » A T
JO UK * - * F < E f - ON 1-Nf
LINL N L N i R POINT F IV l
DUR
TIME











CHANNEL ACT IV ITY



















PERCENT OF OUR TIME
LF RF COG AUO VBL
0 0 20 0 ICO
0 0 2 0 0 IOC.
0 0 20 IOC 0
C i 20 100 C
0 0 2 0 0 1 0 0
0 0 20 0 ICli
0 0 2C 100 C
C C 20 100 0
0 0 20 0 100
u o 2u 100 c.
o o zr 100 r
u 0 20 0 100
0 0 20 100 L
0 0 20 ICO t









1 P ? 0 0 G 0 5-
ip?-orr6
ip?r-.'0f'7














MON INTPHN COMM -
[ROGER]
MON INTPHN .COMM -
[CHOCKS IN PLACE]
INTPHN COMM -[ROGER]






















































































































1 P 2 C L C ?r
C A L L CUT - [ A I R COND
A N D P R t S S J f U Z A T I C - N J
C A L L OUT -[ONE PAC<,
GROUND)
C A L L CUT-[ AMI-CUL-
L I S S I C N L T )
0 0 0 20 0 100
C 0 0 20 0 IOC
 C 0 0 20 0 ICO











0 20 0 ICC
0 ICO
0 20 C 10r
0 - 21 0 luO
0 0 0 20 0 100
t O O 2 0 0 I C C
0 0 0 20 C 100
0 IOC
0 100
0 20 0 itr
0 20 0 ICC
2.10 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 I O C
3.00 C C C t C C 20 0 HO





























CALL OUT - [AUTO


















CO M P L E T E DO'*N TU
SECURt ]
CALL CUT - [APUJ





















































































































































































































[ T E S T I N G . , T L S T I N C ,
U V d R ]
3. CO 2C-
[ "C.GLR, h= Ak YOU
LCi'JO AND : Lf 4R. ARE




NO. TASK NAME/DESCRIPTION T (SEC)
MON INTPHN COMM - I .60
[CHOCKS IN PLACE ]
CHANNEL ACTIVITY - PERCENT OF OUR TIME
EV IV LH RH LF RF COG AUD VBL







T A S K
CODF
NO. T A S K NAI»E/DESCRIPTION
Tl MON VHF-1L FREO IND
02 SET VHF-1L F R t O -
W H O L E NUMBERS
0? SET VHF-1L F R £ Q -
FRACTIONS
( 4 A D J VHF--1L VOLUME
SET VHF-1 COMM TFR
S W T O L E F T











MGN VHF-1R F R E Q IND
S E T VHF-13 F R E O -
MJKBtRS
StT VhF-iR FREO-
F R A C T H f l v S
A D J VOLUME
SET CLfr 1 PIC SEL
SW TO VHF-1
StT C C M f c 1 VnF-i
COM1 R t C V R SW TO ON
StT C O K h 1 VHF-1


































































































































































































































































































































































































































13 1« ACT CQMK 1 PUSH-TO-
TALK SW
10 lr COMM VIA VHF-1
10 If- MON VHF-! CQMM AUOIC
10 j? itT CC;*M ? VHF-1
COMM f t C V * SW TO ON
11 IF SIT COM 2 VHF-1
C-OMM l - tCV« SW TU OFF
10 l'c SET CCfM ? MIC ShL
SW TO VHF-1
n t( sV r crrc 3 VHF-I
coin P t c v * s w ^ r c ON
10 ?] StT CLfir. 3 VHF-L
COM* i>r. CVR SW TO OFH
1!) <? SI T CL«r 3 'MIC StL
- S W T H VHF-1
13 2? ACT co>f i Puv-t-TG-
T A L K S'«
10 ? <• A c T j A T t USH-TJ-TALK
S» ON CC'H RCL
GP IP
C0r«. V ] A V h ^ - 1



























































































































































































































































































































































































































































ADJ VHF-2L V O L U M f c
':'.- StT v/HF-2 CCM.M TFR
5w IT1 L t f - T
i t SET VHF-2 C O M M TFR
S W T O R I G H T
F R E O
CH S! T VH.F-2? F R t O
WHOLt >L'fsd tRS
S f c T V H F - 2 R F K t
F R A C T I O N S
At),l VHr-2R VOL
SI.-T C C ^ f ?. MC SfL
sx rr \ ,Hi-2
SET CUT ^  2 VHF-2
COM * ( -C« SW TO ON
SHT Onf,". 2 VHF-2
































































































































































































































































































































































































































































T A S K NAHE/3ESCRIPTION
ACT COKM 3 PUSH-TQ-
TALK S W
conn VIA i/HF-2
MEN VHF-2 COMM AUDIO
Sf-. T COfi* 1 VHF-2
ccriM V E C V R sw ro ON
SfT CQMK 1 VrtF-2
COM1 K t C V * SW TO JFF
SET COFf 1 MIC StL
S W T J V H F - 2
S t - T C O K K ' 3 VHF-2
CCiNi KECK SW TCJ ON
ShT CCf.h 3 VHF-2
CUMM R E C V 8 Sh Tu OFF
SET CC'Kf. 3 MIC ScL
Sw TP VHF-2
• A C T P U S H - T G - T A L K S W
HN C O N T R O L HANOGf r ' IP
A C T P U S H - T O - T A L K S W
UN CONTK'L H A N O R G R I P
A C T PUSF-TG-TALK S w
CN C D S T h f ' L H A N D G K I P
A C T P U 5 H - T O - T A L K S u
r.s C C ^ T K U L HANDGR.IF
ACT CCifU 2 PUSH-TQ-

























































4 . C C
5.50


















































































































































































































































































































































































































































T A S K S DUR
COOE. I TIME
NO. T A S K N A M t / D E S C R I P T I O N T ( S E C )
?P. ACT COhh 2 PUSH-TO- 1 4.25
T A L K SW 2 5.CO
30 ACT PUSH-TO-TALK SW 1 4.50
ON CONTROL HANDGRIP 2 3.30
3 4.23
4 10.CO




3? PON VHF-2 CCMM AUDIC 1 S.LC
2 t .20
3 1.70
4 3 . C O
3<- MON VHF-?. CdflM AUDIO I 9 .50
3 7 . tU




COhM V I A VHF-2
* VIA VHF-2
VHP-2
COIV1 V IA VHF-<:
CO1 VIA t fHF-2
CO.M VIA VHF-2 *
4 . b O
































































































































































































































































































































































































































T A S K S UUR
C C D E I TIKE
NO. TASK NAPE/DESCRIPTION T ( S E C )
<•? ACT PUSH-TO-TALK SW 1 11.00
ON CONTROL HANDGRIP
CHANNEL A C T I V I T Y - P E R C E N T OF OUR TIME
EV IV LH Rh LF Rf= COG AUD VBL








T A S K
CPDF
K G . T A S K N A M E / 3 t S C R I P T I O N
01 nON VHF-3L F R E O IND
0? SFT VHF-3L FP£0-
W H C L E NUMBERS
C3 SFT VHF-3L Fh tQ -
F R A C T I O N S
O A A D J VHF-3L W D L U M t
SLT VHF-3 CCMM TF<
S h T C L F F T
S t T VHF-3 CCMM T F R
S W T O K lCHT
MCh VHf -3^ F R E 3 1ND
S F T VHl-; !R F R t O -
W H O L t N U M B E R S
Si T \HF-2? FF
FPA 'J HOS
ADJ VHf--; j<
Sbl CC-^- r 3 f l lC ScL
i W T f.' V n I- - i
ACT C C ^ ^ 3 HJS-i-10





































T I M E




















3 . t< i
























































































































































































































































































































IT 01 SET LOUDSPEAKER TO
ON
IT 02 SET LOUDSPEAKER TO
OFF




































































































































TASK NAME/DESCRIPTION T <SEC)
MON TKA S=L MODE LT 1 .77
GRtcN - TKA SEL nODE
ENGAGED
MGN TKA SEL MODE LT 1 .77
ClRANGf: - TKA SEL
MCDt A P N F D
«CN TKA SE L HLIDE LT i .77
ilLUt - TKA SbL MGDt
P R t S u L b C T E D
rfiN TKA SEL MOOt LT 1 .77
L . A F K - TKA SEL MODE
DISf i tAGF.D
R C 1 A T E TKA SFL KNJb 1 2.50
Kt AD TKA S LL V A L U E i i.11
C'N D I G I T A L INDIC
P K F S S FPA SEL MODt 1 i. <tO
S W
.iC'Niruf F?A SEL MJOt I .77
LT i<":lN - FPA ScL
MODE [ - N G A G E D
l - . G N l T O h FPA ScL KJOt 1 .77
LT D K A f - G f : - FPA SEL
M 0 b t (•• F1 M fc D
h O N l T G k FPA SEL f,JDt i .77
LT lUUt - FPA StL
KbDE P R t S : L t C T = 0
rtUNlTC* F'A SEL hQOb i .77
Ll D A P K. - FPA StL
'* KjTAft FPA StL KNOB
Sf: Aa Ft'A S FL
b.N DIGITAL INDIC
P h r i i S «LT ENG J1D
voMlT'r' iLT LNG UDDc
L T .", f : t f- - ALT ENG
MtDc t f.GASEJ
«LN ALf t^G MQDt Lf
JkAN&F - ALT tNG
1 78
.78
CHANNEL ACTIVITY - PERCENT OF OUR TIME
EV IV LH RH LF RF COG AUD VBL
0 100 C 0 0 0 20 C 0
0 IOC C C 0 0 20 0 0
0 100 0 0 0 0 20 0 0
C IOC C t- 0 0 20 0 C
0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0
C IOC 0 0 0 0 20 0 0
0 IOC 0 100 0 0 20 0 0
0 100 0 0 C 0 HO 0 0
0 100 C C y C 20 0 0
C IOC f C 0 0 20 0 0
0 IOC 0 0 0 C 20 0 P
2.<.a o lot ( ice o
1 L t d 0 1 0 0 0 0 0


























Cl PRESS ATI CWS rtODE
Sw
r? MON ATT CWS MODE
LT GREEN - ATT CWS
ENGAGED
C3 MGN ATT cws foot
LT DARK - ATT CWS
DISENGAGED
C4 PRESS VEl CWS MUDfc
sw
f: -1CN VEL CWS MODE LT
GR E E N - U' L CWS tNG
<:(• '"ION Vf-l CWS NOOt LT
DARK - VF.L CwS OIS-
HNGAGtD
C7 PRESS ALTO *CDc Sw
CB MON ADIT MODE LT
GREFN - AJTO NODE
fcNGAGLD
ft MOM AUTC 1CDE LT
OAx-C - A UTfl MODE
DIStUGAGt-0














































































































































































L A ^ O "COt L T i i.Li» 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0
- L A N D MODE
E N G A G E D
rtON L A N D 1COE LT i 1.1.5 0 101^ C C 0 0 20
G R A N G E - L A N D MLOc
ARtt l .0
HUN LA'f lOL'f: LT 1 i.C5 C IOC C t 0 0 2C
DAR K - LiNC MODE












MON ALT ENG MODE LT
6LUE - ALT ENG MODE
PRESELECTED
MON ALT fcSG MODE LT
DARK - ALT ENG MODE
DISENGAGES
33 KflTATE ALT ENG KNOB
34 RFAD ALT ENG VALUE
ON DIGITAL INDIC
1' PRESS HOR PATH MODE
SW
MON HO* F 'ATH MODE LT
G K t f c N - HCK P A T H
KUDE c N C A G E D
CIDN HOf P 4 T N MODE LT
O P A N G L - HOR P A T H
ilL'DE A f c K E D
HOP PATH MODI LT
DARK - HR PATH MODE
D I S c N G A C - f O
OUR
TIME





CHANNEL A C T I V I T Y - PERCENT OF OUR TIME
EV IV LH RH LF RF COG AUD VBL









































































PPLSS V r P T PATH MGOt 1 1.36
C I O C C G O C 2 0 0 « . '
u :oc c o o o 20 o c




MON V E ^ T P A T H ilODt L
G C E ' f N - V E P T P4TH
".OOF E N G A S L D
V I - R T P A T H MGCt L 1
O R A N G L - V E R T P A T H
MCDc A k M O
MON V E . K T P A T H r tOUE j .
L T D A P K - V h R T P A T H
MfJPc DJ





0 IOC C 0 0 C 20 C 0
C 101 C C o 2: o o
C 101 ( c 0 0 20 0 0
0 i'JC C U 0 C 2(, 0 (
2H
2H
ION CAS FMC MOOE
LT 3RtcK - CAS
CAS L.^IG HOOF
LT 3LU! - CAj 5N


















T A S K N A * E / D E S C R I P T I O N T
MON CAS fMG MODE 1
LT DARK - CAS ENG
MODE DISENGAGED
MCN TIME PATH MODE 1
SW OAPK - TIME PATH
MODE DISENGAGED
ACT UFT A G C S LIGHTS 1
T f . S T S W








ROTATE CAS ENF KMOB 1 2.45
PEAD CAS ENG VALUE 1 1.0«i
CIN DIGITAL INDIC
PRESS TIKE PATH MODE 1 1.35
SW
TIfl PATH MODE




 2 . d!
1 a. CO
CHANNEL ACTIVITY - PERCENT OF OUR TIHE
EV IV LH RH LF RF COG AUD VBL
0 100 C C 0 C 20 0 0
0 IOC C 0 0 0 ZC
0 IOC 0 0 0 C 20
0 101 C 100 0 G 2C
0 IOC I t 0 0 20
0 lOt C C 0 0 2C
0 ( C 100 0 0 2C
0 l O l 1 0 0 0 2 0

















01 MON ROLL ATT INOIC




C4 MON FLT PATH ACCEL
INOIC
(5 KCN FLT fATH ANGLE
INDIC
r. t MON PITCH FLT DIRcC
17 MON POLL F LT DIRtC
(. fi MON ACCEL COMMAND







































































• PERCENT OF OUR TIME






























































C O M M A N D
MON FLT P 4 T H C J M M A M D i 2.19
T O N E X T W P T
MDM FLT F A T H COMMAND i 2.19
TO D E S T I N A T I O N IN





P I T C H











W A Y F - O I N T IOL-NTS
US hDX
US C R O S S
TV V I 3 t C
E A L I A U T O S W
KAh. E A D I P ITCH
*ODE n ON S* LT
UE P I T C H R£F














2 . 3 5
2.13



















































































































ROTATE OH KNOB TO
SELECT .DH VALUE
MON OH I NO 1C
MON FLASHING CtHTER
DOT ON EADI
ACTUATE PH TtST SW





nCN EADI TEST PAT
SELtCT SPD tRR uPT.IO
MON SPt F*R BAR
StL ILJ OPTION
SfcL TV CPTION
SbL ffl DIfi UP T ION
SELtCT V-NA'V OPTION













































































































































































































































































































































O SEL TRACK UP OPTION
2K f? SEL NORTH UP OPTION
?K '3 SEL TEST OPTION
?K f.<, MDN MFD TtST PATT
?K f I- StL 1 Nh !«AP SCALE
?* Ce StL 2 NH MAP SCALE
?K f7 SLL <. Nh 1AP SCALE






Sf L It NCi MAf- SCALE
SEL 32 NK HAP S C A L E
flON t-AK S: ALb CALLCU
'ION 1 NT 1AP VIDEO












































T I M E
J S f c C )

















2 . 6 &
1.92
1. V6


















£ . 2 7
2 . 2 7




















































































































































































































































































































































































NO. TASK NAME/DESCRIPTION T
2K 1*. MON <tNM KAP VIDEO
2K it MON 9 NM 1AP VIDEO
2K It: MON 16 NM MAP VIDtO
2K ' 17 MON 32 NM MAP VIDEO 1
2
2K if SLL NAV AIDES OPTION 1
2K 1C SEL T L F R A I N E OPTION 1
S F L A I R P O R T S OPT ION i
2K 2! SEL WP1 ALT OPTION 1
S E L G ? P O P T I O N
SEL T I*AV OPTION 1
SEL ALT R A N b t OPTION i?K
?K
2K
S t L T K - t N O V f c C T
OPT UN
MPK NV AI1ES SYMBOLS 1
r-UN T t R F A I N t Sr-lbOLS 1





























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































WITH NAV AIDES SYM
MON GEO RE F PT SYM







D E S E L E C T 4 I R P O R T S
GPTION
D t S t L E C T iJPT A L T
CPTION
U E S t L f c C T G R P O P T I O N
O E S c L t C T T N A V
O P T I O N
D t S t L c . C T A L T K A N G E
O P T I O N
D t S E L t C T IPtND V t C









































































































































































































































































































































































































2*. MON A D I Z 3 0 ( < Y



























4S MON OFFSET FLT PATH
SYMBOLS
4fr MON STRAISHT TREND
VECTOR SYMBOL
47 MON TPACK ANGLE SYM
4e MON A6CS MODE INDIC
4Q MON GkCUND SPESD INC
S-0 MON NAV MODE INDIC
51' MON WIND 0 IREC/VtL
INDIC
5?' r.ON FTL PATH SYMBOL
!,? KON HOC- POINTER AND
TAPE
54 ADJ MFC/ BRIGHTNESS



















































































































































































T A S K NAME/DESCRIPTION
RESET T / A / M SEL SW
ADJ NCDU 3 IM CONT
MDN NCDU A L t R T LT ON
hON NCCU A L E R T LT
MON NCDU F A I L LT ON
MON NCDL FAIL LT Off-
MON 1N1TJL IZE »DOe
D A T A
MON ATC CLR MUDE
i) ATA
MON FIT PLN 1 MUDc
D A T A
MON FL1 PLN 2 MODE
D A T A
KCN NAV D A T A 1 MGOfc
D A T A
riQN NAV L A T A 2 MDOc
OA1A
MON NAV D A T A 3 MOJ£
D A T A
MON StL 1 K'ODE D A T A
MON StL ? PUDfc D A T A
MON LGC'K JP 1 S T A T U S
D A T A
MGN ICOK-JP 2 KOUTt
U A T A
MUN LUGK-JP 3 A I K P P T
O A T 4





































































2 . 0 H
2 .34





































































































































































































































































































































2L 2C PRESS ENT KEY
2L 21 PRESS EXEC KEY
2L 22 PRESS Kf.J KEY
2L ?'3 PRESS CLk KEY
2L ?4 PRESS UP KtY
?L ?5 PRESS DLWS KEY
2L (t PRESS NC.l KEY









2L ?.l PRESS Ntub KtY
2L 32 PRESS KG.7 KEY
PF.tSS KG. 3 KtY
PRtSS KEY
PRESS I-C..J KEY































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































T A S K
NO. T A S K N A M E / D E S C R I P T I O N T
2L 37 P R E S S A / W P T KEY
?L 38 PRESS B / A W Y KEY
2L 3<? P R E S S C KEY
2L 4C P R E S S D KEY
cl 4} P R E S S b KEY
2L 4? P R E S S F / K - L KEY
2L 4 3 P R E S S G / A L T K E Y
2 L 4 4 P R f S S h / f c T E K E Y
?L 4 r - P R t S S I /HY KEY
2L 4f P R E S S J KEY
2L 47 P R E S S K KEY
Zl 46 P R t S S I h£Y
?L 49 P R t S S r / G S KEY
2L ',' P R L S S ?. KtY
2L .'. 3 FPtSS H/5IO KtY
2L l.I PRESS f / £ T A k KEY
2L f? PR tSS 0 K£Y

























































































































































































































































































































































































































































55 PRESS S KEY
Of PRESS T/PTA KEY
S7 PRESS U KEY
56 PRESS V KEY
^9 PRESS W KEY
fcC PRESS X KEY
H PRESS Y KEY
fc^ PRESS Z K: Y
t3 PRESS 1NIT KEY
?•<• PRESS ATC CLR Kc Y
( l.- PP.LSS f-LT PLN KEY
rt PRESS NAV DATA K 1 Y
67 PRESS SEL KEY

































































































































































































































































































































































































































P A S S I N G vi BUG
MON VI BUS SETTING
SET V-KEF BUG
IAS POINTER









hCNITOR A I R S P E E D









































































































































































































































































































































































































































T A S K
CODF
NC. 'TASK NAME/DESCRIPT ION
3F Cl MON MACH NO INDIC
3F C2
3F 0?
MON *\t(CH A I R S P E E D
W A R M I N G CL A C K E R
A C T U A T f c MACH A I R S P D

























































































3H 01 SET ALTIMETER SW
TC ON
3H 0? MONITOR CORRECTtD
BAPO ALTITUDE INOIC
3H 03 SET ALTIMETER BARO
SETTING CONTROL
3H 04 MONITOR ALTIMETER
BARO SETTING INDIC





























































































































































































































WARNING FLAG IN VIEW
MON RADIO ALTIMETER
WARNING FLAG OUT OF
VIEW








I 7 KtiN R A D I C , ALT T E S T
A L T INDIC
OP r.ON RADIO ALT MDA
LT CM






















































































































































































































































































SET NEW ALTITUDE ON
ALTITUDE ALERT PNL
MON ALT ALERT ALT
INDIC
SfT ALT ALERT 3ARO
MON ALT ALERT SARD
SET INDIC
MCN ALT ALERT LT ON
MCN ALT ALERT LT OFF















































































































































































T A S K '
CCDF
NO. T A S K N A M E / D E S C R I P T I O N
31 PI MON V E R T I C A L SPEED
INDIC
3L t? MON V E R T I C A L S P E E D
INDIC















CHANNEL ACTIVITY - PERCENT OF DUR TIME


























































































3N 01 WIND AND SET CLOCK
3N 02 MONITOR CLOCK
3M 02 START ELAPSED TIME
1NDIC
























































































































013P  ACTUATE GYRO CAGING
SW
3P 0? SET GYRO PITCH TRIM
3P C3 MON STDBY HORIZON
INDIC PWR FAIL FLAG
3P G<. MOK A I R P L A N E REF
3P 05 MONITOR BANK ANGLE
INDIC

















CHANNEL ACTIVITY - PERCENT OF OUR TIME
EV . IV LH RH . LF , RF COjG, ADO VBL
0 IOC C 10.0.r ;«. C : 20 .. 0 0 .(
0 100 ,t 100 0 0 20 C C
0 l.OC C 0 , ,0 - p .. 2,0, Q , 0
0 IOC C C 0 C 20








T A S K
CDDF
NC. T A S K NAME/DESCRIPTION
1C MON PITCH ATTITUDE
INDIC ON FDI
13 MCN BANK A T T I T U D E
INDIC ON FDI
I? rtON DtCISION HGT LT
ON FDI















OF VIF, W CN FDI
!<V MON RUNWAY FLAG IN
VIE.1 LN FOI .
KG* R U N W A Y FLAG OUT
t'F V I C W HN FDI








































































































































































































































































































































































































































































24 ACTUAH FOI PRESS-
TO-TEST Srf
?* NON FDI TEST 1ND1C
26 MON GLIDt SLOPE
FLAG CUT OF VIEW ON
FDI
27 MON GLIDf SLUPE FLAG
IN VIEW CS ADI
?6 MGN GYRO FLAG IN
VIEW ON FDI
?<; *UN GYRO F LAG OUT OF
V I E W ON FDI
30 ION GLIDE SLOPE
ATTITUDE INCIC ON
FDI
33 MON A/C ATTI T U D E
LN FDI
?2 SET PITCH T*IM C QNT
cm FDI
3; MCN *ADIC ALT INDIC
ON FOI
;A KCN RATE 3f TU.?N
INDIC l.N FDI

































































































































































































































































































































































































































































FC Vk*T SPJ TAPb 1 2.01 JOC 20
167
T A S K S CUR
CODE I TIME
NO. T A S K NAUE/DESCRIPT ION T ( S E C )
CHANNEL A C T I V I T Y - PERCENT OF DUR TIHE

















41 SET FD P ITCH NODE
SEL TO ALT HOLD
42 SET FD P ITCH MODE
S E L T O V E R T SPEED
MODE A N D A D J U S T V f c R T
SPEED
43 SET FD M03E SEL 10
OFF
44 SET FD r.CDb StL TO
HOG
4f SET FD MODE S f c L TO
R A D
46 S f .T FD KiOE SEL TO
BB
47 C H t C K T H A T F.D. MODt
StL SW S fT TO OFF
4" CHtCK T H A T F.D.
P ITCH COM SET TO
FULL ctoc<wrs i - :
49 SET V H F / N 4 V SW TO
NDR-1AL
l r S f c T V H l / N A V S W T u
NO. 1
11 SfT VHF/ i -MV SW TC
NO. 2
',~, S f c T V E P T 3 Y R O S t L S W
Tfi NO.j.
I - 3 SET V t .FT 3 Y P O StL SW
TO NO.;
? 4 S t T C G * P L T F . R S t -L S W
TO NO.l
t l S E T C O M P U T E R S t L S w
TO MO. 2
I f MON P ITCH AITHUOb






























































































































































































































































































T A S K S OUR CHANNEL A C T I V I T Y - PERCENT OF OUR TINE
CDDF I TIME
NO. T A S K N A M E / D E S C R I P T I O N T ( S E C ) EV IV LH RH LF RF COG AUO VBL
3R 57 MON PITCH ATT ITUDE 1 120.00 0 1C 0 0 0 0 12 0 0
INDIC CN FOI -
3R 5P »10N A/C ATT ITUDE 1 10.00 0 1C C 0 0 0 12 0 0
R E L A T I V E T O ROLL
COMMAND BAR ON
FDI
3R 59 MON INITIAL MOVEMENT 1 2.58 0 IOC C 0 0 0 20 C C
OF ROLL C O M M A N D
dAR ON FDI
3R fcf rtON INITIAL M O V E M E N T i 2 .58 0 IOC C C 0 0 20 0 C
OF GLIDh S L O P E
COMMAND BAR ON FDI
3 3 f c l M O N I N D I C A T I O N O F 1 18C.CU 0 5 1 C 0 0 0 2 0 0 C
D E V I A T I O N FROM




KO. T A S K N A M f c / O E S C R I P T I Q K
3S 01 MONITOR A/C HEADING
R E L A T I V E T O S E L E C T E D
HDG ON CI
3S 0? MON C O M P A S S FLAG
IN V I E W CS CI
3S C3 ION C O M P A S S FLAG UUT
Cf y / I E w CV CI
3S ft MON A/C POSITION
R F L A T I V f T O S E L E C T E D
COIRSl l C'N' CI
35 Ct nON, C O U R S E PMR 1NO
ON CI
35 ( t hUN L-C W A R N I N G F L A G
IN V l t W UN CI
3S (7 hCN L-C V .4RN1NG ( - L A C -
OUT (.it- V I E W ON CI
?S f b KGN C C L ' R S t D I G I T A L
INDIC ON CI
?S fc ION GLIDt S L G P t F L A G
IN v l r W f< CI
MCN GLIPf SLDPT;
H U T C F v i e w C N c i
3 5 I 1 S F T C O U P S E D I G I T S
AND P O I N T E R CN CI
JSISf C C U R S E C lJkSO*
C D N F
3"i 1? S f r T ri-.ADING C U R S t f t
OH CI U S 1 M G HOG CUR-
S O R C C N T
3s i3 «ON D E V . I A T I G N FKCM
GLIJt SCC't't ON CI

























































































































































































































































































































































































































3S 11 MONITOR A/C HEADING
RELATIVE TO SELECTED
HEADING 0>l CI
3S It MON INOIC THAT A/C
A B E A M OF M A R K E R AND
GN HEADING
3S 17 MON A/C HEADING
RELATIVE TO SELECTED
COURSE ON Cl
3$ 39 SFT CDMFASS SEL SW
TO MO.l
3S jQ SET COhPASS SEL SW
TO NQ.2
3S 2L f-QH INDIC OF MARKER








































































































































































CHANNEL ACTIVITY - PERCENT OF OUR TIME









































3 V 1 ?
3V ]<•
TASK NAME/DESCRIPTION
MDN GO AR3UND ANNUN
LT ON
MON 60 AFQUND ANNUN
LT OFF
MON ALT HOLD ANNUN
LT ON
MCIN ALT HOLD ANNUN
LT OFF
MC!N VGR LOC ANNUN
LT OFF
VCR LGC ANNUN
LT G R c l N
MON GLIDfc S L O P E
ANNUN LT A M B E R
hflN GLIDi- S L O P c




LT ON AND AUDIBLt
SIGNAL
MCN I'UTFf f,ARK6R LI
OFF AND AUDIBLE SIG
SILcMT
M A R K E R ANMUN L f ON
AND AUDIBLE SIGNAL
C O N MIDDLE M A R K E R
ANNUN LT OFF AND
AUDIBL t SI(i S I L c N T
MCN A I R W A Y S .1KR
ANN-JH L.T r LASHINb
A N D I N T f t f - T AUOIBLc .
SIGNAL
3V
ANMJM LT Oh S T E A D Y
A N O S T t A D Y A U D I B L E
































































































































































































































































































































17 MON AIRWAYS MKR
ANNUN LT 3FF AND
AUDIBLE SIC SILENT
If SET MARKER SW TO LO
:<y SET MKR SW TO HI
2f MON WINGS LEVEL LT
ON G R E E N
21 HON KINGS LEVEL LT
OFF
2? HON BACK B E A M LT ON
GKEEN
i? HON BACK B E A M LT OFF
24 MON HOG ON GREKN
25 MON HOG LT OFF
2<e SET NO. 2 : C'MM RECVIR
MKK S« TL ON
2~> SIT NO. 2 :OKK RfcCVIK


















































































































































































































































NO. TASK NAME/DESCRIPTION T
ll HON INST COMP POhER 1
LT ON
3W T2 MON INST COMP P O W E R
IT OFF
3UI 0? MON INST C O M P V E R T
G Y R O LT ON
3W 04 MON INST COMP VEST 1
G Y R O LT OFF
3rf f* MON INST C OMP G/S
LT GN
3W f t - HLN INST C O M P G/S
LT OFF
3W (7 MCN INST C C M P LOC
LT ON
3 W f f M O K INST C C M P L O C
LT OFF
3^ ro MON NAV D A R N I N G LT J
ON




























































































































































































CHANNEL ACTIVITY - PERCENT OF OUR TIME
EV IV LH RH LF RF COG AUD VBL
0 100 0 100 0 0 20 0 0
0 IOC
0 101 C 100
0
176
T A S K
CCDt
NC. T A S K N A M E / D E S C R I P T I O N
01 SET FLT COUNT 3YS A
SW TO ON
('-2 SET FLT C O N T SYS A
SW TO OFF
( .3 SET FLT CONT SYS A
SW TO S T D 3 Y P.UO.
(< . SET FLT CONT SYS 8
SW TJ CM
0 : S tT FLT CGNT SYS B
S W T O O F F
f f S H T F L T C O N T S f S B
SW T3 S T D 8 Y RUD
<7 MON FLT CONT SI'S A
HYO LO P R E S S LT UN
< t PdK FlT C O N T SYS A
HYD LL F R £ S S LT OFF
4A C.e Sf T S P O I L E R SYS A
SK TC DM
<tA j i S tT S P O I L E R SYS t
S W TO C F f
AA 1 } SET S P L I L c P SYS B
SW TJ Ut:
<»A 1? SLT S P t. Hit SYS B
s w T O C . F F
< • A } ? S E T Y A w C A M P t R S K
T O O N
' . A i - V 5 E T Y A W C 4 M P L R S K
TO u F F
<tA 1'. MUf-: FLT CJNT S T D b Y
H O Y L C C T Y L T O N
M If 1LN FLT COM S T D B Y
HYO L 'J CTY LT OFF
<.» 17 MC.N FLT C 3 N T S T D b Y








































































































































































































































































































MON FLT CONT STD8Y
HYD LO PRESS LT OFF
MON FEEL 3IFF PRESS
LT ON



















A C T U A T E FLT CONTROLS
TO ALIGN A /C WITH
ATTITUDE INDICATED
ONi FL> AND CI
M A N U A L L Y CONTROL A/C






































































































































































































































































































































































































AND CVHD ANNUN LTS
ON
MON OVhD ANNUN LT CN




SF.T STALL W A R N I N G






















































































































































































S E T Y A W D A M P f c R T t S T
SW TO L
IOC 100 2C
S F - l Y A W L A f . P t R T l - S T *
SW TC K
A D J U S T P L O G t k P t D A L S i
FORE 4kD AFT F'Jk
3.K..
IOC ICC




CHECK F L I G H T CJNT
SYS A SW SF. T T'J UN
ChF.CK F L 1 3 H T COM
SYS S V. S FT T 3 ON
C H t C K . A L T F L A P i S W
SI, T TL OF
C H E C K SFl.IltR SYS A
S» S tT 1C ON
C H I C K S P L I L k k S Y S 3
SW S t - 'T Tt. CN
C H I C K Y / S U D A K P c K S W
SET TC (;FF
1 £ .12
1 i . I *






















MQN YAta D A M P E R LT
CFF
A C T U A T E FLIGHT CONT
TO TURN TO HOG 070
SET STABILIZER BKAKE
R E L E A S t S T A B B R A K E
MON YAW ClAMPtR INDIC






MCN FLT CONT SYS B
HYD LO PPESS LT ON
,1DN FLT CONT SYS B
HYD LO PPtSS LT OFF
M A N U A L L Y CONTROL
A I R C R A F T
M A N U A L L Y C O N T R O L
A I R C R A F T
M A N U A L L Y CONTROL
A1KCKAM TU MA^E
TUKS
ROLL GUT T 0 L t V t L
CONFIGUFAT ION
M A N U A L L Y CONTROL
A IRC RAM
ACTUATt FLIGHT CCN-
TPLtS TC ALIGN A/C
WITH ATTITUDE SEO<0






















































































































































































































































































































































NC. TASK NAME/DESCRIPTION T (SEC)
<•& 7( ADJUST PAMEL MOUNTED 1 3.(0
CONTROLLER HEIGHT
t
<.A 7! ACT FLIGHT CONTROLS i i.CV
TC CHANGE HEADING
CHANNEL ACTIVITY - PERCENT OF OUR TIME
EV IV LH RH LF KH COG AUD V8L
0 IOC IOC 100 0 0 20 0 C














4B 0? ACTUATE E*G NO.2
THRQTTIE
4B f "* ACTUATE BOTH
THROTTLES
CHECK THflT THRUST
LhV = KS IN C L O S E D PL'S
THRUST LV*S
TO NEAR V E R T I C A L POS
ADVANCE THRUST LVRS
TO TAKEOFF THRUST
K A K t MIND? THRUST
AD JUST ME hT





































































































































































































































T A S K
CCPE





















Hl!N ENG NO 1 RcVtR-
StR UNLOCKED LT ON
MON ENG NO 1 RtVtR-
SfR UNLOCKED LT OFF
MDN ENG rO 2 RtVEP-
SEP UNLOCKED LT ON
MGN £NG NO 2 R&VfcR-
S£R UNLCCKED Lf UFF
/ION R E V H F S E K ISOLA-
TION V A L V t LT ON
r t U N h t V t K S E R ISOLA-
T I O N V A L V t L T O F F
MON f A S T H CAUTION
ANU IJVPHC ANNUN LTS
f 'N
P P ^ S S h A S T E K C A U T I L N
f t S '. T S W





P h t S S 4M-JN PNL
K t ' C A L L St .
SfT tNC f-O.i THRUST
fttVfRS
SW Tl..
ScT fNG NJ.l T H R U S T





































































































































































































































































I f SET Ere N3.
R L V t S S t t - a V t R R I O f c











TASK S DUR: CHANNEL ACTIV ITY - PERCENT OF OUR TIME.
CODE I TIME
NO. T A S K NAME/DESCRIPTION T ( S E C ) EV IV LH .RH ; IF RF COG AUD VBL
AC 17. SET ENG NO. 2 THRUST 1 1.91 0 IOC C 100 0 .0 20 0 C
R E V E R S E R OVERRIDE
S W : T O OVERRIDE
AC 18 HON THRUST R E V E R S E R 1 .53 0 100 C 0 0 0 20 0 C.
ARHED LT ON ~ - .
AC 19 MON THRUST R E V c R S E R 1 . &3 C IOC C 0 0 0 20 C 0
APhED LT OFF
4C 2C MUN THkUST R E V c R S E R 1 1.30 0 101 C C 0 0 20 0 0
LO P R E S S LT ON • • . •
A C ? 1 M O N THRUST R E V E R S E S 1 1.30 0 I O C C O 0 . 0 2 C 0 0
LO P R E S S LT OFF . . !
AC 22 MON THRUST R E V E R S E P 1 2.18 C IOC C 100 0 -C 20 0 d
O V E R R I D E S W « S IN " ' • •
NORMAL
AC ?? CHECK T H A T REV T H R S T i 1.2C 0 IOC C 0 0 0 20 0 C









SET LANDING GEAR LVR
TO UP POSITION
SET LANDING GEAR LVR
TO OFF PCSITION
ScT LANDING GEAR
Lt VtR TC DOWN
POSITION
hCNITDK LANDING G t A R
L f c V E R P O S I T I O N
MCf ' ITOR N3St GEAR
DOWN AND L O C K E D LT
ON
MONITOR NOSE G E A R
DO^N AND L O C K t D LT
CU f-
'HOMTCk r - Q S L G E A R
U N L Q C K t D L T O N
NQSt 3 E A k
U N L Q C K t D L T O F F
riQMUfc L E F T / K T G c 4 R
L.-OV.N AND L O C K E D LT
L t F I / K T O t 4 R
A M L O C K t U L f
I h f - T / R T GLAK
U N L O C K T D L T O N
MCN L t f 1 / < T G E A R
UNLUCKf .D L T
Cf F


















































































































































































































































































































































































CLOSE LANDING G E A R
MANUAL EXT CONT
A C C E S S DCOR
A C T U A T E RT MAIN GEAR
MANUAL E X T HANOLt
A C T U A T E LEFT MAIN
G E A R MANUAL E X T
"TAKOLF
A C T U A T t MOSE G t A f c
M4NUAL f X T HANDLE
J>>EM NOSE G E A R
V I E W I N G P D R T
C L O S E NGSc G t A R
V U W I N G PORT
I N S P E C T N3St
L O C K E D I>OIC f!4RK
OPtN f A l S G E A R
•VU«1NG P O R T
C L L S - f MAIN G t A R
V l f w I N G (-URT
I N S P t C T h A I N G iAK
HO 1C M A R K S
PULL P A k K I N G B R A K E
Li ViS
U S I N G r C O D E R
40 ? c ' MQM P A P K J N G i iRAKt
LT CN
W A R N I N G L T C F F
Nlil D O W N AND LiJCK
W A f N I f i f HDPN
A C T U A T t L 4 N C I N O






CHANNEL ACTIVITY - PERCENT OF OUR Tlht
EV IV LH . RH LF RF COG AUD VBL















i * « i, •,•
'. 1''. C C
3 3L.OC,
2 92.^u




























































































































































































4D 33 SET INBO ANTI-SKID
SW TO ON
40 34 SET INBD ANTI-SKID
SW TO OFF
40 35 SET OUT8D ANTI-SKID
SW TO ON
4D 36 SET OUT8D ANTI-SKID
SW TO OFF
40 37 MQN ANTI-SKID INOP
LT ON
40 38 >ION ANTI-SKID INOP
LT OFF
4D 39 HON AUTO BRAKE INQP
LT ON
4D 40 HON AUTO BRAKE INOP
LT OFF
4D 41 SET AUTO BRAKE StL
SW TO OFF
40 42 SET AUTO BRAKE SEL
SW TO MIN
40 43 SET AUTO 3RAKE SEL
SW TO HED
40 44 SET AUTO BRAKE SEL
SW TO MAX
40 46 ACTUATE LANDING GEAR
WARNING HORN CUTOUT
SW
4D 47 CHECK LANDING GEAR
LEVER IN 3 OWN POS.
40 48 CHECK THAT ANTI-SKID
CONT SW GUARDS ARE
DOWN
40 49 CHECK AUTO BRAKE SEL
SW SET TO OFF
4D 5T CHECK THAT PARKING
BRAKES APS SET
40 51 SET PARKING BRAKE


























































































































































































































































































C O D E . S DUR
«.. T«, „„,„„ . ,,g "'»"" «T,,,,T - P£RCS,, „ OM riw1 :; "•"•«««« , ,„„ ; •; ih •" " »•..« ,uo ,,t
w ;. ?:rittl"n J ••- "«"«<' :1:1:.;: : ;!








Cl SET ALT FLAPS MASTER
SW TO ARK
r.-Z SET ALT FLAPS MASTER
SW TO OFF
03 SET ALT FLAPS SW TO
UP
C;4 SET ALT FLAPS SW TO
OFF
I ? SET ALT FL APS Sw TO
DOWN
C( SLT FLAP : ONT LEVER
TO FLAPS 0
C'7 SET FLAP :QNT Lt V e R
TO FLAPS 1
t a SET FLAP CONT L E V E R
TO FLAPS 2
<.<•• SET FLAP :ONT L E V E R
TC FLAPS 5
]< Shi F L A P C ONT L E V = R
TO FLAPS 1C
11 SbT F L A P :ONT L E V E R
TO F L A T S 1 5
12 SHT F L A P : ONT L E V d R


















































































































































































































































































































St l F L A P C ONT L E V E R
T L F L A P S 3 0
0 100 IOC 20
i jJT F L A F - C O K T L tVb 'R
TC r L A P S <iC
lot 20
'.E F L A P
PtiSITIDN I N D I C A T O R
2 . C 2
'..CO

















T A S K S CUR
CCOE I TIMt
NG. T A S K N A M E / D t S C R I P T I O N T ( S f c C )
16 C H E C K FLAP L b V c R AND 1 2.50
POSITION INDIC A G R E E
17 MOK F L A P L E V E R PGS 1 1.2<t
CHANNEL A C T I V I T Y - PERCENT OF DUR TIME
EV IV LH RH LF RF COG AUD VBL
0 IOC C 0 0 C 20 C C
















SF.T SPO B R A K E LEVER
TO DOWN
S E T S P E E D B R A K E
L E V t R T O A R K
S E T S P t E C B R A K E
L E V E R T O F L T O t T t N T
S E T S P t t D B R A K t
L E V 6 R T O J P
MON SPD B ? A K E DO
NOT ARK LT CN
SPO 8 * A K t DO
NCT Al>r. LT OFF
OIf 5 P E t D
L t V f c R A^ tD L T
GRFt 'N
h C N S ? D B R A K t L £ V £ «
A R M E D L T OFt -






KON SFC 6? K Lty/tP IN





































































































































































































































































































































































































































































SKI PIl QT S T A B TP I'M
S W I F C H F S
A L T U A H S T A & I L I Z h ^
BRAK.F. R E L E A S E
A C T U A T L S T A B I L I Z E R
BY- CWS
A D J U S T R H O D E K Tkll
W H E L L
SE I S T A B T R I h -1AI 4
k L E C Cl iTLJT S W T O
NGik.lAL
S61 S T A E . TRi r . ;1AIN
E L t C C U T C J T S W T C
C U T O U T
S E T S T A B T P I ^ A / f -
C U T O U T sw u: NUP^
S t T S T A 9 T R I H A / F
C U T O U T S V T C C 'J lCUT
fi'jNlTLP- T A K E O F r
lr.'G HO«N
S T i b T P I K LT ]N






























T I M E












2 . 2 2
2 . 2 2
2 . 2 2
2 . 2 2
i . 2 5
2. i2































































































































































































































































N(j. TASK NAME/DESCRIPTION T (SEC)
'•G 1!: CHECK THAT STAB TRIM 1 1.30
CUTOUT S¥is ser TO
NORMAL
CHANNEL ACTIVITY - PERCENT OF DUR TIME
EV IV LH ;• 'RH . -LF RF .COG... AUD VBL
0 lOf C 0 C . 0 ZO 0 0
193
TASK ' - S OUR CHANNEL ACTIVITY - PERCENT OF OUR TIME
.CODE I TIME
NO. TASK NAME/DESCRIPTION T (SEC) EV IV LH RH LF RF. .COG AUD VBL
<H 01 SET FFD CrfS SW TO 1 2.C5 0 IOC C IOC 0 , 0 20 C 0
tNGAGtO . ,'.'
4H C? SET FFD CMS SW TO 1 2 .CS 0 100 0 100 0 0 'ZC 0 (
OIStNGAGEO
'.H f^ MON FFD CWS SW S f c T 1 1.50 C IOC C 0 0 0 20 0 0
TO E N G A G E D
IN <1 MON FFD C«S Stf StT 1 1.50 01(11 C (. 0 0 20 0 [/





01 ACTUATE NOSE G£AR
STEERING *HEEL
02 ACTUATf NOSE GEAR
STEERING USING
RUDDER PEDALS
f-3 ACTUATE NOSE GEAR
STEERING USING
RUDDER PEDALS

























































































































































































rtCN Lt FLAPS EXT
LT ON












































































































































































































5D Cl MON ADF NO 1 FREO
INDIC
5D 0? SELECT ADF NO 1 FREO
50 03 SET ADF NO 1 FUNC
SEL. Srf TO OFh
C.<r SET ADF NO 1 FJNC
SFL SW TO ANT
50 ff. SET ADF N3 1 FUNC









ADJUST ADF NO 1 GAIN
SET CCfcK 2 F ILTER
SEL SW TO VOICE
SET COrM 2 F I L T E R
S f c L S W T O B O T H
SET CCM-M 2 F ILTtk
S E L S W T O R A N G E
MPN ADF 1 AUDIO VIA
L O U D S P E A K E R
MUN ADF 1 AUDIO VIA
H b A J S M
' A C T U A T E C3«*1 2 ADF-1
R c C V R S w
A D J U S T ACF KLi 1 CuMf,
RFCi/P. VOL
SET ADI- fO.l FUNC
StL SW TC LOUP




















































































































































































































































































































































































SET ADF KQ.l 8FU Sw
TO OFF
ADJUST ADF NO.l LOOP
CONT
SEL ADF N3.1 FREC
8ANO .19-.40
SEL AP^ NO.! F R t O
BAND ,<iC-. 6<t
3 L L A D F N3.1 F r f f c O
BAND ,t<t-1.7i.
NON ADF NO.l TUNING
I tTtR INUIC
ADh /F.I I 1 INDIC
F C R C O M P A S S H O G
.ION A D F / P M I 1 SYNC
ANNUU
A D J U S T A
SYNC S t L
O h / P ^ i i cor-
W A F M N G F L A G IN
V I t W
MON ACF/P.1I i COM-
PASS UAPNINt FLAG
GUT C:F V l t w
rUN At:F PC! INTER NO.l
LN ADJ-/PPI I I-ND1C
STF PQINTtR NC.i:
























T I M E














? . < t 7
2 . 2 3
2 . 2 3
2 . 2 3
? . ( ( J
i .23
? . t o















































































































































































































f> P i ^
5= !<.
5F ] •>
< - •* • . • J
TASK NAKE/QESCRIPTION
MON ADF NO 2 FREQ.
INDIC
SELECT ADF NO 2 FREO
SET ADF NO 2 FUNC
SEL SW TO OFF
SET ADF NO 2 FUNC
SEL SW Ui ANT
SET ADF NO 2 FUNC
SEL SW TO ADF
A D J U S T ADF NO 2 GAIN
SET COMH 2 F ILTER
SEL SW 10 V O I C E
SET COMM 2 FILTER
SEL SW TO BOTH
SET Ct;MH 2 F I L T t R
S E L S W T L ' R A N G E
MCN ADF NO 2 AUDIO
V I A L O U D S P E A K E R
MGN ADF NO 2 AUDIO
VIA Hi A C S t T
A C T U A T E C Q M K 2 ADF-2
C O M R f C V < S W
SET ACF n.2 FUNC
StL SW T i ; L O O P
SET ADF NO. 2 3FO Sta
TC JN












































































































































































































































ADJUST At.r- NO.2 LGCf-
COKT











T A S K
cnr-t
KC. T A S K N A M E / D E S C R I P T I O N
5F If SEL ADF NO. 2 F»EO
BAND .4C- .84
5t 1<? Stl ADF NO. 2 F S t Q
BAND .84-1.75
5.£ 20 MDN ADF NO. 2 TUNING
MFItR INDIC
56 2\ f"CN ADF/MI 2 INOIC
FOR C O M P A S S HOG
5E 72 .lOt1- A D F / K 1 I 2 S Y N C
ANNUN
5F 22 A D J U S T A D F / R M I 2
S Y N C S E L
SC 2A PiON A O F / R 1 I 2 COM-
P A S S F L A G I N V l t W
tf ??• MLiN A D h / N M I 2 COM-
P A S S FLAt - OUT OF
V I R w
ADF N3.1 P O I N T f K
DM A O F / H m 2 INDIC
MC!N Af lF N3.2 P U I N T E K













































































































• PERCENT OF OUR TIME








































































T A S K
. C O D E .
NO. T A S K ' N A H E / D E S C R I P f l O N
SG 01 SET VOR/R1 I C O M P A S S
SEL SW TtJ NO.2 NORM
5 G C ? S E T VOR/Rf l l . C O M P A S S
SCL SW TG NC.l
5G C3 KON C C P P A S S HDG ON
V O P / R M I 1 INDIC
5G C<. hON VOR POINTER NO.l
ON ( /OP/RHI 1 INDIC
5G if MON VGP FOINTcK NO.2
ON V O R / R K I 1 INDIC
5G r t S tT C C ^ P A S S SEL SW
TO NO.J




















































































































T A S K S DUR CHANNEL A C T I V I T Y - PERCENT OF OUR TIME
cror I T IME
NO. T A S K N A M E / D E S C R I P T I O N T ( S E C ) EV IV LH RH LF RF COG AUD V6L
5H 01 MON C O M P A S S HOG ON 1 ?.27 0 IOC C C 0 C 20 0 C
VOf t /RM 2 INOIC 2 2 . C 3 0 IOC 0 0 0 0 20 0 0
5H CZ MOM V01< POINTER NQ.l 1 i.27 0 IOC C 0 0 0 20 0 C
ON V O f c / F M 2 INDIC 2 2 . C 3 0 IOC t I 0 0 2C/ 0 I.
3 Z . L O O l t f c C u O l O O O
5H . OS *CiN VCR POINTER -NO.2 J 2 .27 0 IOC C C 00 20 0 0
ON Y O R / U K I 2 INDIC 2 2 .03 0 100 C C 0 0 20 0 C
3 2. CO C l l t t 0 C 1C 0 0
202
T A S K • : . ' • • • • • s < " D U R CHANNEL. A C T I V I T Y - P E R C E N T O F O U R TIME .
CODE I TIME •> . :
ND. T A S K N A M E / O E S C R I P T I O N T ( S E C ) . - E V ,.I.V, LH RH LF RF. , COG AUO VBL
5K (1 FOLD MAG COC.PASS 1 3.50 0 100 0 100 0 0 20 0 . G
I N T O Vlf W : • . ;. ' ' ..
 :
5K <Z hON MAG COMPASS : 1 i.£0 0 IOC 0 00 0 20 00
HEADING IMDIC
5K 0? FOLD MAG :OMPASS 1 3.50 0 IOC C 100 0 (j 2C 0 0





(1 MUNITOP PANGE INDIC







CHANNEL ACTIVITY - PERCENT OF OUR TIME


















CODE- . , . .
NG. T A S K NAME/DESCRIPT ION
01 RANGL INOIC ON








CHANNEL ACTIVITY - PERCENT OF DUR TIME

































T A S K
CODE
NO. T A S K N A M E / D E S C R I P T I O N
511 f 1 HCN NAV-1 F P E O INDIC
5U f2 SbT N A V - J F R t O -
WHOLE NO.S
DU r-3 Sbl NAV-1 FKf iQ -
F R A C T I O N S
5IJ f , ' A P J ' J S T NA\/ -1 V G L U M E
C 1 : ACT NAV-1 U P / L T T E S T
S w
( f ACT NIAV^] D N / R T T E S T
i 7 ACT N A V - 1 VDR T E S T
SW
O H A C T N A V - 1 D K t T E S T
S W
j? SCT COM*- 2 F I L T E R
S t L S W T C V O I C E
K itl C C M r 2 F U T c P
S t L S W T f : BCTH
J1 StT COI-.M t FUTF.r.
S H L S W T C . FANvi t :
I? SET CliMf- 2 NAV-1 NAV 1
^K SW TU HN
































O U R '
T I h E









































































































































































































































































































































































5V tl MON NAV-2 FREO INOIC
5V (.? SET NAV-2 FREQ
WHOLE Nt. S
5V 03 SET NAV-2 FREQ
FRACTIONS
ADJUST NAV-2 VOLUME
5V (.1 ACT NAV-? UP/LT TEST
SW
M/ Of ACT NAV-2 DN/RT TEST
SW
SV ( 7 ACT NAV-2 VOR TfeST
SW
5V Ofr ACT NAV-2 DM! TtST
. sw
5V 19 SFT COMh ? F ILTtR
StL SW TC VI ICE
5V If SE1 C0«« 2 F I L T E R
SEL SW TO BOTH
11 SKI C11> 2 F I L T t R
SEL Si. TD RANG;
1? SFT C0r> 2 NAV-2 NAVc
.w rc CN
StT CL'f!!" Z NAV-2






























































































































































































































































































































































































































I -CN -C AUDIO 1 2.40 0 100 IOC
207
T A S K
cnrF
N O . T A S K N A M t / O E S C R I P T I C N
01 MCIN NAV-1 FREJ INDIC
5W « ? SCT NAV-1 F P E Q -
WHCLE fiC.S
tW 03 StT NAV-1 F K t U -
FPACT1L-NS
5W '. <• ADJ NAV-., V O L O M £
5w' C ', StT CCihK i NAV-1 NAV
P f . C V « S W T O G M
•iW C6 SbT C G K K 1 NAV-i NAV



















OUR CHANNEL A C T I V I T Y -- PERCENT OF OUR TIME
TIME














































































































































































T 4 S K '
CODE . •









MON NAV-t FREQ INOIC
SET NAV-2 F R E Q -
WHOLE NO.S
SET N A V - 2 FR.fcO -
F R A C T I C N S
ADJ N A V - 2 VOLUrtt
(^
SET COhr 2 NAV-2 NAV
R E C V R S W T O O N
SET cc^^ 2 NAV-2 NAV















































































































































































T A S K N A H E / D E S C R I P T I O N
MCJN NAV-3 FREO INOIC




AUJ NAV- : VOLU.1t
SET COfir 3 NAV-3 NAV
P E C V R SV TO ON
S f c T CChh1 3 N A V - 3 NAV































































































































































T A S K
CODE
NO. T A S K N A M E / D E S C R I P T I O N
( 1 MON W E A T H E R R A D A R
VIDEO
C? SEL 30-1C PPI S C A L E
03 SEL 80-2C PPI S C A L E
04 SEL 180-30 PPI S C A L E
C5 A D J U S T PPI T R A C E CON
C f A D J U S T P P I E R A S E
R A T F . CDNT
07 A D J U S T PFI L IMMEK
r* A D J U S T PPI POLARI -
Z A T I O N C C N T
I * S tT W/k FUNC SbL SW
TO OFf
I f StT WVF I-UNC SEL SW
TO S T B Y
11 StT W/K JUNC S6L SW
TC NORK
• • ? S t T W / R (-UNC S E L S w
TO CTk
1 3 S L T W / P F'JKC S c L S w
r o M A f
J A S E 1 V . /P FUKC S 6 L S W
TC: UST
3 «: A D J U S T W/R G A I N CONT
I t A D J U S T W/a ANT T I L T
CGNT























































































































































































































































































































































































Cl SET HVO PJKP A NO







CHANNEL ACTIVITY - PERCENT OF OUR TIME
EV IV LH RH IF KF COG AUO V8L
0 IOC t 100 0 0 20 0 C
0 100 IOC 0 0 0 20 CO
C IOC 101 0 O 0 20 0 t
c ice r loc o o 20 o o
212
TASK S DUR
CODE . I TIME
NO. TASK NAME/DESCRIPTION T (SEC)
02 SET HYD PUMP A NO 1 1 1.95
EN6 SW TO OFF ' 2 1.46
3 1.46
4 2.75
CHANNEL ACTIVITY - PERCENT OF OUR TIME














































T A S K
C C C F
NO. T A S K N A M E / D E S C R I P T I O N
0? S£T HYD PJMP A NC 2
ENG SW TO ON
fA SET HYD PJMP A NO 2
ENG SW TC OFF
M ScT HYD PJMP 8 NO 1
ENG SW TO ON
(f SET HYD PJMP 8 NO 1
ENG SW TO OFF
f~ SET HYD PJMP b NO 2
ENG SW Tt j DN
' (• StT HYD FJMP 8 NL; 2
tNG SW TL OFF
;•<, hDN HYD SY S A NO 1
P U K P I t , F K E S S LT ON
]( MCih: HYD SYS A NO P
PUMP LD F - K E S S LT OFF
;; 1LIN HYD S Y - S B NO i
PUKP LG t ' f J F S S LT ON
12 .ttlN HYD SI'S 8 NO 1
f -urp LC Mtss LT OHF
j? MOh HYl." SYS b NO 2
PUfP LC R t S S LT ON
!«. MCK nYO SYS B NC 2
PUrP 1C P ^ E S S LT OFF
\c. M.,N riYO SYS B NO I
PU^-P f J V R H T LT 3N
: ' «C.M HYT, SYS B NU i
H,rir I :VKHT LT OFF
}7 Mf,N HYL SYS B SO 2
HU.P L'VPI-T LT QN
IP MON HYD SYS B MO 2


























































































































































































































































































































































MON HYD BRAKE PRESS
INDIC
MON HYD F*ESS INOIC
MON HYO SYS A QTY
INDIC
MPN HYD SYS B LO QTY
LT ON
MON HYD SYS B LO'OTY
LT OFF





MON HYD A'HNUN LT ON
HDN HYb AS NUN LT OFF
ACTUATt AN NUN PNL
KliCALL SV.
CHlCK SYS B HYD HUMP
SWSS TFF

















































































































































































































































H Y D PUf -F 5 W S E T T J
ON
CHLCr EN& NC.2 SYS A
HYD "UMP SW SET TO
OK
MCN HYC. SYS SW<S
101 20
.1LN M f t S T f ^ C A U T 1 C N
A f J D ALL ANNUN PNL
L T S I LLL 'K INAT tD
CuMKT S« Tu OF=N
SFT .JfCl;,\5 INTtK-
CLNNi:C1 SW TU C L C S L U






1 j . 4 d




























































































T A S K
CCD?
NIJ. T A S K N A M E / D E S C R I P T I O N
C3 MON NO 1 GEN OR LOw
OIL P R t S S LT ON
14 MON NO 1 SEN OR LOW
OIL P R f c S S LT OFF
(.5 MON NC 1 GEN OR HIGH
UIL 'TE' .P LT ON .
ft MON NC 1 SEN OR HIGH
OIL T t K P LT OFF
T7 A C T U A T f . NJ i GifN OR
D I S C O N N E C T S W
;. f MON Nti 1 StN OR CIL
T t M P 1NCIC
ft MdN NO ?. SEN DR LOw
OIL PKf.Si LT ON
1C KCN NC t SEN OR LOW
OIL PMSS LT Qi-F
I! hON NU 2 StN DR HIGH
OIL T t M P LT ON
U MGN NO 2 GEN OR HIGH
CIL Tfc> P LT OF^
)i A C T U A T f NJ 2 GfcN O*
•n i sc< jNurc r s w
3> KCN NO 2 St l ! OR UIL
T t « ? IKD1C
I f , S tT S T L ' K Y P4K Sh TC,
rfAl
I t SPT SU-3Y PWP iw TO
OFF
17 S t - T S T D P Y Pv,H JW TT:
A U T O
If- (ION S T D B Y Pv.k Off
LT m





































z . o a
1 .C2
1.C2











































































































































































































































TASK • • ' • • • - • - •
"CCOE
NC. TASK NAHE/OESCRIPTION
73 ?C SET GEN DR TEMP SW
TO RISE
78 21 SET GEN OR T E M P SW
TO IN
73 22 StT BUS TX SW TO OFF
7=5 2? SET BUS TX SW TO
A U T O
7q ?4 MON APU G:N OFF BUS
LT ON
7R ?l MCN APL GEN OFF BUS
LT OFF
?3 ?t MON GtN NO 1 T R A N S -
FER BUS CFF LT ON
7H 27 MON GfN K0 1 TRANS-
FER BUS LFF LT OFF
7(5 ?B MCN GtK tO.l BUS OFF
LT UN
7fl 79 MON BEN NO.l BUS OFF
LT OFF
V.5 -3C fON GfcN N3.1 GtN OFf
BUS LT CN
73 31 >!L'N GEN ND. 1 GtN Off
BUS LT OFF
7 4 ? 3 S E T G t N N J . l S W T j
O F F
7-3 3* SET API GEN NO.l Sw
1C OK
7i l 2^ SET APU C-i-N NO.l Sw
TO i]FF
3t MC.N GCN fO.Z T K A N S
f t f 90S CFF LT t JN
37 KCN C-f-N rO.2 T R A N S -



















































































































































































































































































































































































































MON GEN NO. 2 BUS OFF
LT UN
P. ON GEN KD.2 BUS OFF
LT OFF
MON GtN NO. 2 GEN OFF
3US LT Cr
MON GtN K3 .2 GEN OFF
BUSS LT OFF
Stl GEN N3.2 SW TO
ON
SET GfcN NO. 2 SW TO
OFF
SET APU GEN NO. 2 SH
TD ON
SET Apf GtN NO. 2 SW
TO OFF
SET GOD MR SW TC OK
SET GRD f-WR SW TD
OFF
ION GRL PWR AVAIL
LT ON
*ON GRD frfF. A V A I L
LT CFF
MON NC.J 3EN AC AMPS
I N 0 1 C
MCN NC.2 GEN AC AMPS
INDIC
MGN DC A^^ S 'I NO 1C
"•Of. DC VDL TS INDIC
SET B A T T E R Y 5* TU GN
SE.1 bATTtR'Y S* TC
OFF

























































































































































































































































































































T A S K
CTJDE
N O . T A S K N A M E / D E S C R I P T I O N
i7 SET DC P I T E R SEL SW
T O 3 A T T
' - f SET DC M E T E R SEL SW
TO TR 1
5Q SET OC M t T E R SEL Sw
TO TP 2
t ( SET OC K E T E P SEL SW
TO TR 3
bl SM DC f f T E P ScL Sw
T U T E S T
t-'i rcr* AC FI *EO INDIC
t? .ION AC V C L T S INDIC
6<, SfT AC f k T E R StL SW
T U S T D B Y P W R
t t S E T A C K T E R S t L S W
TU G.^0 PH
r:l: SET AC K E T t f r SEL Sw
TO GtN 1
; .7 Sf T AC f tT ER SEL S*
TO A PL GIN
t & S L T A C K U t P S C L S w
TO GEN 2
' • S S E T A C M E T E R S ^ L S v .
TO Tiil
7 ( S I T G A L L f . f F W R S w
TO ON
7] St T GAL L I r PWR SW
Tu Of- 'F
17: t C T j A H t-i S IOU4L
V J L T S 5 k
?? ML'N « A S T t « CA 'JT ICN
A N O t L c C ANNUN L T S
JN
7 < . A C T U A T t f . A S T L R C A U T


























































3 . 3 6
2.18
2 . 3 f c
i. 13



















































































































































































































































































































































StT EQUIP COCLING SW
TO NORMAL
MON ELEC ANNUN LT
OFF
ACTUATE ANNUN PNL
R b C A L L SW
SF.T EOUIP COOLING SW




AND OVHD UNNUN LTS
ON
ION CVHD ANNUN LT ON
MON OVHO ANNUN LT
OFF
CHf.CK BATT SW ON
CHtC~K CBIS ON P-b
PNL
CHECK M A S T E R ELEC SW
ON P-fc PNL
CHECK. CESS ON P-18 "
PNL







































































































































































































UP DISC ON SW
SAFcTIfcD
ChbC\ ENf NO.2 GEN 1 .60
DP CISCGK S» .
SAFETIt0
LHtCK THAT CSU DRIVL 1 1.39
Tf.HP ik St 1 TO IN
CHtCK THAT "JUS TX Sw 1 1.23
Ib ShT Tt AUTO
CHECK THAT EOUIP 1 1.35
COOLING S^ IS SET TO
NORMAL
C iOt C 0 0 0 0 0
«GN G A L L IY
S L T T G O f
S W
0 IOC I 0 0 C 20 C
0 IOC I 0 0 0 20 0 O
0 100 C 0 0 0 20 0 0











CHANNtL ACTIVITY - PERCENT OF OUR TIME
<
EV IV LH RH LF RF , COG AUD VBL

























SET ZERO FUEL rfT SEL
MON ZERO FUEL WT
SET LANDING FLAP SEL
MDN TANK NO 1 FUEL
OTY INDIC
MON TANK NO. 2 FUEL
QTY INDIC
MON CTR TANK FUEL
QTY INDIC
ION FUEL TEf.P INDIC




































































































































































14 M C N C R O S S F b E D V A L V E
OPtS LT OS BklGriT
MOK O C S S F E t U V A L i / t





7C J t S f c T C R C S S F E E D SEL
SW T3 UPIN
7C ' .7 SET C P Q S S F E E D SEL
S W T O C L O S E D
7C IP SI T ENG NO i FUtL HT
SW TO ON
7c 10 stT tNG io.i FUEL HT
S W T O O F F
7C ?C flCf, CTR UNK L E F T
























































0 0 0 0 20 0
C t 0 0 20 • C
C
0
7C MCtv CTk T A N K L c F T i .t9 C IOC C C 0








7C K G N C T P T A N K R IGHT

























23 MON CTR TANK RIGHT
FUEL PUMP LC PRESS
LT OFF
?<t SET CTP TANK LEFT
FUEL POMP SW TO LH
2'. StT CTk TANK LEFT
FUtL POMP Sk. TO OFF
?t SfcT CTK UNK RIGHT
FUtL PUKP Sw TO ON
27 StT CTR TANK RIGHT
FUEL PU*P SW TO OFF
?E MPS TANK NO.l AFT
FUtL PU^.P LO PRESS
LT ON
T A N K ^Li.l AFT
FUEL PutU LO P « £ S S
LT OFF
S f c T T A N K NO.l A F T
FUEL PljMf- SW TO ON
S F T T A K K NC.l A F T
FUEL H L M f SW TJ OFF
T A N K SO. i FwC-
FUl-L P L ' M f - LOh P R t S S
LT ON
MCN T A N K SO. i FWO
FUtL PL^ f LOW P R E S S
LT OFF
Sri T A N K NO.l FVl)
FULL P U ^ ^ SV, TJ CM
StT UMK SO.l FWO
FUfcL Kj^^F Si. TJ OFF
nCN T A N K SO.2 FwD











































































































































































































































































































































































































































MON TANK NO.2 FWO
FUEL PUMP LOW PRESS
LT OFF
SET TANK NO.2 FWD
FUEL PbKP SW TO 0(4
SET TANK NO.2 FWO
FUEL PUMP SW TO OFF
MUN TANK NO.2 AFT
FUEL PUKP LOW PRESS
LT ON
MON TANK NO.2 AFT
FUtL PUMP LOW PRESS
LT OFF
s t T TANK NO.2 A F T
FUtL PUMP Sh TO ON
S E T T A N K N O . 2 A F T
F U t L PUMF SW TO OFF
MON ENt NJ.1 FUEL
V A L V C C L L S E D L T O F F
MON fcNG f -0 .1 FUEL
V A L V E C L U S E D LT ON
BP.IGH7
MGN ENC NQ.l F U E L
V A L V E C L O S t U LT UN
DIM
:10N ENt N3.1 F I L T E R
ICING t 7 3N
MO EN& Kil.l F ILTEK
ICING LT 3FF
MCN t-NG NO .1 V A L V E
OP IN IT L'FF
MON FNG NO.l V A L V t
OPiN LT CN fcP.IGHT
r-CiN ENC- !>] .2 V A L V E
L T [.F F
MUN ENG NO . 2 FUEL
V A L i / E C L C S E t - L T O F F
MON EN-G 1^3.: FUEL




































































































































































































































































































































































































T A S K
C T D E
NO. T A S K NAME/DESCRIPT ION
5<i MON ENt NO. 2 FUEL
• V A L V t C L O S E D LT ON
DIM
55 MON fcNG ND.2 FILTER
ICING LT ON
T-t MON ENG NO. 2 F I L T E R
ICING LT OFF
5» MON ENG NO. 2 V A L V E
OPEN LT IS BRIGHT
5* MCN ENG KO.2 V A L V E
O P E M LI ON DIM
(-( SET ENG NO. 2 FUtL
HT SW TO ON
M SET ENt ND.2 FUEL
HT SW TO 3FF
6? MON M A S T U C A U T I O N
AND FUEL ANNUN L lS
ON
<•?• PPESS M A S T E R CAUT
R L - S t T SU
*<! ION FUtL ANNUN LT ON
t!-. M)N Flil L ANNUN LI
OFF
f - f F K t 3 S ANNUN PNL
R E C A L L S V i
t-7 C H E C K i-.Nt NC. i FL-EL
H t A T SW C'F F
tg CHECK I.NG ND.2 FUcL
H E A T s w C F F
t < - C h t C K C K ' S S F E t D
V A L V E i W C L C S f c O


























































































































































































































































ALL SET 1C ON
(6 SWITCHES)
7C 7! MDN FUEL PUMP SW<S















CHANNEL ACTIVITY - PERCENT OF DUR TIME
EV IV LH RH LF RF COG AUD VBL
0 IOC IOC 0 0 0 20 0 0
0 IOC C 100 0 0 20 0 0






























T A S K NAME/DESCRIPTION
rtON DUCT P R E S S INOIC
SET G A S P E * FAN S* TO
ON
SET G A S P E R FAN SW TO
OFF
A C T U A T E WING BODY
DVRHT T F S T S W
S E T L E F T P A C K S W
TO ON
Sfc l L E F T P A C K S W
TO OFF
S E T L t F T P A C K BLEED
SW TO ON
S E T L F F T P A C K B L t c d
S W T O O F F
L E F T P A C K O F F
LT ON .
*ON L E F T P A C K OFF
LT QFH
MCN L E F T WING BUOY
O V N H T LT DN
MJN L E F T w l N G BODY
C V R H T L T O F F
MON L c F T 3 L E t D T P I P
OF LT ON
L f F T B L E E D TRIP
It F 1. T (IFF
S E T L ' F T E K G B L E E D
Sh TC C.N
S E T L H F T L N G BLtbD
SW Ti; [.FF

















































































































































































































































































































































16 SET APU ENG BLEED
SW TO OFF
1<5 SET RIGHT PACK SW
TO ON
20 SET RIGHT PACK SW
TO OFF
?1 «ON RT PACK TKIP OFF
LT ON
?.? WON RT PACK TRIP OFF
LT OFF
23 MDN RT UNG BODY
OVRHT LT ON ,
?>• MCN PI KING BODY
DVRHT LT 3FF
?i rON RT BLbtD TRIP
CFF LT OK
?t MGN PT 6L£EO TRIP
DFF LT L-FF
?7 SFT RT BLfED SW TO
ON




R E S i T S V.
?f SET ISOLATION V A L V t
S» TU uPCN
3j 3tT ISC LAT ICN V A L V t
SW TC CLUED
?-f StT 1SLLATICN V A L V t
SW TO AUTO
?.? rQN DUAL 9Lt to LT ON




































































































































































































































































































































































MON LEFT RAM DOOR
FULL OPEN LT ON
'MON LEFT RAM DOOR
FULL OPEN LT OFF
WON F OUTFLOW CLOSED
LT ON .
MON F OUTFLOW CLOSED
LT OFF
HUN RT RAM DUO* FULL
OPEN LT LH
K&N RT RAN DOOR FULL
OPEN LT CFF
SET aifc TFMP SOURCE
SEL SK TL SUPPLY
OUCT
SfT AIR TFMP SOURCE
• SEL SW HI PASS CA8IN .
MCN UKP INDIC
MON CONT CABIN AIR
' MIX V A L V t INDIC
MON PASS C A B I N AIR
MIX VALVf INOIC
MGN CC;NT cAd DJCT
OVHT LT ON
MCN CONT CAB DUCT
OVHT LT CKF
MGN PASS C AS DUCT
OVHT LT DM
MON PASS CAB OUCT
u\MT LI CFF
SET CLh'T CABIN TEMP
SEL SW Tl AUTU AND
ADJUST T i M P
i£T COM CAI3IN TtMP
















































































































































































































































































































































SET CONT CABIN TEMP
SEL SW TO COOL
SET CONT CABIN TEMP
SEL Sw TO WARM
SbT PASS CABIN TEMP
StL SW Tfj AUTO AND
ADJUST TE1P
SET PASS CABIN TEMP
StL SW TO OFF
SET PASS CABIN TEMP
StL Sw TO COOL
SET PASS CABIN TEMP
SEL SW Tf W A R M
MCN M 4 I T t « CAUTION
AMD AIR CJND ANNUN
LTS ON
A C T U A T E MSTtR CAUT
SESET SW
MQN AIR C3ND ANNUN
LT ON
MCN AIR COM") ANNL'N
LT OFF
ACTUATF AN NUN PNL
K E C A L L S k
CHtCK THAT ISOLATION
V A L V F SU IS Stf TG
AUTu
CHECK THAT tNG N'C.i



































































































































































































































































7f) f!. CHECK THAT tNG NC;.<? 1 .77 0 IOC C
SLEsQ SW IS SET 10
ON
70 ct CHECK THAT AFu BLEtD 1 .77 C IOC (
Si. IS SET TL, UN
T) t7 ' MON L t F T PACK Sw StT 1 1.3'j 0 iOt (
TO ON












f<: MON PASS CAB TEMP
CONT SETTING







CHANNEL ACTIVITY - PERCENT OF DUR TIME
EV IV LH RH. LF RF COG AUD VBL
0 100 0 C 0 0 20 0 0

















T A S K
C O D f
N T . T A S K N A M E / D E S C R I P T I O N
01 WON CABIN ALT ZNDIC
0? MON C A B I N R A T E OF
CHUB 1NDIC
( 2 M O N A L T I t J D E W A R N I N G
HORN
0* . A C T U A T E ALT HCKN
CUTOUT Sfc
f-'. SET FLT ALT C O N T
•'. f MON FLT ALT C O U N T E R
. ' 7 SET L A N D ALT C O N T
<• f - MON L A f - C ALT C O U N T E R
'."V S F T C A 6 1 N A L T CGNT
I f M O K C A b l N A L T C N T R
1 1 A D J U S T CA3 IN R A T f c - D F
CLI r t3 CENT
! ? M O M O U T F L O W V A L V t
•INOIC
I ? S E T O U T F L O W V A L V i l
Sv . TO C L C S F
} * S t T 3 U T F L 3 W V A L V c
SW TO GH-N
j c SET F L 1 / C R D SW TC
F L T































































3 . C 6





























































































































































































































































































i £7 P H f - S S «COt SU
S U T G C H t C K












































• SET PRESS MODE SEL
SW TO AUTO
SET PRESS KCDE SEL
SW TO STD3Y
SET PRESS MODE SEL
SW TO MAN-AC
SET PRESS MODE SEL
SW TO MAS'- DC
MON AUTC FAIL LT ON





ION STD8Y LT CM
MCN STDBY LT OFF
MCN KANUAL LT ON
MUN MANUAL LT OFF
MCN HASTE? CAUTION
• AND AIR ; CNO ANNUN
LTS ON
P R E S S M A S T E R CAUTION
R t S R T SW
MDN AIR C3NC ANNUN
LT Gri




MCN F L T / G R O SW StT '
TC: FLIGHT



























































































































































































































































































T A S " S DUR
Cf lDF I TIME
MH. T A S K N A M t / D E S C R I P T I O N T ( S E C )
7F 01 SET ENG VIB PICKUP
sw TO TUKB
7F (.? SET ENG VI B PICKUP
SW TO INLET
7F ( ? P R t S S t NC- VIB T E S T
S*
7F 0* P R E S S GIL OTY T E S T
SW
f f. MCN ND 1 £ NG LO OIL
P R t S S LT ON
<:. f ,10N NO 1 ENG LJ GIL
F f i c S S LT OFF
07 flON NO 1 ENG OIL
F l L T f c P B Y P A S S L T O N
1.91
1 1.91
NG 1 : NG OIL
F I L T b F E Y ' A S S L T O F F
MGN NO 1 ENG OIL
P P h S S 1KCIC
•».Ct- MJ 1 ENG OIL
T ^ ^ ; P INC-1C
i: MON NT. 1 LNC OIL QTY 1 2 .1 i
I N UI C
1? i»O. HG I ENC V I B F A - 1
7F
-ION NO 2 ENG L-J OIL
P R E S S A^ . ^JN LT ON
:<• MCJN NC t ENG LO OIL 1
P R 1 . 2 S A [ > N J N L T O F F
CHANNEL A C T I V I T Y - PERCENT OF DUR TIME
EV IV LH RH LF RF COG AUO VBL
C IOC IOt 0 0 0 20 0 t>






























































































































































































































































































.83 C IOC 2C
234









If MON NO 2 ENG OIL 1
FILTER BYPASS ANNUN
LT ON
it MDN NO 2 ENG OIL 1
FILTER BYPASS ANNUN
LT OFF
17 MON NO 2 tNG OIL
PRESS INDIC
If MON H\j 2 ENG OIL
TEMP INDi:









MQN NO Z ENG VIBK
INDIC
MDN NO 1 ENG Nl IND
.•1CN N3 INO
?3 MDN NC i GNG N2 INO
7F 2t
N ENG NO 1 tPfc IND 1




EV IV LH RH
0 IOC I C
0 IOC C 0
PERCENT OF OUR TINE
LF RF COG AUO VBL
0 0 20 0 0























































2 . C 2
2 . S 2
. < > < i









2 . C 2
2. S3
.<!<>




















































































































































































































































































































































7F 27 MONITOR LNG NO 1
EPfc BUG
7F 26 SET ENG N3 2 £PR BUG
7F 29 MONITOR F.NG NO 2
tPR BUG
7F ?f MOK £NG NO 2 EPR IND
7F 37 MON = NC- KO J £XH GAS
TRMP INH
7F 32 MON t-NG NO 2 £XH GAS
T E h P IND
7F 32 MDN ENt NO 1 FUEL
FLO* INDIC



























































































































































































































































Cl SET NO SKOKING LT SW
TO ON
0? SET NO SMOKING LT SW
TO AUTO
13 SET NO SKOKING LT SW
TU OFF
04 SET FASTtN SEAT BELT
LT SW TO ON
f ^  StT FASTEN SEAT BELT
LT SW TC AUTO
C-f SET FASTtN SEAT BcLI
LT Srf TC OFF




f'<; ADJUST CHCUIT BRKR
LTS BklGHTNfSS CQNT
1C SET DOhF LT SW TO
OIK
33 StT OOMF L T SW TO
OFF
M SKT uGr.E LT SW TO
BRIGHT
1? ADJUST HCOD LT
SPlGHlNtSS CONT
14 ADJUST CCNTP.QL STAND
PANEL LTS BSI&HT.NESS
CONT
If StT LAf:DlNG LTS SW
TU OFF
17 SFT LANCING LIGHTS
St. TO OK


















































































































































































































































































































LTS SW TL ON
237
7Ci
T A S K S DUR
C O D E I TIME
KO. T A S K NAME/3ESCRIPT ION T ( S E C )
19 SET R U N W A T TURNOFF 1 2 .25
L T S S W T C i O F F







?1 SET T A X I LTS Sr i TO
OFF
2 ? S E T P O S I T I O N L T S S W
TO ON BAT
TO OFF
S E T P U S I T I O N L T S S «
TO ON
LTS SW TL OFF
7G Zt SFT A N T I - C O L L I S I O N
L T S S W T O O F F
7 G 2 7 S t T WING L T S S r f T O
ON
7G ?e StT »ING LTS iW TO
OFF
7 G ? 9 S E T W H I F L W E L L L T S
S-W TO ON
7 G ? . ( S E T W H L E L W E L L L T S
SW TO IFF
70 ; ; Si:.T LTS T E S T SW TO
T T . S T
7 G ^ ^ S E T L T S T i S T S W T O
D I M
7G 33 S IT LT i T E S T $ „ TO 1 2.31
O F F
7G 24 SET tP.EC i X I T LTS
Sw FC UFF
7G •}*•• S tT t r f c F - £ X IT LTS
SU TO A i - ' K E D
7 0 3 * S t T E M t f t X I T L T S
SW TG f « '
CHANNEL A C T I V I T Y - PERCENT OF DUR TIME
EV IV LH RH LF RF COG AUO VBL




















































































































































































































































































































NO. TASK NAME/DESCRIPTION T (SEC)
37 rtON EMER EXIT LTS 1 .5<t
NOT ARMED LT ON
3fc MON EMEP EXIT LTS 1 .54
NOT ARMED LT OFF
if MON MASTER CAUTION 1 .20
AND QVhD ANNUN LTS 2 .54
ON '
<.! PKESS rASTER CAUT 1 i.14
t,2 MON QVhD ANNUN LT ON J. .54
O 1GN OVHD ANNUN LT 1 . 54
OFF
<•<> PRESS ANMIN PNL 1 2.14
REC A L L SW


































































































I L L U M I N A T E D B Y L T
T t S T S W
MON INST LTS DIMI-.eD
-<HEN L T T E S T S W S E T
TL. DIM
S f c A T B E L T AND NO
S A C K I N G L T S S W < S S E T
TCi A U T C
ION t'HLP E X I T LT SW
S t T T L C F F

































T A S K
coot
NO. T A S K NAME/DESCRIPT ION
f ] r.ON FLT C R E W OXY
P R E S S INDIC
02 f.UN P A S S OXY P R E S S
INDIC
03 MDN P A S S 3XY 0^ LT
ON
14 MtiN P A S S OXY ON LT
O F F
C - f S h T P A S S D X Y S * T O
C'N
( t S E T P A S S D X Y S W T O
N O R M A L
f .7 A C T U A T t :*t*l DAY
S H b T u F F V A L V t
C - e S t T L X Y f l E R G E N C Y
L t V 5 K 1 0 u N
f <; StT G» Y t M E f c G E N C Y
L t V ^ R T C O F F
K S F T O X Y PILUTtR
L E V E R 1 C N O S M A L
11 StT OAY 01 L U T E S
L t V f * TC 10i- PCT
:? MOH OXY F L O W INDIC
3 ? S E T O X Y S J P P L Y S W
T'j JN
1 4 S S - T C X Y S U P P L Y S n
TIJ OFF
1 ! : • O P E N r r t P G E N C Y OXY
K A N A C T U A T I O N A C C E S S
DC-DS
I f PulL t f t R S E N C Y GXY
M A N A C T l A T I O N H A N D L E
J 7 PUT ON I XY M A S K






































































































































































































A N D S T C W
240
T A S K
CODf
NO. TASK NAKE/DFSCRIPTION T
7H 10 CHECK PORTABLE OXY 1
8GTTLF PRESS AND
MASK





7H 22 INHALl AND CHECK
T H A T HL AIR OR OXY
IS Sum IE D
7H ?~i INHALE AND CHECK
T H A T C U C K P IT. AIR is
SUPPLIED
7H ?<, INHALt AND CHECK
THAT OXY i s SUPPLIED












CHANNEL ACTIVITY - PERCENT OF DUR TIME
EV IV LH RH LF RF COG ADD V8L
0 100 100 100 0 0 20 0 0





























C O C t
NO. TASK NAMt /DESCRIPT ION
( 1 SIT W I N G A N T I - I C E SW
Tl j GRO T t S T
:•? SET WING A N T I - I C E SW
TO ON
03 S l .T W I N G ANTI - ICE SW
TL OFF
r 4 fii'lN UlNt- ANT I-IC t
L V A L V t O P E N LT ON
r =• MON W I N G & KTI-ICF.
L V A L V t O P E N L T O F F
( -.- «ON KlI-.C- A N T I - I C E
K V A L V t uPEN LT ON
T7 MiiN W I N G 4 HI I-IC E-
1 V A L V e G» T N LT OFF
r F SFT cNG f-G « i ANTI -
ICE S v» U ON:
rs Si.1 tNG KO.l ANT1-
ICt- 5V TL CI F
If SFT -KG IO.2 ANTi-
ICE Si* TL ON
i ] SuT tNG NO. 2 A1T1-
Kt SV. H. UFF
j ; ION tNG NJ.l L V A L V t
( l-r . N LT CN
!. ? ."!'JN tfG 'rJ.l L V A L V L
LP':N LT OFF
"• <• "1CN t-Nt fO.i f. V A L V E
CPM LT f .M

































































Z . 7 f a


















































































































































































































































































































































T A S K NAME/DESCRIPT ION
£N6 NO.l COWL
VALVt OPES LT ON
ION ENG NO.l COWL
V A L V E LPEN LT OFF
MON ENG NJ.2 L VALVE
OPEN LT ON
MON ENG NO. 2 L VALV6
OPEN LT OFF
HCN tNG NO. 2 R VALVE
OPEN LT CN
MON bNG NO. 2 R VALVt
OPfH LT OFF
MtiN ENG N3.2 COWL
VLAV6 OFtM LT ON
MON ENG NO.Z CJWL
V A L V E CJPtN LT OFF
SET PITCH STATIC SYS
A HT tV TO CN
S E T P I T O T S T A T I C S Y S
A HT Sw 10 CFF
S t T P1U;T S T A T I C S Y S
b HT SW TO CN
StT PITC1 S T A T I C SYS
rt rtT TJ OFF
MCN CAPT P HOT HT*
LT .IN
M H N C A P T P I T G T H T R
LT UFF
MON C a P T S T A T I C 1
AUX P/S HTR LT ON
nil I* C A K T S T A T I C 1
A U X P / S H T R L T U F F

















































































































































































































































































































T A S K S
C TO E • I
NO. T A S K N A M E / D E S C R I P T I O N T
33 MON L E L F V P ITOT HTR 1
LT OFF
34 ION F/0 PI TOT HTR 1
LT ON
35 MON F/L P I T O T HTR 1
IT OFF
36 KON F/G S T A T I C 2 i
AUX ?/S HTR LT ON
37 MON F/C S T A T I C c 1
AUX P/S HTR LT OFF
?fc MCN * L L t V HTR LT . i
UN
"<* M G N - R ILU hTR LT 1
OFF
^ MON IASTM C A U T I C N A N i
ANTI - I tE ANNUN LTS 2
OUR
T IME













































































































7J 41 P R t S S K ' A S T c R C A U T I O N i
1 - t S t T S W
7J 4; f,QN A N T I - I C E ANNUN 1
LT ON
7J '? f-CN A M I - I C E ANNUN 1
LT OFF
7J 4' P K t S S AtNJN PNL i
K I C f t L L ik
7J 4t M.:,N P I T t T S T A T I C iYS I
A HT SW SET TU CN
4t ,1L..\ P I T H T S T A T I C S l fS )
B HT Sv. SET TO UN
47 HC.N UK T S T A T I C SYS 1
A HT S* S5 T TU UT-F
4 - fiCN F I T C T S T A T I C SYS i
8 HT Sk. SuT TO OFF
iiS MC!N tNG 1 A N T I - l C b i
SW TO OF
',f l^..i>. hNb T ANTI-ICt 1
S k S f T T f O F F
2.14 t IOC ItO
,S4 0 IOC
0 IOC
2.14 t IOC IOC (J
1.47 C lot
.TJ c lot
1.47 f. lot C
IOC




























T A S K
COOf
MO. T A S K N A K E / D E S C R I P T I O N
Cl PUSH L P A I N R E P E L SW
C? PUSH K RAIN REPEL Sk
03 St T WINDSHIELD W I P E R
SEL SW TC OFF
04 SfT WINDSHIELD t f lPEP
StL SW TO LOW
C t S E T W I N D S H I E L D W I P E R
SCL SW TC HIGH
< t StT W I N D S H I E L D W I P E R
S E L S W T O P A R K
07 SET UNDDVi H E A T SWS
TO ON
( F. SET WINDOW H E A T SWS
TO OFF
C<! MDN R A I N S E F E L L A N T
OTY INCIC
If C H E C K UNDSHl tLD
w I P £ R SV.JS S t T T O
O F F
il MCN UNUOW H L A T CM
L T S G P I f N
1? MON WlNDC- i H c A T CN
L T S O F h
! -. HUM W I K P t r f C V R H T LTS
ON
1 '. dUN WlN:CDrf C V R H T LTS
OFF
H ACT W l f c D C r f CVR.HT
S CUR
I TIME









i ? . 00
1 1.19























































































































































































T A S K N A M E / D E S C R I P T I O N
DON API1 t X H A U S T TEMP
G A G E INDi:
"2 MON APU AC A M P S IND
MON APL LOW OIL OTY
LT ON
MQN APL LOW OIL OTY
LT OFh
KON APU LOW DIL
P R t S S L T O N
r tON APt LOW CIL
PKt SS LT OFF
MON APU HIGH OIL
1 F M P LT UN
"-CN APU HI GH OIL
I thP LT OFF
1C1N APU 0 \ / K S P O LT
ON
MON APU C V R S P LT OFF
5 L T A P U S W T O O F F
StT APL i l l TO ON
SM APU 5W TO S T A R T
M O f t N T A I - Y A C T I O N
.73
C A U T I O N i 2.1<t















































































































































































































































































MON fcASTH C A U T I O N i
AND APu /.NNUN LTS ON
P R t S S







T A S K S OUR CHANNEL A C T I V I T Y - PERCENT OF OUR TINE
CODl I TIME
KC. T A S K N A P E / D E S C R I P T I O N T ( S E C ) EV IV LH RH LF RF CQG AUO VBL
7L 17 MDN APU ANNUM LT OFF 1 .54 0 100 0 00 0 20 0 0
7L 16 P R E S S ANNJN RNL 1 2.14 0 IOC 100 0 0 0 20 0 C
R E C A L L SW
7L 19 OPEN CB C6 ON P6-5 1 5 .CO 0 IOC 0 100 0 0 20 0 0
PANEL
7L 2C MON APU START SW SET 1 .75 0 IOC 0 0 0 0 20 0 0
TO OFF















T A S K
CGDF
NT. T A S K NAME /DESCRIPTION
f ! SET ENG NO.l S T A R T
S W T C O F F
< 2 S E T t N C NQ.l S T A R T
SW TO GRD
f 3 S f c T EhG N3.1 S T A R T
Sv , TC FLT
> <• S f c T CNG NO. 2 S T A R T
SW TC, OFF
( '. S t :T ENG K'Q.2 S T A R T
S W T O G R C
f f StT ENt (.3.2 S T A K T
sw rn F IT
. 7 3t T f NG r-0 .1 S U*T
L 1. \i t K T f S T A R T
•' 6 S t T tNC. N-Q.i S T A K f
1. FV:K 1C C U T O F F
>•<, Si-1 cNG Mi. 2 S T A i - T
L h V = P If. 3 T A k T
: • - ShT tNC, N3.2 S T & f T
LI.-. VU>>. TC C U T U F F
i l ,^;.h ?.NG S T A f < T S W i S
I N F L T P C S
:r Oi-CK t 'NC- NG.l i T A S T









































































































































































































































































































































































































































































CHECK THAT ENG NO.2
START SW SET TO OFF
CHECK THAT ENG START
LEVERS IN OFF POS
MOM FN6 2 START LVR
AUTOMATICALLY MOVED
TO OFF
MUN ENG 1 START LVR
AUTOMATICALLY MOVtD
TO OFF
SET ENG N3.1 START
SfcT TO OFF


























































































































































CJ SET ENG NO.l OVRHT
PE1EC SV- TO NORMAL
02 5FT ENG NO.l OVRHT
DETEC Sw TO FIRt
\.2 Stl fcNG NQ.2 OVRHT
DETEC Sk TC NOKMAL
(«. SET ENG NO. 2 OVRHT
OF. TEC SW TO USE
0'; f'uV tNG ND.l OVRHT
LT ON
! c MCN ENG N] .1 OVRHT
LT DFF
r 7 ' ION fcNt, NO. 2 OVRHT
LT ON
Of. rtON ENG" NO. 2 OVRHT
LT OFF
. CM SM OVFHT TtST Si. TO
QvKHT
M SM OVPNT TtST SW TO
FlPt
11 A C T U A T t f.XT TEST S «
1? ;1iJN fcXT TEST LTS ON
If. *r:N WHF. H WfcLL FISt
iJARNIKG LT ON
I*. .ION WHEEL KtLL FIRt
WAMUf, IT LFF
'•1 MDK ENG NO.i FIRL
WARNING LT Oft
'i< NUN ENG fO . 1 FIRt
«AR>iI!t(- LT OFF
i? PULL ENG MG.i. FIRt
































































































































































































































































































































































ROTATE ENS NO.l FIRE
WARNING SJ HANDLE TO
LEFT
ROTATE ENG NO.l FIRE





MON ENG NG.2 FIRt
WARNING LT ON
MON ENG NO. 2 FIRE
WARNING LT OFF
PULL ENG NO. 2 FIRE
WARNING SW HANDLE UP
ROTATE ENG NO. 2 FIRE
WARNING SW HANDLE TO
LEFT
ROTATE ENG NO. 2 FIRE
WARNING S<4 HANDLE TO
RIGHT















PULL APU F IRE















































































































































































































































































































































































































MONITOR F I R E ALARM



















MON tNG MO.l OVRHT
DETECT SK ON NORMAL
MON ENG NO. 2 OVRHT
DETECT Sk ON NORMAL




















































































































































































































































































TASK S DUR CHANNEL ACTIVITY - PERCENT OF DUR TIHE
COOK I TIME
NO. TASK NAMt/OESCRIPTION T (SEC) EV IV LH RH LF RF COG AUD VBL
70 f-1 MON APU DETECT INQP 1 .90 0 lOt t 0 0 0 20 0 0
LT OFF
7P 52 SET OVHT TEST SW 1 .50 0 101 t 100 0 0 30 C fc
TO OFF














































MON CABIN DOOR LOCK
LT ON
HON CABIN DOOR LOCK
LT OFF
MON HASTE* CAUTION
AND DOORS ANNUN LTS
PRESS MASTER CAUT
RESET Sh
MON DOORS ANNUN LT
ON




MON FWD ENTRY LT ON
MON FWD ENTRY LT OFF
ACTUATE F*D ENTRY
LT TEST Srf
MON AFT tNTRY LT ON
MOK AFT ENTRY LT OFF
ACTUATE AFT ENTRY
LT TEST Sri
MON AIR STAIRS LT
ON


































































































































































































































































T A S K i OUR CHANNEL A C T I V I T Y - PERCENT OF OUR TINE
COPf I TIME





























MQN (EQUIP / TIRE
BURST LT CFF
ACTUATE EQUIP / TIRE
BURST TEST SW
MDN FwO CARGO LT ON
MCN FWD CARGO LT OFF
ACTUATE FrfD CARGO
LT TEST SW
MON AFT CARGG LT ON
MON AFT CARGO LT OFF
ACTUATE AFT CARGO LT
TEST SU
MON FWD S E R V I C E LT
ON




MON AFT SERVICE LT
ON
















































































































































































8A160C01 VIEW RUNWAY AHEAD
8 A C 2 C A P T . V l t r f T H R U
NO.l W I N D O W
8A 03 F .C. V I E W T H R U
NO.l W I N D O W
8A CAPT. VltW THRU
NO.l WINDOW
8 A 0 5 C A P T V I E W T H R U
NO. l W I N D O W
8 A C t C A P T V I E W T H R U
NO. l W I N D O W
8A f .7 P .O. V I E W OUT




















































































































































































































































































































T A S K N A M E / D E S C R I P T I O N
K E C d K D D A T A
R E T R E I V E :HECKLIST








R E V I f c W / A C K N O W L c O G c
A P P R O A C H P L A T E D A T A
S T O W C H E C K L I S T
P t T R E I V E C H A R T S
R t V I E W D E P A R T U R E
C H A R T
S T C W C H A R T S
P E T R E I V E / R E V I E W
COCPIT SAFETY INSPEC
CHECKLIST




























































































































































































































































































































0 IOC IOC 100
.CO 0 100 IOC 100






















TASK NAME/DESCRIPTION T (SEC)
STOW FLIGHT PLANNING 1 2. CO
REF. DATA MANUAL




REFER TO REF. DATA 1 30.00
AND COMPUTE TAKEOFF
VI AND VF BOG SET
VALUES
READ NEXT ITEM ON i 2.00
CHECKLIST ON CONTROL
COLUMN PLACARD
REVIEW CHARTS TO 1 5.00
DETERMINE SPARTAN-
BORG VOR FREO
REVIEW CHARTS TO 1 5.00
DETERMINE GORDCJNS-
VILLE VOF FREQ
REVIEW CHARTS TO 1 5.00
DETERMINE PULASKI
VCR FRtQ
REVIEW CHARTS TO 1 5. CO
DETERMINE TOCCQA
VOR FRfO
REVIEW CHARTS TO 1 5. CO
DETERMINE NORCROSS
VOR FREO
R E V I t W CHARTS TO i 5.0U
DETERMINt -CHATTA-
NOOGA VCP FREO
DETERMINE GO-AROUND i 5.CO
EPR BUG SET VALUE
C O M P L E T E A I R P L A N E i ac.co
.AND FLIGHT FORMS
DETERMINt LANDING 1 5. CO
V-REF BUG SET VALUE
REVIEW CHARTS TO 1 5.00
DETERMINE RUNWAY 08
ILS FRfcC AND REG VOR
FREO
CHANNEL ACTIVITY - PERCENT OF OUR TIME
EV IV LH RH LF RF COG AUD VBL
0 5C 100 50 0 C 20 0 (
0 IOC IOC 100 0 0 80 0 C
C 100 IOC 100 0 0 80 0 0
0 IOC C 0 0 0 20 0 C
0 IOC IOC 0 0 C 20 0 I
0 IOC IOC C 0 0 2C 0 I)
0 IOC IOC 0 0 0 20 C C
0 IOC IOC 0 0 0 20 0 0
0 100 IOC 0 0 0 20 0 C
C IOC IOC 0 0 0 2C 0 0
C IOC 5C 50 0 0 5C 0 C
0 IOC 5C 5L 0 0 80 0 (
0 100 50 50 0 0 50 0 0
0 IOC 50 5C 0 0 50 0 C
258
TASK S DUR CHANNEL ACTIVITY - PERCENT OF DUR TIHE
CTD? I TIME




8 R C 2 0 C I " ? R E V I E W L O A D I N G H A N I - 1 3.CO
F E S T T C D E T E R M I N E
Z E R O F O E L W T













TASK S OUR CHANNEL ACTIVITY - PERCENT OF OUR TIME
COOF I TIME
NO. TASK NAME/DESCRIPTION T (SEC) tV IV LH RH LF. ' RF COG AUD V.-BL
8C M FASTEN StAT BELT AND 1 2.20 0 C IOC low 0 0 20 0 0
HARNESS
6C <2 ADJUST SEAT TO ALIGN 1 10.(0 0 IOC 100 ICC 100 100 20 C C
BALLS
8C C? TAKE StAT i 3.00 0 IOC 100 IOC 100 100 20 0 C
260
TASK S OUR CHANNEL ACTIVITY - PERCENT OF OUR TIME
CEDE I TIME • . .
NO. TASK NAMfc/DESCRIPTION T (SEC) EV IV LH RH LF RF COG AUD VBL
8D 01 CHECK EMERGENCY 1 1C.00 0 IOC 100 100 i) 0 20 0 I
EQUIPMENT ' . . .. • •
 r ..
60 C2 CHECK CCt FIRE EXT 1 &.CO 0 IOC 100 100 0 0 20 0 0
BOTTLE' . . ...
CO fZ CHECK FIRE AXE i. Z.l'C 0 100 0 0 0 0 2C 0 0
!NST4LLtD
en C-*. CHECK bSCAPt STRAPS i i.so o 100 c 100 o c 20 o o
261
T A S K
CDDF .
NO. T A S K NAME/DESCRIPT ION
8E Cl CHECK H E A D S E T
8E C2 CHECK SUNVISORS AND
SMOKE GOG31ES S T O W E D
8* r-3 PUT ON H E A D S E T
BE 03 PUT ON H E 4 D S E T
8F C? PUT OK HUDSfcT
fee 03 PUT ON H E A D S E T
8r i? PUT ON H t A D S E T























CHANNEL ACTIVITY - PERCENT OF DUR TIME
EV IV LH RH Lf RF COG AUO VBL
0 100 100 0 0 0 20 0 0
0 100 IOC 100 0 0 20 0 C
C IOC 100 100
0 IOC IOC 100
0 1C( 100 IOC
C IOC 10t 100
C IOC 100 100
































































































































































































































































































2 FORWARD OVERHEAD PANEL (DUMMY)
3 AFT OVERHEAD PANEL (DUMMY)
4 DOME LIGHT
5 LIGHT SHIELD PANEL
6 COPILOTS INSTRUMENT PANEL
7 CENTER INSTRUMENT PANEL
8 THROTTLE QUADRANT
9 CONTROL STAND
10 AFT ELECTRONIC PANEL
11 FORWARD ELECTRONIC PANEL
12 PILOTS INSTRUMENT PANEL





1 FORWARD ELECTRONIC PANEL
2 REVERSE THRUST LEVERS
3 THROTTLES
4 GO AROUND SWITCHES
5 FLAP LEVER
6 STABILIZER TRIM LIGHT
7 START LEVERS (DUMMY ONLY)
8 AFT ELECTRONIC PANEL
9 RUDDER TRIM WHEEL
10 AILERON TRIM WHEEL
11 CONTROL STAND LIGHTING SWITCHES
12 PARKING BRAKE LIGHT
13 PARKING BRAKE LEVER (DUMMY ONLY)
14 STABILIZER TRIM WHEEL
15 SPEED BRAKE LEVER



























AFD PILOT'S INSTURMENT PANEL
283
88 88
| 360 - | | - (9500











AFD FORWARD ELECTRONIC CONTROL PANEL
285
O O O O
INT VHF-I VHF-? PA
VOR IIS DME AOF MKR ADF DME VOR. US
• NO 3• NO I-
/OR US DME AOF MKR ADF DME VOR US






VOR ri) TEST (•) OME
ON/RT









O O 9 O
INT VHF-I VHF-J PA
VOR US DME ADF MKR ADF DME VOR.US
• NO I- • NO 2
VOR '•) TEST (•) DME












CREW OXTGEN PASS OXYGEN





"»r nD o i_» /9.SOO
LAMP
TEST

































































































































































































LAND -^4-^  TEST
PITCH REF
EADI MODE CONTROL UNIT
291
161
OOOW 3SinuO) UOIVOIQNI UOJ.33UIO 3OHJ.U2V OINOHJ.0313
i juiotMe/w 01 •
(apnuue goji
aue|dj;e
•sjeq jojoajip iqfiiy '-Jajuiod









1 • V S *32
MAP SCALES






010(101 COCKfIT S A F E T Y "
INSPECTION
010002 PILOT SEATEDj?yi??iL59r?;HPJ. S£*!EO
010604 BEFORE START PROC -1
(LIGHTS/SEATS/PEDAL)
010005 BEFORE_START PROC ~2
(CiXVGtN ~SYSI
010006
010007 JEFORE S T A R T PROC -3(FLIGHT CONTROL SYS)







































































































































































































































































































































010009 BEFORE S T A R T PRQC -
( E L E C T R I C A L JYi)
010010 BfeFOKE S T A R T PRJC -6
(LIGHTS)
010C11 BEFORE SURT PRQC -7
(ANTI-ICE / HEAT )
010C12 BEFORE S T A < < T PROC -6
(HYDRAULIC S f S )
010C13 BEFORE i T A R T PkUC -9
(PRESSUR1ZATlON/AIR-
CONOITION1N3 >
010014 BEFCRt S T A R T PRQC-10
( L I G H T S / E N G > T A R T /
FLIGHT OIREC)
010015 8EFDR6 iTA«T PRUC-11
)
010C16 BEFORt i TARI PKulC-12
( A L T I M t T f c K )
Ci0017 BEFO«t S T A k T PROC-13
( V S I / M A C H
C10019 8EFOK? S T A R T PRJC-14









































































































































































































































































































































































































































































010019 BEFORE" S T A R T P*iK-15
(FUEL L T Y T t S T )
010f20 a t F O R t S T A K T PRGC-lo
( F P R / O I L 0 1
C10021 BEFORt i T A R T PROC-17
(ANTI -SKU/ANTI -BRK)
010022 BEFORE i T A R T PROC-ib








( O X Y G t N
P R O C - 2 c
S Y i )
010031 OETERMINt cPP. i/i»
AND ( / -KcF BUu j t 'T
V A L U t S
010033 TUNF CUhH *A31JS
010033 SET (/HF-1L TO
C L E A R A N C E D k L I v E R Y
(121.05)
C L E A R A N C t




























































































































































































































































































OD j i J C u O
t fbdi J007









i P T i J060















































































S E T R A D A R
SET VrlF-lk Tu 5KLJUND
CONTROL U21.9)
iET VHt— 2L TO
A T L A N T A TT .J tS ( .i.19.5 )
SET NAV-1 10 A l L A N U
VOR (115.0)
SET NAi/-2 TO S P A R -
TANBURC VJ* (lii.7)
SeT «DF-1 TO LAKf -
SIDE LUM
BEFORE S T A R T PRuC-lY
(Lm. i /TRI '1/PAPERS )
8 F H O R E S
LIST - 1
CHECK-







if J 1 0 C V 4
Ib 12











































































































































































































































































































































P10C5A 8EFOKE START CHECK-
LIST - 5
010055 SEFDRt jTAKT CHECK-
LIST - 6
Jt)
IP r. ice 20























AP t / 2
AH 10
A ? O i O C i 5
Ah 12
I P f . f >
1 P 0 1 U C 3 7
AD i? 7
i? .16
l P w l O l 3 9
tG Of?
A^ Cl f i 26
*B 03
A? 32
i P u i o r A C
38 i-3
I P f 2
A H u /
1 P C J A I X A 3









i H C i O C A B
70 01 "
1H .,9-
A H O l O C t 0
7'j ii
IP 06























































































































1P^ A 0 0 2 2
7A J2
IP 41








i P l i A O t t f i
A H v A u 0 2 9
oC 03
IP il





1 H J A J \, 3 A
36 03
IP 11
i H O i ^ 0 3 o
t in <^3
A P A J





1 P J i l l C AC
7P At
A H C 6
i r ' O A O O A l




I P v A - J V . A S
IPui ^036
A? 11
I P - * J ; A O
7u 06
1 P O A - O O A 7
So j3
A? 11
A f ^ i i J C t f l
3b 03
IP iO



















































A J . 2
20 .2




























































010056 CONTACT GRJuNO CDN-







020007 BEFORt S T A R T PRGC
18 A ( C k T X S )
020009 CO-PILOT S c A U Q
020009 SET VHF-iL 10
C L E A R A N C E
(121.05)
020010 S E T v H f - 2 « 1 0 A T I j
(111.*)





010053 A I R C R A F T POSHED B A C K
FRDH fiATt
010059 A I R C R A F T S T O P P E D ON
RAMP
010060 P U S H B A C K PROCtOURE-2 4D
010061 TOHBAR DISCONNECTED
AND TUG DRIVEN A k A Y
010062 PUSHBACK p*GCEDURE-3
020001 BEFORE S T A R T PROC-1A
U I T e S / S E A T s / o f c D A L S )
020C02 BEFORE S T A K T PROC -
1CA ( L I T E S / t N C i SlK I )
020003 BEFOKE S T A R ! PRUC -
108 ( E A D I )
020C04 BEFORt S T A R T PROC -
IOC (MFD - C A P T . )
020005 BEFORE S T A R T PrtOC -
100 ( A G C S )
020006 BF.FOkc S T A U P R O C -























































































i t O C j l
02
07

































































































C r - 1
C P I
C P 2



































































iL j J w 4




















































































020C11 SET Vhf-iR TJ GROUND
C O N T R O L (121.9)
020C12 SET VHF-2L TO
A T L A N T A TO»tR1119 .5>
C20013 SET r4AV-l TJ A T L A N T A
\/OR (liS.o)
020C14 SET NAV-2 TO A T L A N T A
VOR (115.o)
020015 SET NAV-3 TCi A U G U S T A
VOR (Il3.9)
020016 SET C K T * S
C20L17 NCDU TFiT





020021 INIT lAL lZt P4GI: -
TIME OF DAY INPUT
020C22 TIMt OF D A Y - O a i l S : 4 5
020(23 INITIALIZL P A G c -
ORIGIN INPUT
020C24 ORIGIN N« i-lc - 1ATL
020025 INIT IAL1ZH P 4 G Q -
D E S T I N A T I O N INPUT
02CG26 DESTiN«TIJ i i NAnt-
DCAI
020027 INIIIALIZi P A G k -
B A R O M E T t K \ /ALUc
INPUT
020C23 B A R C N t l c * \ /ALlJ t -
29.86
020029 REVlt W New LATA CN
INITIALIZE HAGf FCR
.ACCURACY
02CC30 SELFCI ATC CLtAKuNCE
PAGE
020C31 ATC CLLA K A N C z HAbL-
SID INFUT







































C P l 5 W
CP2 5*.
C P 2
C P 3 5 X
C P 2 J X


























































































































C P 3 2 L
CP4 2K
CPl 2K
C P 2 2 K






C P l 2 L
i C P 2 £1
C P 2 2 L
C P 2 2 L
w P 2 2 L
i C ? ^ 2 L
C P 2 2 L
C P i 2 L
C P 2 d h
C P 2 2 c
1CP3
C P l 2 L




C P 2 2 L
1C?1 2 L
CPl 2L






























































d . ' / t j
11.46
i4 . l t
<i .34




l i .2o i
4 ,ob
7.6d































C F - i
C P l
C P l








1 C P 2
C P i
C H 2





020C33 OETbR.IINc , OP
302

















A T C C L t A K A N C t PAGt-
NAYPQ1NI INPUT
rfAYPOIM NAMt - S ID?
A T C C L E A R A N C E P«Gt-
A I R W A Y INPUT
A I R W A Y NAMc - di6*
D t T F R M I N E NArtt uF
ENTPANCt wPT ON STAk
JASON01 '
ATC C L t A R A N C i PAGt -
S T A R il>PUl
S T A R NAME - HOOD
CHANGE NFO MAP
S C A L E TO 32 dN
SELEC1 t -L lv jhT P L A N
PAGE 2
REVIEW PKQVIi lONAL
FLIGHT P L A N O A T A
A C C E P T P R O V I S I O N A L
FLIGHT P L A N
bF.FORt S T A K T CricCK-
LIST - 5A
C O N T A C I GROUND CON-
T R O L fQ*. rMJSHbACK
C L E A K A N C r
W A Y P J 1 M .NAM- - £ttl


































































































































































































































































































































































































































































A F T E R i>TART CMECu- iPuauGu4










AFTtR S T A a i CHECK- 86 is






AFTER iTARI CHECK- oB C3









































































































































































































































































































030007 ENGINE iNSTRUfl tNT
. SCAN
T A X I PROCEDURE - 1
( T A X i C L E A R A N . E )
0^0002 TAXI PROCEDURE - I
(TAXI FKOM GAVE TO
TAXIWAY 0)
0<tOC03 T A X I PPGCtuU*E - 0
(TURN ONTu T A X 1 H A Y
0 AMJ T A X I TJ HOLD
POINT SHORT Or
P W Y - O d )
(HOfO* HOLD SHORT OF R*Y OB
FOR D E P A R T I N G AND
A R R I V I N G T R A F F I C
040C05 T A X I PkOCEOUKE - 4
( C R O S S RMY 08 AND
T A X I TO r tOLO POINT
A T T A X l W A Y C
JUNCTION)
(KOOO& HULD AT JUNCTION OH
T A X I n A Y S C A*D 0 FOR
T R A F F I C T O C . L C A R
OXCCC-7 T A X I r -RuCcDUSE - 3
( T A X I l-KUH jUNCr iJN
TO T A X U A r L .)
C40C.08 T A X I fHJLtOURt - o
• (TURN UNTO TAXUAY L
AND TA X i INTO R*Y
9L HJID A R £ 4 >
04PC10 T A X I PKuCbOU^t - 1A
( T A X I C L E A K A N C E )




























































































































































































































































































































































































k - F l
305






























i P 0 7 0 C i 2
cB 02
I P O f O C 1 3
I P O / O H *
B B C 3
IP 10
I P 0 7
i ° (.• 7 J I- 1 5
4c 16
I P O / O i l 7
DO 03
if 10


























1 P C 7 v 0 1 0
SA i.2


























































































































































i P j / J > ) 2 4
i P j f « i <: 5
iN 03
i P 0 7 0 0 2 6
iB 03
IF 02




























































































































2 C P 3




070003 StT HtAOZNii oUGs TO
090 DEG ANO COURSE
BUGS TO I0i OEb
070009 StT f A O i AND MFO FOk
TAKEOFH
C70C10 - A
070P11 ROTATION, HLARt> AND
GbAR UP - A
070012 CLeARcD IJ TAA1 ONTu
KUNWAY VL - A
070C13 W A I T FOR
070C14 R f c C E I V t IA i<cOF( -
C L E A k a N C f c
070C15 B t F O R c T A K c













































































































































2 C P 2
2CP1




























































i. t* 0 "



































































































































































































































090C02 CONTROL Ai«C*»f-I - A
090003 FLIGHT INSTRUMENI
SCAN - A
090004 CROSS R*(Y 27R MlDDLt
«ARKbi<* TJ<N TO HOt
105
OOOC05 COMPLtTt TURN - ON
HOG 105
090ro<j RETRAC1 FLAPS TO
FLAPJ 1. SET CLIMB
THRUST.
090007 REACH 3000 FT
GROUND L tVEL. B f c G I N
A C C t L f c R A T I Q N TO 25C
K I A S . MAINTAIN JoC-
1000 F I / M 1 N CLIMB
090C03 CONTROL A I R C R A F T - B
090009 FL IGHT INSTRUMENT
SCAN - B
090010 R E C E l V t I N o T K U C T I O N S
TU Tu«N 10 HOG 07C
T O IMUKCEPT J 3 7
091011 R E T R A C T FLAPi TO
F L A P S V .
090C12 C O M P L E l t TUiv'^4 - PN
HDli C70
090C13 REACH 2iU K1A3
090C14 AFTER TAKtOFF CHfcCK-
LIST
090015 R fcCb lV t C L c A K A N C t T ' j
CLIM3 TC 12000 f 1
090C16 CUNTRbL AI.<CiiAH - C 4A








































































































































































































































090018 CONTROL AIRCRAFT - 0
090C19 FLIGHT INSTRUMENT
SCAN - D
090C20 REACH 10000 FT.
BEGIN TURN TO HOG
053. ' — -
090021. SET CI COURSE CURSOR
__ TO 053 DEG.




090023 HANDOFF TO ATLANTA
EAST DEPARTURE iLC-
TOR. (123.95)
"09062* TUNE COMP'ANT AND
EMERGENCY FREQ*S
090025 RECfclVt NOTICE OF
CONFLICTING TRAFFIC
090C26 B E G I N i O O F T / M I N
" R A T E OF CHUB
090027 LEV tL OFF AT 16000
09002& R E C E I V t C L E A R A N C E TO
RESUHt CLIfIB TU
CRUISE ALTITUDE .




090030 BEGIN MACH 0.65
SPEtO iCHtDULE
090C31 CLIMB THRU 280JO FT.

































































































































































































































































































090C»2 REOUU R A T E 0* CLIH6
TO 500 FT/HIN
09*C33 TUNE AND HJNltUfT "!
iPARTANBURf, VQR
(Hi. 7)
090G34 LEVEL OFF AT Z90GC
FT. A C C L L 6 S A T E TO
LONG RANGE C«UIS£
SPEED tMACH 3.6?)
09903$ REACH «ACH 0.67
090C36 CONTROL A IRCRAFT - t
090037 FLIGHT INSTRUMENT
SCAN - £






VOR. TOKN TO HOG 047
093042 TURN CGrtPLETt - ON
H06 047.
0900*3 RECEIVE C L E A R A N C l TO
CLIMB TO 33000 FT
090C44 BEGIN CtlMB TO 33000
FT.






09CC50 CUNTKOL A I R C R A F T -Al
( A T T CMS MODS)
090C51 FLIGHT INSTRuMfcNT
SCAN -Al
090C5Z CROSS hPT S1D1
090053 TUKN TL HEADING 105





























































































































































































































C90CS5 C O M P L E T t TUKN -
HOG IOS
0900'5& ENGAGc V t K T P A T H
GUIDArtCt i*. JOE
090C57 C R O S S »,PT Si02. AGCi
TURNS A iKCr tAM TO
HOG Odh.
090058 R E A C H i C O O ) f-T.
BfcGH ACiJ J .L fSA film
TU 280 K l A j .
OSOC59 HANCQFh f J A T L A N T A
C E N T t * t A i T O t P A K -
TURF CONTK DL < i^ -> .<y :> )
090CoO 'CONTAC1 A T L A N T A Oc -
P A R T u R t CuHTROL
(125.7)
09D061 TUNt C G H P A , < Y
C90C62 TUNE E M f c K G c N C Y C K E O . ia
C90C63 CLI^u 1HKU iJuO
RESET 6LI HcTd?
V A L U c T O t9 . *2
090C6<t CLIMd IriKu 2100J r - T . 3H
090C63 HANUJFF TO S P A R T A N -
BURG r i loH j fc





























i O O '
IN











» P O «
I P O -
i*































































































































C i - 2
C P l


































































































Jiv ' tf l
ID
i .< r2
•t • X J






























































































TURN CCMPLETc - ON
HOG 3a7.
B6GIi^t hACH 0.65
C L I M b ,
R E C E I V E N011CE OF




090072 USE ALT ENG MOOE lu
E S T A B L l i H NE« ALT I -
TUDE *HlLt lit V E R T
PATH riGDE
090073 USE FP4 iEL rtODc 10
CONTROL R A f c OF
CLIMB
090C74 R E A C H 260JO FT
090075 MONITOR A U f G L t V E L
OFF WHILE IN ALT ENG
MODE
093C7S SEI MHO TO 32 Nil MAP
090C77 R E C E I V E C L E A R A N C E T O
CONTlNUu CLIMB TO
CRUISE A L T I T o D E
090C76 RE-ESTABLI j r i V E R T
P A T H MODE
090f79 CLIMB THKU 2300- FT.
S E P O R I 10 A1C.
090C80 R E A C H jloJ-J i"T. AC-
C t L E R A T t T J L O w G
RANGt CRUlit S P c c O
( M A C H C.67)
toi REACH MACrt C.67
090082 R E C E I V t C t E A K A N C c TO
C Q N T i N o t C L I M B r o
CRUlit ALTITUDE






















































B ^ E A C i E N G I N E 1 F ! K C


















































































































































































































































































8J6AC3 6NGiNt FlKt St'JULNCc i
- N O T t t - Y AK
B9EAH FNGINc
IM4Kt
f I Rr it
09FF01 HYD SY5





rtYO ifi 8 ?yi1P O V H f
B96401 HYO JYS o KUMK uVhT
HYO B PUMP UvHl
8E»Crt
RUUTc C-JUlat ALT i -






























































































































































































































































































9 f A i c
73
16




-/ = A 2 C
ii
1C























































•» . 2 i
A 0 . 7 i
13. J1



















































































1100C<t P I L O T KLGUeil i Kh-
TURN TL A T L A N T A .
CJOKi)i-
W i T n
VfcCT. 'JKi .
110COJ R f c C E I V L v t C l G R i t - OS.
1 iGNP U L A j K i
110C06 BtGI:* TukN TO
270
7 TUNE 8AIHN
HIGH S f c C T ' J f t
iK-3 StT N A V - 1 Tu P u t A S K i 3d Jo
VUft
11CCO-? luRN CL,« l<>Lt :T£ - ON
HOG 27L
110(lJ rtkCtltfc liij ' iKUC Tlti
TO ot j C u N O r j
 3i> '-
F T
MYO iYi b Lu.
tNG r,O.
B Y P A S j






IP l i . ' JCws
ifl <:0
1* 30








l P l i a > i 2
13 36






; H C. 2
id 19
l j l i f . i l 7
.1 * i 7
1^1. -,1.1 3
7A it
i P U l Jk. 2<i
7fc 2'J
/ A i i
iP l iFL ' . ' !
ir» r J






l P i : r i > C 3
1* w3
»P li







































l . i j
3 .u /




































































i P i i J O i i



























































































































i . U J




































































11CBC* N O . 2 Ciu LOh OIL
130tOi R E P O R T ktfi
CkUISc AU
MON AUlu LiiVl.L Jrr
MHILi' IN v c f i T P 4 T M
MOOe
130C03 CRCii wH t iNCD
I31(w<( PILOT R t J o S S l S R E T « N
T u A T L A . s T A . C O N T R U L -
LER COUKOI.-,Art j WITH
A D J A C c N I J t C T O R V.ON-
T R O L L c r i r JR *t TURN
V C C T O K S .
130CO?
130CC6 TURN 1C nPu 27'J
130CC7 HEADlNt C.HANic f.A-
NtUVt f t cil.'ifc TK4 ScL
MODE ( V c R T P A T H
RtNT
130000 TUKN C C M P m T e - DN
HOG 27f
130C09 R E C t I « / E IN.J UUC f ICl>,S
FOR A <«-D iriiMc J 1 •
S T A B
130013 SET UP New t-0
FLIGHl P L A N
130011 LOOK UP HAGt 2
130C12 LOHK UH PAGt e.
S T A R C«LL-Jr
130Ci3 S T A R N/kt fE -
130bl<» LOOK Uf PAGE 2 -




















































































i 3 j C- J 5
26












































> . 7 < <
7.3<t












































































































































































































































2 C P 1
315
130C15 AwY NAr.t -
130021 FL INPuT - 320
13K22 GS INPLT -
W P T - L A K c t
1SOCJ2 S6G1N Tu
2L
2K13LClb iHINc ni ANi, JdliK
D I S H - A f t O ON Mf-J.
CD-PILOl O E l c r t r t i N r S
T H A T THE .CJM.1JN *.PT
Oh THE iFA* 4NJ A*Y
13 THE kPT SHlitk. AN
EST M A O K LiF KKG ASO
8RG F*Dfl «PT jrilNt
TO PI wHc-i i HOG C7v
I N T C P S JfUsR
130C17 I N I T I A L I S E PAiit
130Clb DFSTINMION ••iAftf.-
1ATL
130t'19 ATC Ci.hNC P A o c -
C R E A r r «PT t s A i n O UN
BEAKl.SG ANu SANt t
FRUrt > - X l S r i ^ G *FT
130C20 ><PT001 r i t A < I N G / ^ A , < G E 2L
13002s PTA INPLT - u:21iOO 2L
130025 HANOUFf 1J b A j t N
U L T R A MGn S c C T J K
(13^. .31 )
Ct-D)
C O N T A C T PULA jK i rlIGH ib





































































































































C P i 2 L
CP2 2L
C P 2 ? L
C P 2 2 L
2CPi 2L
C P I 2 L
C P 2 2 L
C P I 2 L
C PI ^ L
C P i 2 L
C P 2 2 L
C P I Z L
CP l JL
CPi k
C P I 2 L





C P I 2 L
C P 3 2 L
C P I 2 L





C P 2 i P i w
CPi J .K
»1 »N
C P 2 2 H
CPl 2H




C P 2 I d
























































































































140CG3 A lT i ruCc uHANGc PPOC
1*OCO<» L E V E L Of r AT jj.OjO
FT
I*0005 RECLINE VECTOR 10
INTERCEPT PULAiKI
225 K A D J A L
1*001)3 TURN TO HT.G 2<»o
140Co7 HEADi^G LnANJE PROC.
l<iOCub TURN C C M P L E T c - ON
HOC ^<tC
1*9009 BcGlN lUrfN TO PJLAS-
Ki 22'3 R A D I A L
i<»otio TURN co«PLEi t - CN
HOG i2f
1*0011 StT N A V - 2 TO Tu-COA
VQR ( lOV. fc )
HANOJI-I- 10 L A N i c K
HIGH j r tTLM
140G13 RECEIPT
TO U S S C t N C TU ^i«03
FT
UOC14 B E G I N h A C S 0 . ^»
O E S C t N T
I'.OC.i'i R E A C H i:t>OJJ rT
14>K:1<> R E C £ l V t C L t A S A N C t TO
TO HOoo FT.
1<»OC17 TUNE NLKuKJSi
SET A L I l ^ c f t R BARO
i f cTT lNb Id (.v.o'1
C R O S S lCCv.OA VOK



































































































































t ^ U O L.' D
17


























































































































































1H0021 R c C F I V t iNjUUCTlONS
ID GO Ir.TO A HOLDING
P A T T c k N A T
INTERi l .C) ION
I<i0fi2 K f c A C H i7001 FT.
B F G l r t 3 0 0 F T / M 1 N
R A T E Jr u t iCcNT
l<tOC23 K E P U A T i 'wjO FT TO
LEVEL i.M=
REACH itOOo rT, 6c-
G1N JcCtLLtRATiGN TO
210 KlAi.
TUNt C h A T I ANJ004
(Hi. 6)
P E A C H ill
HULPlNt-
-RIbriT TuRNi
-1 i/£ »0n. L C G S
-1 LOOP
-IMIitH f iKj I
TURN u V f c < INTfcR-
CQNTI^Li-
A P P R O A C H
4MJ
S E Tb t e i N ot
THRUST F
IDLE
In003j R tACr l HCOu
230 MAS
1*0031 HANDOff^ TJ A T L A N T A
CJM
r ^ A l
150C01
P«OC.
K E C F i v ' iK




















i P l H O t
3?4
1»





















































































































































































I P l H O u

















































































































































USE ALT cHS *JUc TU
cSTA8i . IS- l Nfc.» Aull-
TUDt rfhILt IN TIMt
PATH HJUE
R tV l ' j c r L 1 u H T P L « N
10 t i fAoHir t Mtw
FLIC^T L tV iL 3i:> AT
SPT01
A O J U S I I r lSJiT (0 HL f
A l R P L A f r t jrrtdciL UN
(1FD if»TL r i W i bOX
K 6 - f S T A 6 L i j H TIr t t
PATH (4-0) CjDb
LtVti. UPr AT 3l};>0
FT
HANOuFF TJ LANlE fc
H16H S tcTCJk (UZ.4)
Bb'GI.1 T u * N T J HJU
234 TO ACj ' J l«c J*l jR
TUkN i.uf.r-LlT? - C!N
A N Y J o l s R
AG CS B h G 1 N j ^^ jG ^ A ^ ~
MtD Dt iCF.NT TO liOj.;
F T . fHf iuSI A U j J j T f c O
A U T O i - t A r i C A L L r .
R L C E l V t iN>T.<uC f lDNi
FROM AT t
SET ALT ihcT t K a A-< L
SETT ING TG 2 ^ . S 3
CROSi «cT SHlNu.
AGCS ?toIN AJFO
TURN tG hJ6' ill
TUSN C C M r L c T r - ON
HOG 211
DEiCbNJ Tn-<0 2o)00
Fl. kc(-t i«r 10 A T C .
HANOJrh TJ NJRCRuSS

















































































































































































































































































































































C K O S S WP 1 L A ^ U S .
A G C S S t G l N S PRuGRAM-
MEO I U*N 1 0 HOG 226
TURN CuNPLt l c - ON
HOG 228
L E V E L t i f f - AT li-.tt-
(-1
MUNI TOP AJl 0 Lr VE L
Of t - .irllLL IN TiMt
P A T h HuDE
AGiC b tu lNS P^j l jRAIT-
MED Uc i tLc r tAT ICH TU
250 K IAb .
R E A C H ?5*i K.I AS
R E C c I V t IN jTRUCT i fNS
TO CHANGE L A K E S I D E
PTA TJ if): £i i l%
R t V I b e FLIGHT P L A r t
TU CHANGE LAKESi&t
P 1 A
r iUNl lJr* AKCfUh'T AND
TIME OL> srMOLi ON
M F O A S A G c S A D J U S T S
iPEEi) lu A C Q U i k c Nt«
TIMc SLul
R E A C H i ^O K I A S
HANDJHi- T O A T L A N T A
A P P R O A C H J 3 N T R U L
(126. v)
TUNE A l L A r . T A
A H P R J A C r t C U N T R U L
( 12t>.9)
TURN UN LA-JJi^b L is
TUNE A T i S (123 .7 )
S E T A L T i M t T t R b A R O
S E T T I N G T O 2-<.o4
C O N T A C T A T c A N T A A P -
P R O A C H C Q N f K j L
D E S C c N T A N D A P P R O A C H





























































































































































































































































































IbOCOi O tSCc i ^ I AND A P r - r t u A C H








160007 DESCcNT A.NL) A^
C M E C K L i i T - 3
TO TUKN (U nOG 2x0
4NO TJ SLJ^ 1U 200
KI4S
160009 TURN Tf rlLiG 21U
jLDi» ID ^OU K I A S
160C10 TURN C U « P L = T = - DN
HOG ?1\.
160(11 SFT F L A P S f 'J
160Ci2 R t A C H 200 KlAi
160013 bET NAV-U TO i<LiiS»AY
09 US < 1 J^. -O
16001«i.SET ;u\(-2 fCi KcG
(111.J)
160C15 R E C f c i V t INj I«<UC
TO SLuW TJ 19j
160C16 kcOUCt SPc iU









iP l cOt i ?
3rt 02
i.° l o C l :3


















































































































































































































S t T PSGJtDUri t
160ti9 HAMDQl-F TO e
CONTROL (127.2v)
160C20 k t C f l v F I N S T k u C T t C N S
TO TU(*N TC HOG 27C,
BtOuCL S P t t D f j 17l.r
AND TU O t i C ^ N O Ib
<*$()£ Fl .
lt.002i H E G T N TuPN TO r tOd
270
1 6 J C 2 ? Tuf"» C i iTPLcT i - ui<
HUG 2 ?C. fltbIN JF-
C c L c R A T i L J N TO 17k..
160023 ftEACH 170 Kldi
BtGIN D t J C t N f T 'J
160C25 S£T t - L A P S lu
15
'f.L Lf f AT ftiJC rT160C<:b
160C«:7
TO U 160 K J A j .
16002o
1tOC30
R f . O U C C IH-tuiT
R t A C H 160 KlAi





T U R N TO HL-J Idu
TUPN Cu^r iLt^- : -
HUG 1 tJ
A H K k J a t H INi lKUCIlUN
16003* TUNfc A T L A N T A T O « t S
( llv.:/ )
Io0(<3-j BEGIN 1U«:< TO HJt
120
160035 TURN C u M P L c T b - ON
HDb 1 2l
160037 C A P T U K L 1LS L Q C A L i -
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160038 SET t ieC lS lON rlEIbTH
ON frADiu ALlIrtt FLR
UOC39 SET «jF-i TO L A K t -
SIDE <3m
Ib0040 StT \0(-d TU LAKE-
SIDt (375)
uri
UOC4<: MON AUf /KfU- l
160043 JUNP uAv-l TO
US (119.91
160C<it TURN cUhfLtlc - ON
HDG.J9.'. Uti 06 HOG)
160(45 ANNLMCiAC'JR * £ C A L L
160046 CONIRJL A U C K A F T ON
FINAL A r p K j A C H - A
160047 MON INS Tt -Ur tPNT j ON
FINAL A j - p r t Q A C H - CP
160t4H MON AL/ f /RMJ- ,2
lf>00<.9 MON KADIu A L T l M f T t P
163Ci3 R E C t l V h i N S U U C f i Q N S
10 S L O W T3 1JO
160C51 KEDoCr S P t c v Tu 1 io
K I A S
160CS2 S E A C H 130 i ^ raS
160053 S E T F L A f S T O
A C Q U I R F GUUc
^ b C F l V t 1.0'lKuCT
TO H A I M T A H :
160056 C«OSi i f oadS UcG
I/CR). Sto IN JfcCcLti i -
ATIJr< lu i3i> KUo.
*!>OC:>7 S£T fLAPS IJ Ft-APS
I K J N ^ A Y IN
SIGHT
16005^ CKOS j KhY 08 OuTt
J60r60 UTFNO LANDING G t A R
160061 C O N T A C 1 IJdtK FOR
















































































































































































































































































































































DESCEND 1ri«U 13 K FT
(500 H AP,Jv£ RNT )
C R O S j KwY . ,6 MIOCJLt
H A R K c R
Ot 'SCcNU TriXU 12.JC t f(OcCuiciN .-n ;GT-I)
CONTKuL A i i < C - ? A h T
CKDSS tNO OF r<^Y •"•.->
T OUCHOt.»N
S E T S P f t D HHAAi-i)
b E I AJTG b * A < F S
H A N Q G F h lu GKOU.ND
C O N T R O L 1121. -V)
CONTRuL A I R C R A F T Q , <
f IHtL M f P n j A C H - t
ADVIit »»PPr<U4>.H COts —
TRJL U^ ULCH i -1CA-
PAC1 f A'l lUw
C O N I k O L A i K U ^ A t 1 -A l
C J M p L S T w IJKi \ . 'J l"tIN
Dt CF. Lt kATI 'JN.
R E A C H i 7C M A S . o£ T
IHRUj 1 1C FUGnT
IDLt.
8 E G I 4 t / E i C E N T F T
450C FT .
A L T I T U L L C H A < I G c
PPOCtOL f - ' t - 4
St T F LAP j ii
F L A P it T r-p.o: . - A
CUNTKal A K < C * 4 i - i -Fi
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K t D U C c HKUSI
1&EK14 R E A C H ito na4i
16EK15 M&N Vuk /RCU-2
16FK16 ION AOF/kr , i - i
lf,FK17 dEGlrt IL'S.'I TJ HOP
150
16EK13 HEAOI.iG InANvic P*JC-
A
16EK19 TURN C U M P L E I t t ) - ON
HDG leC.
C; CUNTRUL A l t f C S A r f -hi
16FK21 BEGIN TuRN T
120
16FK22 Tt«fc CO, PL:: 1 = 0 - ON
HOG i?C
16EK23 C A P T u R t IL i LOCALI -
ZES, o t to ln TU«f* 10
HDG
u h P L h T - 0 - CiiS
HDG 090 l f(,(Y Ob Ml/b )
!6tK?5 CONTROL AiKC^AfT Qw
FINAL A^FRO«CH - 41
lbcK2t> CONTROL A i R C R A r l Oh
FINAL fcHPi-.jAs.rt - Bl
REOLCt Sr"Ecu TJ i5c
KUS.
R E A C H i 5-1 K i A S
16EK29 SET F u A P b ^5
ItF.KJO ACQU1KL GLlLc iLUPE
l6fcK3i C R C J S j S T O ^ ^ S . o t O I N
^AI UN TD 1 33
StT rLui-i HO
16tK33 C P O S S uulc*
!6cK3<t SET iP t cD a K A K E i
PlLbt Fr t lED
i6 fK3o C R O S S '
16FK37 O t S c f N C friKU it-lj
- OECiiUIS He 1GHT
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CPI 3L ' 02
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A D V i j f ATC o r p iLUT
INC A PAT I l« 1 iON
rtuNlTGK Au 1 b HbftDl Nti
C H A N G E
SET F«u I i-UK IL j
A P P R O A C H
FL IGH7 IN i IRuMt.iT
iCAN - o
C A P l o R ' i u j L O C A L l -
C R D S i l -Tu^HS. A O C S
1 * 30
i H l L r K w l
iP^ .ucKo3
iP«.ot KC<t
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D t C t L t f A 11 Jr\ TO jii-
KI AS
SET AoCi |J A U l J
LANLi ^L,D£ - !(
C R O b S (• 1 UJL: rtA^K i K
OEiCt 'wC. ln ;C Cct l -
SION Ht Jo IH
D I S E N G A G E - A G C J - A
K . * A S
A D J U S T T M .
i ^EACh 21J
R t 4CH 2uC' M AS
C P OS :> NC^uKu^ i \/GK.
« t C t I V c i N i I*iJ- F I U N j
TO T U * N TC HOG < > 1 C .
TURN Ciif.Pi.sTiO - LiN
HOG 2 1C
T O N l N i v * 4 ( j i ; J S tQr.






















































































































TO TURN, RcU 'oCc S
AN0 OfSCcNJ.
170C09 BEGIN IURN 10 HOG
170010 TURN COMPL=TtJ - ON
HDG 270. eltGIN 1)6-
C E L E R A T 1 C J N
170C11 RtACh ISO K1AS
170C12 REACn 1BO KlAi.
BtGIlt Dc iCFNf IQ
6CCC hT
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170C27 BhGI* t D£G
jEGHcNT .ILi
DESCENT
17002J REACH 13J KIAS
BEGIN T R A N i l T I J K TO




170031 CONTROL »]K i . *AFT jN 3X ol 0 PI j$ 17 0 P 3
FINAL A F P P . d A C H <.A •
 CC 0 Pi
176*01 Aim$c APP«U«Cri CT.N- 16 it u ; => 3 it 32 i C P ? .
TROL OF P I L O T INCA- L P A o ^ K l o C Pi i»iuL.<07 j »Pt
P A C T T A T i G N iPlct iv,3 • 7 Cv j. io 1 * ;2 (.*••<»
I f l o r iKO** it C P l i P A o G ^ O e 15 C P 1
If if. t r .Ct i9 CM
17EK02 MLS ACOLl i iKJN
17tKOi 6fcGI,N To*.* fJ nJL-
HJO ANL miCMr TJ
36Cc FT
17fcKO'» TORN ccr iPLtUD - ON
HUG lot
17EK05 LF.VEL OFF 4T
B E 6 I i > i h | j N « A t C t . i < l t K — 3S j f L- C . ^ J J i u4 ! C CrU
LINF A C ' w U l ji I iCIM !»A ?d L C?^ ^ o li i
 tf3
TURN H. ic. i^' C"3 3S c^ i) v . P >
fA 2° 10 v,^ 3< ic id J F3
2 t - 2C CP?
~j t 30 C r 3
t A > •}
 3 .^ C P 2 i R i o <t u C P 3
3^ C<t nO C r ' 3 ' i i to "i 0 CPd
17EKCv COl^T<QL A l ^ C ' A F f ,_lf, jfr M v C"i 3i 1?
F INAL Mi -PruACr i - X -ia t^ • 1,^1
17EM') C K O b i 4 P p ^ 3 A « - . i o A T £ . AH .7 " C?i
B c G IN L i C t- L r «. A T 1 u N .
17EK11 dtblrn t u.o ^ iK j l
D t S C h N T
17cK12 P E A C H 1J3 MAS
BEGIN T k A N j I I ION 'n
3 DFo SECJMJ iL'it'.Lf. f
MLS « ^ ( - k C A c f i J;^- ' N I
17EK15 iOO Fl A o J u b K o r J ^ A Y
17EK16 ChUSi MU -r R J N m A Y
17EK17 TOUCHDuwiM
180 (.01 TUNt ATI A .11A iR .7 C C:^ ir! Ob 0 L F ^ t
A P P R J A C n t Q N T K O L i^ v •> i.v w- ' i
190C02 JUNE A T 1 S 112 j . / ) li ...7 ;; C-1-. .- '.; L ^r",
*C -9 2 . -y / C H i i J J6 i.Vt CP.
i« »i b.'i** ^ r1 2 i - ^0 '•! *3
I r - l t l C v l ^ » i . t ^ l O V L u ^ 1 2 . ^ 2 < L
iPicCC-.i to.i *k i" ,o 3 - ^ .02 «1
1POC03
18OCi>-t »tT NAV-3 lu A I LAN I A n r Ji 0 >. •> ? J Y "2 .j 1^2
VU° ( l i j . i j ) >Y ^3 J.lt 0 r t ^ Y .<i. A.7 i. f' 1
1POC05 CRiJj j »)• I j ' l A K w l .
A G C S B tb l . lS rK-J' . iKAr-
MfO 1oi«N 10 HDG i^v.
AND J f c C r L'.:*» fi j < T.1
200 K i A S
L TURN Cl "-ifLc I-'J - Ot.
HDG «:<:,:
328
180007 R E A C H 210 MAS
180003 REACH 2CO K I A S









A G C S BtOI r
MED TORN TJ HOG 270
AND D c C E L E R A T I U N TO
170 K IAS
180CU IURN CDrtFLtTiD -ON
HOG 270.
180012 R E A C H 17U KIAS. A G C S
BEGINS PRUGRAHM'-D
DESCENT TO 4500 FT .
180C13 SET NAtf-i TO R*r v>3
ILS (1UV.9)
160014 SET NAV-2 TO
ILS (1C-*.9)
180015 SET NAV-3 10
ILS (lC9.i()
180C16 DtSCEND TH^U IwvOO
FT
180017 L E V E L UFH AT <»50C rT
180C13 SET Ottli lON HElbTH
ON GA01
160C19 A G C S BtblNS PROo'AM-
HFD OtC E L E R A T l L i N 1C
160 K I A S
18jt<:J R E A C H IbO K14S
180C21 A G C S btGINS P R 0 3 K A M -
MED TuRN TO rIDG loC
180022 TURN CLr .PLtTcU - ON
HOG lot.










MEO TORN TO nOG l^Q
180C2v TURN COMKLjTcD - ON
HOG 120
180C26 AGCS StGiNS -ROoHAM-
MEO TUxN TO HDii 090
180027 C A P T U R E ILS LUCAL1-
ZER
190C28 TURN C O M P L c l c O - ON
HOG J90 ( K K T j8 HOG)
180029 A G C S B tG INS PROGKAn-
NtD atCfLtSAfl iJ.N TO




















































































160C31 ACQUIRE GHu; SLUPc
1POC32 CiJOSj S lUSaS. A G C S
\ Tu 135
KIAS
1301,33 icT AGLi \ j A U T J
LAND rtCuc
160C34 C O N T A C 1 insert FOR
FINAL LANDING C L E A R -
ANCE.
180C3J CRiJSj KND jr R U N W A Y
16vf-3a TOuCMDL/kN ANJ RCLL-
OUT - A G C i A U T O LAND
NODE C ' J N T P J L j A IR-
CRAM uMlL 3J K N O T S










1B0050 R t A C r t
1BOC5* R E A C H l o w K i A S . A G C S
BEGINS ? R D 3 » A r t M t O
D E S C E N T TU
 Oooc t -T
180052 D E S C c N u TH*o 10300
FT
160C53 L E V F L O f t - AT 6*;tO FT
IPOCi^ SET Nav-1 TO R.Y
 UP
US
13 rv.&3 SET NAv'-t ID R*f Oa
MLS
130C56 SET N A V - 3 10 K»r Oo
>US
CRCSi » P T j T A S O J .
A G C S bn.I"*j t '^uOKArt-
7 to 17
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f l fcO TuRN TO HOG 130
ANJ U t S C t w T TO 3600
FT
TUKN C O n P L c F E D - UN
HDG 180
18C159 L t V E L PFF AT 3C-OCFT
Ai,CS dkblNS PRJ&fcAM-
rttO O t t b L t f c A T I O N TO
160 K I A S
18CK60 REACr t 170 K143
180C61 R f c A C r t ItO KI1S
160C62 AGCi BtGlNS ^KLIGRAM-
McO TJPN TO Ht;li OW.
18'9C63 TORN C C K P L c T E D - CN
HDG 09C. C R O j S WPT
STAKVt
4GCS
1ED O c t c L c S A T I O N TO







HANOOFF 10 A i L A M i A IS 34 0 *4 1P180001
T O w e R ( i lv .5) iP18(jrC2 4 *1 1R ±5
i < 4 0 ' 5 C P 4 iPl30Cft3
i.^lciJf'C* 9 C P l l f t J7
IS 08 il CP4 1R 09
IP 16 15.46 CP2 1R 28
1* 38 17 CPj 1P16JC38
1P160139 22 CP1 1R ' 32
IPliOOHO 2i *l lPlbOCi41
BcGlN 6 OcG F 1 K 3 T
SEGMENT ILi A P P R O A C H
D E S C E N T .
R t A C H 135 KUS
T R A N i l T i O f J TO 3 DtG
SECUND itGiUNf Mli
A K P P U A C h u :SCEr tT
T R A N S I T I O N tDM?i.t lF.
S L A C H I j j K iAS .






































































































































































200005 SHUtOOUN CHcCKLiiT-1 u9
200C06 SHUTDOWN CHECKL15T-2
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20000? S H U T D O W N Cr i tCKLIST-5 SP
SECURIWG
200011 S H U T D O W N C r i t O K t l S T - o SB
200C12 SCE^4=(1U C U M P L t T t O
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2CEK08 SECURING PkOCEOUkE-A 70
20EK09 PERFORM SHUTOO.N
CHECKLIST - 4A
20EK10 S C E N A R I O C O H P L E T t O
230C01 TURN GFF OF HWY 08
ONTO T A X l M A Y 0 AND
T A X I TO RAMP
230002 AFTEK LANDING P*GC.
230C03 TORN OHF OF T A X I I « A Y
0 ONTU kA"p AND TAXI
TO GATE
230CC4 TAXI OC TO GATt
23EK01 TURN OFF OF 4*1 JS
ONTO TAXIwAY 0 AND
TAXI TO «A«P. - »
23EK02 AFTER LANDING PKCC -
A
23EK03 TURN OFF Or TAXlWAY
0 AND UNTJ RAMP ANO
TAXI TD GATE - A
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1700 APPROACH AND LAND
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